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Vedeman Valve Amplifier
John Mosely takes h new look atthrs
quality kit and tries it with Ute .digital
preamplifier from Velleman.
Low Cost Compressor
Gavin Cheeseman describes a signal
processor for cpmmunrcations or
musical effects.
Sound Effects Switch
Gavin Cheeseman builds a slightly
more unusual remotely operated switch
and suggests some applications.
VGA Monitor Tester
Richard Grodak describes a simple,
compact monitor tester based on a PIC,

Uri Geller's Extended Reality
Uri recalls how-some very eminent
people 'got it wrong!"
The World of 3-D
B
Mike Bedford investigates the world of
3D and provides some images to get
to grips with.
Maplln Chester Store
: 4 Store Manager Mark Smith recalls the
opening of our 50th store.
Solar Eclipse 21 Special Glasses Offer
For a few pounds Science Line are
offering special glasses to view this
years eclipse.
Electronics in Cars
IS In this last part Mike Bedford looks at
types of processor used in cars and a
new voltage standard.
Editorial
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Research News
Dr. Chris Lsvers looks at an innovative
solar power roofing system at the
Welsh Centre for Alternative Technology.
Read AH About It!
Before he tragically died, Alan Simpson
visited the long awaited, and newly
opened British Library - plus six
souvenir guides to give away in an easy
competition.
Signaling By Means
Of Visible Light
In this first part, George Pickworth
looks at the Heliograph as a means of
communicating.
Words of Science The Numbers Game
This month Gregg Grant looks at how
Perfect, Prime, Ifnaginary. Irrational
and Binaiy numbers came about.
Using 7-Segment Displays
Ray Marston shows how to use 7segment alphanumeric displays in this
special 2-part feature.
Review of Panasonic IC
Recorder
Paul Freemsn-Sear tries out this palm
sized digital recorder.
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This month we are giving away the new Maplin
Catalogue 6n CD-ROM. Do have a look at the
new products sve have on offer. You will also
find a special supplement in the centre pages
listing lots of special offers. Next month's issue will
Include the second CD-ROM with 1160 data sheets
and lots of free software.
Towards the end of last year, Alan Simpson
tragically died, Alan had been associated with
Maplin Electronics, and in particular the Magazine,
for many years contributing many articles on a
diverse range of related topics. His style was
always interesting and easy to follow, and he will be
missed. His last article for Electronics and Beyond
on the British Library is featured in this issue, and
includes one of Alan's 'distinctive' competitions.
This month sees the first part of Mike Bedford's
world of 3-D images and how to view them, included in
the article is an address where you can obtain a free
pair of glasses to view the images, so do have a go!
And in a slightly different vein, George Pickworth
recalls how light, using a heliograph, was used in
the earlier part of this century to send messages.
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A computerised robot with the
intelligence of a domestic cat.
could become reality before 2001
according to researchers at the
Brain Builder Group Evolutionary
Systems Department, Human
Information Processing
Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan,
The main aim of the CAMBrain HrDjecr is to evolve an
artificiaJ brain with a billion
artificial neurons. As an
intermediate step, an ardlidal

brain with 32,000 evolved neural
network modules will be built
before 2000.
Called Robokoaeko, whidi
means robot child cat in Japanese,
the robot is imtially being
simulated in software, using
physical reality simulation tools.
For further information, check:
-wrf.hi p. atr.co.jp/-degaris/
papBrs/icannga99/icanngs99.hta1>.
Contact: Brain Builder Group,
Tel; tSI 77-195 1079.

Honeywell in Space
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Honeywell Space Systems is using ISI's real time-operating system
MATRtXx as the foundation of its MDM Application Test Environment
(MATE) for the International Space Station (ISS).
MATRlXx is the key component of The MATE test and verification
systems, which ere used to develop and execute simulations that
verily and debug flight software for Honeywell's MDM Flight processor,
For further details, check: <www.is1 .cora>.
Contact 1SI, Tel: (01438} 751651,

Multi-colour IMac
Colour is much more "important
for 1999 featuring five stunning
than the megahertz, gigabytes
new colours - Strawberry, Lime,
and other gibberish associated
Blueberry. Tangerine and Grape.
with buying a typical PC
For those readers that put the
according to Apple boss Steve
performance of a computer
Jobs. Jobs was speaking at the
before its colour will be
launch of a new line-up of iMacs ; reassured to know that the new ;

i
IMacs also feature a 266 MHz
PowerPC G3. processor and a
6GB hard drive.
Fbrfurtherdetails, check:
<www. apple.coffl/uk>.
Contact: Apple,
Tel: (08.70) 600 6010.

Prae money totalling over £10,000
is avaBabfe to entrants of the 1999
Young Bectronics Designer of fhe
Year Awards (YEDft). Tie oocrpetakr
chafianges young people betvroett
the ages of 12 and 23 at schools
and univerafes, to deslpt and
built! an electronic desice that
answers an everyday need.
For further details,
—
check: «hw.yeda,ortj.uk>.
Contact: Young Electronic
Designers Awards,
let; (01798) 874767.
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Business as Usual
at Hayes
Hayes Europe Is continuing to
trade profitably and to honour
its commitments to its business
partners, despite the announcement
from the company's US
headquarters that Hayes has
ceased operation In the US.
For further details,
check: <w«w.Hayes.coe*.
Contact; Hayes,
Tal; (01276) 704400-
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Tunerona Chip
US start-up Microtune based in
Texas, US. has developed a TV
tuner on a chip, an achievement
kjngsought by gant electronics
msnufacturcrs. A TV tuner is msde
of a few dozen components, sa
reducing that function to a singjs
computer chip eventualiy could
sgiificsnBy ampfifyTV manufactuiin^
For further details, check:
<»,viw.n(crotune.cos>.
Corrtaefc Microtune,
Tei: 4-1972 673 1600.
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midicn GPb on vour Wrist
Here's a jpitlger tltai ereryw-oulri be James Bond
should never lie without- Casio demonstrated the
first wristwatch wiUi a built-in Global Positioning
System (GPS) at the US Consumer Electronics
Show in January.
The Casio Global Positionuig System watch that'
will be available on the Iiigh street from June this
year, picks up transmissions from 27 GPS
satellites. Data from these, satellites can be used to
determine -.my location on the globe.
The ward), which incorporates an 8-channel
receiver, can pick up signals from up to eight GPS
satellites:« ant-one time. Data is received ilroiii at
leasiMiree GPS satellites to determine your
current location. As quickly as four seconds after
you uigger a.GPS'openition, yourcurrem latitude
(degrees, minutes, seconds north or south) ant)
longitude (degrees, minutes, seconds east or
west) appear on the display.
After specifying your destination, die watdi
graphically inditates the direction and the
distance to your destination from your current
location. This data can be updated along the way,
which means you alwats have an idea of remaining

BHES

distance and the correct dirccrion. If you arc
taking continuous readings, you can also produce
a reading of your current bearing and speed, ;md
even calculate your estimated time of arrival.
For further details, check: <www. casi o. co. uk>.
Contact: Casio, Tel: (0IS1) 452 7253.
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Berkshire
Cou literfelters
Cracked
Microsoft officials have
recovered 55,000 courrterfett
Microsoft Office 97.CD-RQMs In
a raid on locked premises In
Berkshire, England, Had the
software been genuine, ft would
have had a total street value of
almost £20,000,000. During the
past four months, Microsoft
claims that It has recovered
£70,000,000 In counterfeit
software in the UK.
For further details, check:
<WM.microsQft.coEi>.
Contact; Microsoft,
Tel: (0345) 002000.
Iiitel Invests In
g
As part of a strate^ to ensure an
adequate supply of next-generation
memory chips, intel is investing
almost £70 million in Samsung
Bectronics, the world's largest
dynamic access memory (DRAM)
manufacturer. Intel made a.similar
investment in October when it put
£350 mfflion Into Micron Technofegz
for further information, check:
<w.v<.Intel .ceo.
Conact Intsl.Td; (01733) 403000.
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Start-up Launches'
Postcard Speakers
Authentic, backed by NEC, has
launched a nmv range of postcardsize fiat pane) speakers. With .
intenal amplifisrs, banslucent
plastK frames and speda! adhesive
to allo-.v pictures to be f^aced over
the front panels, the r«v
MusiCanvas MC-16AL spegkers
can also doubts as a pair of photo
frames without any detriment to
sourai quality.
For fuoiler details, check:
<WBM.nec.co.aiP-.
CcrSsct
IS !018l) 993 8111.
Customised PC
With Maplln Build
to Order Service
MapHn customers can now
purchase PCs built to their own
specification, thanks to a buildto-order service. Machines
ordered from Mapiin are built by
Compusys, a specialist PC
builder. All systems Include a
12-month onslte warranty.
For further details, check:
<«rVw.iBapl1n. co.uSt>.
Contact: Maplln Electronics,
Tel: (01702) 554155.
Electronics Leads
Empldyment Stakes
Empkryment prospects in the
msmrfecturing sector are hsadsd
by the electronics industry which
registers a balance sigpiSeamiy
above the sector average according
to the latest Manpower Survey of
Employment Prospects.
For the first quarter of 1999,26%
of empk^ers in the industry are
(btecasiing increased Job prospects,
white 9% smiopaie a decrease,
rsgsteringa balance of 17%.
Although posrthe and 17 points
aixr.e the national .s.era^, ths
represents a dmvnsvwng of 21 pcxnts
on tire comparab's period for 1998.
For further details, check;
-Vi/B.uanpower. co. uk>.
Contact Manpo.'.er,
Tel; (0171) 253 3300.
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Handheld Device Is Optimised For Mobile Email
Research In Motion, a IB based
and includes a 2 MB Intel Hash
day and ran on a single AA
srarr-up, lias added a newmemory, integrated wireless
alkaline batten;
prpdua concept to the
modem, fuU ketiXKird,. email and
Fpr hirther derails, dieck:
exploding mobile computing
personal organiser software, k
<www.blackbsrry.net>.
sector. Its BfackBerry palm
creators say it Is designed to be
Contact: Research In Motion,
detrice is based on. an Intel 38.6
wearable, operate 24 hows per
Tel: -Fl 877 255 2377.
tf'liaiusulti: is consumers1 Choice
MGI PliotoSuite II has become the leading PC photography software
In the UK, according to retail research specialist, ChartTrack.
Over four months, MGI Software has gained over 33% market
share. Furthermore, combined with its predecessor, PhotoSuite the
company has achieved 47% of the entire photo software market.
At £50, MG! PliotoSuite (1 provides a complete suite of PC
Photography tools for beginners and advanced users alike, and
includes sophisticated photo correction, manipulation, cataloguing
and slide show presentation features in one integrated package.
For further details, check: <www.mg1saft.com>.
Contact MGI, Tel: (0171) .365 0034.

Frequency
Changes for Radio
Amateurs
The Hadiocommunlcations
Agency has changed the
allocation of the 10GHz band
from the 1st February. The
government agency claims that
white part of the band will be
withdrawn, there Is to be an
overall Increase in the allocation
of spectrum to radio amateurs.
The new allocation is from
10.00 to 10.125GHz and from
10.225 to 10.475GHz for the
terrestrial service. The amateur
satellite allocation will remain
unchanged.
For further details, check:
■•Xrfir.gt net. goy. uk/radf ocdcp-.
Canlact; Radlocommunicatians
Agency , Tel; (0171) 2110211.
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999
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Acorn
Launches
Eleipent 14 [element 141
from IsuJeacoms do mighry oaks
grow—well not quire. Acorn lias
changed its name in a bid co
reflect its cunenr business activities.
From here on after Acorn will be
knownas Eieniem 14.
Here's why Acorn has
increasingly become targeted on
tlte creation of next generation
silicon and software Imellecnia!
Property (IP) for multimedia
devices, iniiially focused in lite
digital TV market.
The new name was selected
because.it represents the core
values of the company. Silicon Is
the l4ih element on lite periodic
table. And as any student of
science will tell you, dements are
the basic building blocks of
matter, :md Silicon is the building
block of digital lechnology.
So Acorn, sorry F.lemcht 14, is
re-positioning itself as a set top
boxer designer. Upsetting news
if you are an Acom computer
user or are a third party
developer. As yet Element 14
has said that Acorn PCs will
continue to carry the Acorn
brand, and will be raanufacuired
in line with market demands.
For further derails, check:
<www.e-14.coro>Comact; Element 14,
Tel; (01223) 725000.

Computer Safety Check
Curbs Legal Threat
The Continuous Compiiance
Programme, launched by the
Initiative for Software
Compliance (iSC), and
welcomed by DTI Minister
Michael Wills, is claimed to help
Britain's smaUer businesses to .
stay on die right side of the law
by complying with an industry '
Conti fcous
standard for the use and
Compmbn ce
management of iT systeins.
Targeted at the country's near
Pro** n
ne
1,200,000 small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), the
programme is fronted by a
comprehensive standard for die
management of IT within the
law. It serves to reassure all
SMEs that once they have signed
up to die programme, drey will
For funher details,
be using their IT systems with
check; ^swwvt.isc.org.ulo.
Contact: BC.Tth (01285) 585SS5.
minimal legal or financial risk.

Lucent Technolopies
a ad Ascend to Merge

—y-vi
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Nikon's Reduction-Projection
Electron Beam Exposure System

sonm l/s

tadonm

Nikon said this month that it
intends to develop and
commercialise a ceductibnproiection eleccroxt beam
lithography exposure system
which is designed to permit
semiconductor companies to
achieve high productivity
manufacturing of integrated
drams with sub-lOOnm
minimum, paitem linewidtlts..
Consistent witli'a sulvlOOnm
design rule thai Is predicted 10
be in full-scale production in

.2006, die system would be
capable of printing future high
performance microprocessors
and I6G DRAMs. Sudi systems
will hold the equfvalenr .amoura.
of informarion that will appear
in every- edition of a typical daily
newspaper for the nexc 4 years.
Electron beam lithography is'
one of the leading candidates to
replace today's optical
lithography technology for
leading edge semiconductor
production. Optical systems
have a natural limitadon due to
the wavelength of the light usedFiectron beams are capable of
achieving dimensions much
smaller than those achievable by
optical means.
For funher derails, check:
«ww«.nikon.con».
Contact: Nikon,
Tel: (01-S1) 5414440.

In its boldest move yet to
address high-growth
opportunities In data nehvortung,
Lucent Technologies is set to
merge with Ascend
Communications is a deal
valued at $20 billion- The
merger will position Lucent as a
clear leader in communications
networking and at die forefront
of the hiergng areas of voice

and data technology.
Lucent is no stranger to
merger and acquisitions. In the
last two years the industry
powerhouse has" acquired 11
companies in different areas of
data networking.
For further details, check:
<wviw .lucent, co. uk>.
Contact Lucent,
Tel: 41317 322 6848.

in uhiiios wamife
IBM's 300 grain prototype Wearable
PC fits In your pocket and is
completely portable. With 340MB
of storage and 64MB of EDO RAM,
the 253MHz liands-ffee computer
lets you watch videos on an eyelevel display and incorporate
voice recognition for command
and text entry.
For further details, check;
«WKW.ibffl.com>" Contact: IBM Ti (0990) 426426.
_

IBM

Only the Name Stays the

7

Same for New Intel Chip
Intel has retained the brand name of its most famous chip for its
next-generation microprocessor when it becomes available in March.
The Pentium 111, currently code-named Katmai, initially will mn at
speedf of 450 and 500 MHz, and is designed for fast multimedia
processing thanks to 70
new instructions
specifically aimed at
speeding up graphics,
M
fte!
in
communications, audio
in
and video.
m
m
For further
Information, check:
pentium8///
pentlum8///
<www. intel .conv>.
xeon-f
Contact: fntel,
Tel: (01793) 403000.
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Quality Articles
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E-mail your views
and comments to:
AYV@rnaplin.
demon.co.uk

Write to;
Electronics and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
Raylefgh, Essex SS6 8LU

Dear Sir
First let me say hpw
Dear Sir
disappointed I was to read that
\&u comment at the end of the
there was little response to this
weird letter in the March issue
subject. 1 was exjiecting quite a
that "we have not hentrl the last
lively debate. Mr Marett, seems
of this topic," well! sincerely
to sit firmly in the anti-psychic
ho[>e that we have'.J suspect
camp, regarding it as nothing
that! speak for the majority of
but a waste, of time and money.
your subscribers who pay
1. as you do, "sit on the fence".
money' for your magazine
Not even 'serious science"
because of its excellent
knows all the forces of nature.
eiectrcnics content. Surely we
Indeed, there seems to lie a
have suffered enough from all
possible new force or
this Aldotis-Geller nonsense,
phenomenon currently being
lite arrival of the Maplin
investigated, one that appears to
magazine is getting as bad as
effect gravity over large
having Jehovah's Witnesses
distances, affecting the course of
standing on your doorstep.
some of the space probes
There are already magazines
labiicheti many years ago. I
that cater for those who dtnnot
bring diis up merely to illustrate
think logically ami believe things that the universe still has many
for no other reason than that
surprises in store. ,
they wish to believe them.
Psychic phenomena has never
Surely it would be better to let
really been given a chance to be
them publish such leners.
properly investigated. People
Rodney Hannis like Mr. Maren simply disregard
Reading- the field entirelv without even
PK - Not Again!

Dear Sir
Just a short note to congratulate
you ami -all your staff on an
escdlem magazine-1 am
cantinuajly impressed with the
high qualify articles on subjects
like D.AB. DVTD and Digiia! T\!
They appear to cover the
subjects to a depth not found
in other more commercial
orientated magazines. The
latest on in colour on DVD
(March, issue 135) was
absolutely first class.
Because of the speed at
which technology Is progressing
such in-depth inforraaiion is
thinking about'it. There have
been many attempts to
investigate the field, but always
with litde funding, except by the
military who keep the results
secret- IF the military keep these
results secret, there's probably a
reason why!
What is needed is substantial
funding to be made available in
oitler that psychic phenomena
be investigated sdemifically and
as thoroughly as possible. Mr.
Marett will no doubt say that
this funding should be used for
a more orthodox branch.
However, all over the world
psychic research is still being
carried out, with little funding
or resources, by government,
commercial (that says a lot in
itself} and private sources. The
funds from all these small
research efforts add up to a tot
more,than is probably needed
to fund one big effort, aldiough
1 would like to see this effort
jraliiics-frce.
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Tokens are a'-allabte from aH Maplin Stores in denmninations nf £5
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I am glad you found the 0V0
article so good, for we firmly
believe this will be the year that
DVD takes off in a big way. But
allied technology is also
developing at a breath-taking
rate - LEP displays and 'digital'
loudspeakers. We have
mentioned these British
products before In these pages
and will hopefully soon have an
article on digital loudspeakers
from i—Umlted.
Isay to Mr. Marett have a
scepiicsil dew if you wish, but
please don't simply pooh-pooh
it and throw it out the window
as nonsense without even
thinking about it. Don't let your
prejudice get the better of you.
Gne it a diance to l)e researched
propcriy, by respected scientists
in respected research labs. It
may just surprise you.
I am not usually one to respond
to letters in magazines (I've
never actually responded to one
Before, or even written a letter
myself), but in this case 1 felt ihe
need to air my two pence worth.
Stephen Bassett
byEansil
Two quite different views on this
thorny topic, but when Rodney
Hannis says ".. who cannot think
logically" I would refer him and
other sceptical readers to Uri
Gelier's page in this issue for a
another point-of-view. As we
have said in the past, we are
prepared to keep an open mind
about such topics.

%
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fust not available in the book
shops. Have you considered the
possibility of producing compiled
publications (supplements) of
similar subject articles?
A Retdsavfethsfby
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EXTENDED

Nothing Changes!
Mv reaction to the letter from a reader who
objected to 'parasdence' finding itsAvay
into this magazine (lanuary 19^) was that
noticing seems to liave changed over the
past century ;is far as this kind of aiiitude is
conccmctl. l£t's.gb back a hundred years
or so and see what's going on in what he
calls 'real science'.
Eord Kelvin was one of the mosr
distinguished scientists of the 19th century,
who among other things invented the
temperature scale ntuned after him. Yet
when Roentgen announced liis discovery
of X-rays, Kehin denounced it as "an
ehborate hoax". He told his students to
Itxjk for careers in something odter than
physics, Itecause there wtcsn't anything left
to discover about Uie nature of matter, and
he told one of them, Ernest Rutherford,
not to waste time on 'radio' bccatt.se it itad
no practical applications.
Rutherford went oti to do Lmtxtrmnt
work on lite structure of atoms, yet right up
to his death in 1932 he was making fun of
die possibility of 'atomic eneigyThat was
just five years irefore the-first chain reaction
and thirteen years before Hirosiiima.
One man who can't have been listening
to Kelriti was a young fellow named Albcn
Hin5tein. Instead, lie was getting some
.strange ideas as he rumbled along the
streets of Zurich in die tram taking him to
work in die patent office.Then, in 1905, he
came out with die first of his relativity
theories, and physics was never to be the
same again. He w ent on to become as
famous in his century as Kelvin was in his,
yet even he had his off days. A few years
before die first atomic ixinib went off, he
was telling President 'Roosevelt dtac it
could never he used because it would be

DEALITY

too heavy (Or any aeroplane to take off with
one on board.
1 could give dozens more examples of
this kind of thing. My favourite one is die
reactions of American scientists when the
Wright brothers were hopping around in
their field ar Kitty Hawk - in full view,
incidentally, of a busy highway and a railway
line. Widiin. weeks of dieir first Right, the
eminent professor Simon Newconih
announced that it had been sdendfically
proved that powered flight was "utterly
impossible". And we all remember die
Astronomer Royal's description of space
travel as "utter bilge' a few months before
Yuri Gagarin (who can't have been listening")
made the first manned space orbit..
Today, we have fundamentalist vigilante
outfits like die Committee for the Public
Understanding of Science (COPUS) - or
should that be Committee for the
Piodamation of Unassailable Tfudi
(COPOUT)? - telling us what Ls possible and
whar isn't, and what we should do with
awkward people like Ud Gcllcr who just
don't fit into their view of proper scientific
research. The paranormal is bunk", yelled.
Professor Richard Dawkins of COPOUT in a
199S tabloid newspaper article. Sure it is,
just as X-rays, powered ilight, space travel
and nudear Ossicm were.
According to my dicoonary, ixiranonnal
simply means beyond the range of normal
experience or scientific explanation. So what
the thought ixilice at COPOUT are saying is
diat ifsomedung can't be explainetl (yet) or
doesn't liappen every day, dun it doesn't
exist and sliouldn't lie studiecL
It's dear by now that professors, however
distinguished they.maybe in dieir own
fields, arc nor the right people to dedde
what should exist arid what shouldn't.

Nature Ls what it is, and the scientist's job is
to study it - all of it. Some of the
paranormal probably is unerbilgc and
hunk, hut some of it isn't, and the only way
to find out which is which is to do some
proper research - not make sarcastic
comments from the sidelines.
I have been rounding up all the reports i
can find by sdentists (real ones) who have
been looking at subjects Professor-Dawfcins
probably considers to be bunk and showing
thai they aren't, in earlier columns, I
described the work of Rupert Sheldrake,
Robert jalin mid Dean Ratlin, ami I'll lie
describing die work of many others in
future columns. Some of you may lie
surprised to learn how many of them there
are and just how good their work lias been.
Doing research into anything panmomial
is not easy. It doesn't do anything for a
scientist's street credihilicy, and has led to
labs being closet! down and jobs lost. It
isn't much fun for the laboratory guinea-pig
either, as I know because I was one in the
1970s for about two years, shuttling from
one lab to another and having electrodes
stuck all over me. 1 did witat I was asked to
do. usually successfully, and some of tlie
results filled a wholebook (ThcGcIler
Papers, edited by Charies Panatf) in 1976.
By then, 1 reckoned. I had done my share
and had the right to get on with earning
my living in my own way, as I have done.
In any case, parapsycholtigisis today
prefer to look for signs of wfiat they call psi
(telepathy, psychokinesis, clairvoyance and
precognition) among ordinary members of
the public cidier thaniih individuals, and
they are right i have always,told people
that they can do what 1 do if they really put
their fninds to it, and a good many havc.
They are helping us to learn more about
how1 the mind works, which is surely w hat
real sdentists are supposed to do?
1 have no problem with sceptics, genuine
ones who know that the word conies from
the Greek word for 'examine* - not deny,
debunk or dismiss without examination. If
COPOUT and its predecessors, such as the
medieval church, the inquisition and the
witch-finders had always been in charge of
science, we might not have had the atomic,
bomb- Vie wouk! also nor have had space
flight, aeroplanes or X- rays.
And of course the sun would go around
tire earth and die earth would still be fiau
Uri dellers novel Ellars published by
Headline Feature at £5.99, and his little Book
Of MindPower by Rohson Books at £2.50,
and Jpnathon Margolis' Uri Geller Magician
or Mystic? by Orion Books nr £17,99.
Visit his live-website camera at
uri gel ler.com, and e-mail him at
uri gel1erOcorapuserve.com
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Mike Bedford investigates the ivorld of 3D.
In an age in which everything seems to
Victcirian drawing rooni, tliree dimensional
of considerable amaaemenr.
be possible, there are now few
horror movies were produced in large
This short series of articles is an
technological achievements which elicit
numbers during the 50s, and die Viewinvestigation of the world of 3D. To start off,
the "wow factor". With few cxcepiioas, the
Master 3D viewer has been popular for
we'll look at the ways in which the human
public at large seem totally blase about
many years. Despite their impressive
visual system perceives depth and, in so
Digital TY D\D players, supercomputers
heritage, though, tliree dimensional
doing, get a clearer Idea of exactly what we
which can beat the world chess champions
photographs. 3D movies or IV programme,
mean by thar phrase 'three dimensional".
and even space probes which can explore
and 3D computer displays still aren't
We'll then go on to look at some of the
the further reaches of the Solar System, tr's
encountered oft a regular basis. Remember
traditional methods of recording and
rather surprising, therefore, thru three
that many things which claim to offer 3D —
reproducing a three dimensional image.
dimcnsitjnal images do still artraci more
the current generation of PC video cards,
Most of diese methods pre-date computers
than the odd glance, "fhis is especially
for example-don't provide die hill three
or even television but, in most cases, can be
intriguing when we remember litat the
dimensional experience. So on die rare
adapted to electronic displays, neyerdieless.
technology of 3D imaging is by do means
occasions that pcopie do encounter a
We'll conclude by investigating some, of die
new. Stereoscopic viewers graced many a
genuine 3Dimage, the reaction is often one
newer hardwarefor displaying 3D images,
hardware which has been designed
specifically for use as a computer display.
What is 3D?
The world in which we live is described in
terms of three spatial dimensions which we
could refer to as width, height and depth. By
way of contrast, drawings, photographs,
dnerna screens, TV screens and computer
displays are flat or, in other words, they're
only two dimensional so the depth
dimension is missing. If we are to give the
impression of a tliree dlinensional worid on
a flat surface, therefore, wc somehow need
to give some dues from which our eyes can
deduce information about depth, lb start to
see how this might l>e done, let's take a look
at the various so-caBed depth cues, the opes
information which we use to [jerceive depth
when we look at the world around us. Many
of these depth clues ace perfectly obvious,
once they're pointed our, but it will lie
helpful to run through the list nonetheless.
Perspective
! guess we all learned about perspective in
:tn classes at sehooi and tills is probably the
single mosr important depth cue. Distant
objects look smaller than clcifer objects of
die same she and one implication of dils is
that parallel lines going away from die
viewer seem to converge at a so-called
vanishing jxiint which lies on die horizon.
I
Interposition
So long as they aren't trans parent, objects
dose to the viewer will obscure objects which
are furtlier away—this is called .uueipasiciun.
In other words, if two objects intetsecr, the
one with the niore complete outline is closer
than die one with the less complete outline.
Shading
lighting normally falls on a scene from a
single direction so different faces of objects
wfll he lit to different degrees. This causes
differential shading and helps to give the
viewer a sense of depth.
ELECTRONICS AND BHYOND April 199S

but it is, nevertheless, one of the more
powerful cues so long as the Odd of view
includes some reasonably close objects.
Ocular Accommodation
Ocular accommodation is lite technical
terms for our ability to selectively focus our
eyes on objects at'citffering distances. If
we're viewing a scene with no nearby
objects this cue Is virtually non-exisient
since our eyes have sufficient depth of field
to ensure that all medium to for distance
objects will lie in focus at the same time, if
the scene contains comparatively dase
objects in addition to more distant ones,
however, this is an imponam depth cue.
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Shadowing
Closdy related to shading is shadowing.
Opaque objects can prevent light from
illuminating more distant objects and in so
doing cause shadows. Since objects can only
cast shadows ott oilier olsjecis niiidi are
further away from the light source, this is
another irn part ant depdj cue.
Texture Gradient
The amount of detail which we can sec in
die surface texture is greater for closc
dbjects liian for distant ones. !n other
wortLs, a close object looks well rexmred
whereas a distant object looks smoother
and more devoid of surface detail.
Colour Gradient
Sir.cejighi is absorbed ami scattered in the
aimosphere, dtose objects which are close
appear to have more vibrant colours than
more distant objects. Some colours of light
arc also scattered co a greater degree than
other colours and this results in more
distant objects have an oventii bluish cast.

mm
Motion Parallax
Motion pamltas is one stage on from
interposition. We've already seen that dose
objects can obscure ponions of more,
distant ones but as we move our head fmm
side to side, the amount of the overlapping
dranges. Tills, in turn, means dial portions
of previously obscured objects are revealed.
Another cdnsequehce of motion parallax Ls
that doser objects appear to diangetheir
position relative to the field of view more
rapidly than distant objects.

Binocular Disparity
Human beings have two eyes, each of wliich
looks fnrwaid, so we see die world front
two slightly different positions. Hie brain
merges these two views id generate a single
image with, an imponaru depth cue .called
binocular dispaxire This is the hardest depth
cue to describe since if refers to
subconscious processing within our brains

i
$

Photography &
Computer Images
In conventional photography, you don't
need to do anything special at all in order to
reproduce many of the depth clues we've
looked at. Simply using an ordinary camera
and either priming on orduiary
plioiogniphic paper or projecting on an
Ordinary screen using an onlinary [irojector
will give you perspective, interposition,
shading, shadowing, texture gradient and
colour gradient. This, of course, is why
standard photographs antl iV pictures look
natural enough, even though they might
not shout '3D' at as. Anil exactly the same
applies to a computer generated image. In
the earlv' days, die amnum of processing
power available was severely limited so
images weren't photo-realistic. Tire
iaipLcation of this, of course, was that many
of the depth cues available in photography
weren't available tin the computer screen so
the results were much less 30 than ordinary
plioiogrophs. Ttxlay, much of the heavy
numlser crunching Ls off-loaded onto a 3D
graphics cards and tlie end result Is a huge
improvement on the wire-frame graphics of
die 80s or even die cmdelv rendered
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Computer generated image supplied by David Todman.
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anaglyph of
the New York
ill
irnages of not many years ago. Neverilieless,
wc shouldn't loose sight of the faa that a socalled 3D graphics card only allows the
computer display to catch up with
conventional photography, it certainly doesn't
provide results which a photographer, a
dnematographer or a 'IV engineer wxttild
refer to as three dimensional.
Of the depth cues we've looked nt, the
three, which can't l>e 'pio\iUed by conventional
photographic techniques or on a television' or
a conventional PC screen -even with a 3D
video aid - are.binocular dispadty. ocular
accommodation and morion parallax. And the
one which people most commonly think of as
the crucial elemeniin tnie 3D is binocular
dlsparint This doesn't mean that the others
are unlmpbrtam thougli-wliat it docs mean
is that ocular accommodation and motion
parallax are far harder to pnxluce. So. to set
the ball rolling, let's take a look at how
binocular disparity can be provided.
Stereoscopic Imaging
lb provide blnocuiar disparity l guess it
must befairiy obvious that we need to
photograph or generate a pair of images,
one representing the left eye's view and die
odier the right eyre's view. Such a pair of
images is usually referred to as a stereo pah
and it really isn't panicuiady difBcuk to
produce. If you're photographing a still
scene, for example, you can simply take one
photograph then move the camera by
65mm — the average distance between the
eyes - and take another photograph. For a
moving image, you'd either have to use a
pair of cameras attached to each other at
the appropriate distance, apart and
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

simultaneously triggered using a special
cable release or you'd use a special 3D
camera with two lenses. The effect can also
be exaggerated fay increasing the distance
between the. two vievvpoims - this is
referred to as Iwper-stereosmpy. This is
often used, for example, in aerial
reconnaissance plioiography, If you view the
ground from an aircraft, you donT nomially
get a good idea of the surface topology
because binocular disparity is a fairly weak
depth cue at distance. Similartv, normal

I—-

stereoscopic photography would provide sin
benefit over a single photograph. However,
by using time lapse photography, a stereo
pair with a much increased separation (the
distance die aeroplane had moved between
the two exposures) can be produced. AVTien
subsequently viewed, the exaggerated 3D
effect which results is of great value in
interpreting the landscape. So Jar. we've
looked purely at photography hut similar
principles can be applied to computer
generation. Rather than just generate a
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single phoio-realisiic image, it's
coinjjanuively simple for a spfiware jiackage
lo generate a.scene Eroni two difFerent
viewpbinc and thereby create.a stereo pair.
Free Viewing
I3uc if generating a stereo pair is relatively
easy, providing a means of correcdy viewing
the 3D image requires a bit more
imagination. The aim, of course, is to
provide same viewing method by which the
left image enters die left eye only and die
right image enters the right' eye only.
Sometliing wliidt permits this is referred to
as 3 stcrcogram and there are quite a few
variations on the theme. And surprisingly
you don't need any special apparatus to
view the first type of stercogram well
investigate although this free viewing
method does require die viewer to engage
in a hit of visual gymnastics. A stereogram
intended for free viewing is sometifnes
referred to as a left-right stereogram for
obvious reasons. The two images are
displayed side by side on the page Or die
screen, with the left image on the left and
the right image on the right. But there is
one important resuiction - die separation
between idendcal distant points in the two
images should lie no greater diim 65mm.
Obviously diis means diat photographs can
only be displayed at quite a modest size
Using this method. A couple of stereo pairs
presented in this way is reprodiiccd with
this article and, unless you've already
attempted free viewing, you're probably
going to need some instruction. Hole! the
page at a tbmibriahie viewing distance from
your eyes —for mast jieopie diis will he
about 300mm. Now. try to focus your eyes
on a point well lieyond die page or, if yon
prefer, go cross-eyed. The Images will go
out of focus and dioyTI also start to overlap.
If you persevere, adjusting your eyes
accordingly, you should end up with three
images itistead of two. Now. forget ubrsui
the outer ones and concentrate on die
middle image. Try—without loosing those
three images — to bring diat centre one into
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focus. If you succeed, you'll find that it will
appear to be in hill 3D. It's no! easy at first,
admittedly; hut with a bit of practice most
people are able to free view stereo pairs in
this way; Tlie Victorian stereogram allowed
people to view images mounted this way
but die provision of some simple optics
meant that viewing die stereo photographs
was a lot easier. Similarly, stereo 35miti
slides can be viewed using a special viewer
or even a pair of ordinary hand-held slide
viewers taped together ar that magic
distance of 65himi. Traditionally, you needed
a darkroom to create side-lie-side
stereograms since the photographs liad to
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lie accurately printed ai a. non-standard size.
As with many forms of3D photography,
however, it's now much easier to do this on :t
PC - all you need Is a film scanner (or have
your photographs professionally scanned
onto a Kcxbk PhoroCD). just about any wortl
processor or DTP package and a photographic
tjuality printer such as an inlqec.
Anaglyphs
Viewing stereo pairs using free viewing or
an optical viewer has a number of serious
drawbacks, perhaps most fundamentally
that it doesn't really fend itself to projection
raid not everyone cm achieve free viewing.
The anaglyph addresses both these
problems and Is applicable to the printed
page, die cinema or TV screen and the
computer oionitoc Even if you don't
recognise the name, you've almost certainly
come across anaglyphs — this is the
technique which was used during the 50s
3D movie craze, it has been used on TV and
it's sometimes used in magazines. It's the
method which requires the viewer to wear
those red-blue (or red-green) funny glasses.
Traditional anaglyphs only work with
monochrome images, lb ctcate a
monochrome anaglyph you take die right
isnage and render it in shades or red, take
theleft image and render it in shades of blue,
and then superimpose the two tinted images.
The end resulL looks rather like and out of
focus black ami white photograph with red
and blue fringes around objects, espccially
th'e closer ones. However, If you view* it
through a pair or red-bluegbsses, it appears
remarkably different. Since the left eye views
thcanaglyph through a red filter, only the
blue-tinted image will be visible and similarly,
the right eye, looking through die blue filter
April 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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will only see the red-niued image. You'll
notice liiat each eie will, therefore, only
receive the image iniendwi for it and the end
result fe a 3D representation. As with stereo
pairs, it's now far easier to generate
aragltphs in the •distal dadttoom' than by
conventional chemical methods. AFC with a
phato-icioudiing package now makes the
creation of photographic anaghphs a viable
proposition for any photographer. Similariy.
computer-generated stereo pairs can also lie
turned into anaghphs.
Although anaghphs were originally
restricted to monochrome images, some
degree of success can also Ik achieved in
producing colour anaglypiis ;mti, once
again, this is much simpler using digital
tedmicjues. Instead of colouring
monochrome images, colour anaglyphs;arc
produced hy estntcting jtist die reti content
of the left image and the green and blue
content of die right image and merging the
two. All the colour information Is still
present, therefore, in the anaglyph as a
whole, and when its tie wet! through redblue glasses (which, siricily .speaking, are
red-cyan) a colour 3D image results. In
practice things are not always as simple as
diis - a problem arises with images which
contain areas of hilly saturated colours. A
fully saturated red ohjcct, for example, w ill
only apjKar in one of the two images and
will, therefore, only lie seen by one eye.
These objects are often referred to as ghosts
since they're effecdvely 2D objects within a
3D scene. Needless to say, such an image
dpesn't look at all natural so some means
has to lie found to eliminate theseghosts.
The nomml solution is to de-snutnue these
areas hut a by-producr, of course, is tliat
colours tend to look a bit washed out.
Software packages have been produced to
do all this autoinauoilly.
A similar technique which is appropriate
for colour images and doesn't have the
problem of ghosts is to use the (lolarisatlon
of the ligin rniher than its colour to direct
each image into the appropriate eye. This is
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

Courtesy Davfd Burdor 3D Images
a technique which doesn't work with the
printed page though—it's only applicable to
projection, and, with some special additions,
to the computer display screen. Instead of a
single projector, a pair of projectors is used
- one for the left image and the other lor
the right. Both projectors have polarising
filters attached, one aligned vertically, the
other aligned horizontally. The viewers now
.wear polarising glasses but, unlike Polaroid
sunglasses, the filters are crossed such that
one eve only sees venically-polariseU light
and die other only sees horizontallypolarised light. A special silver projecuon
screen is needed since ordinary white
screens scatter the light thereby destroying
the polarisation.
Lenticular Stereograms
With one notable exception which we'll
come onto later, people don't want to have
to work hard to see in 3D, nor do they want
to have to wear glasses or some other
viewing aid. Arid since all the stereograms
we've seen so far require you either to go
cross-eyed or to wear glasses, there would
ap|tear to be some scope for improvement.
The next type of stereogram we'll look at is
a so-called auto-stereogram, that is, one
which can be viewed without a viewing aid.
Strictly speaking, of course, the left-right
.stereogram is also an auto-stereogram but
the one we're about to look at avoids the
requirement it) perfect a special viewing
technique. Its called a lenticular stereogram
and you've probably seen examples even
though- like the anaglyph, you might not
have been familiar with the terminology.
To create a, lemictrlar stereogram each
image of the stereo pair is cut into thin
vertical strips. Next the strips are reassembled to generate a composite image
with alternate left image and right image
strips, in fact, although diis is conceptually
how you'd start to create a lenticular
stereogram, in practice this would all be
done in software. Finally, to complete the
stereogram, a lenticular sheet is attached to

the front of the composite image. This is a
sheet of plastic moulded into thin venicaf
lenses which alternately direct the light
reflecting off the strips to die left and the
right. So long as die stereogram Is viewed
from a suitabledistance, therefore, a 3D
image is seen. In fact, the technique can be
extended to include more, than two images
so that as you move your head to the leffor
the right, difierent images are seen. This
allows a degree of motion parallax to be
acliieved in addition to binocular disparity.
Random Dot Stereograms
So far, we've seen three methods of
preparing a pair of stereo photographs or
computer generated images such that they
can be viewed in 3D. The next method we're
going to investigate doesn't lend itself to
photographs or photo-realistic computer
images but it is ah interesting alternative with
very simple computer generated objects.
First of all, a model of the three
dimensional object is created in computer
memory. Now-, a single point on dial object
is picked and calculations are |>erlbnned to
deicrmine where, on the screen, a viewer's
left: eye would see that point. In all die
other forms of stereoscopy we've seen so
far, that point would then he plotted in
some way such time it will only be seen by
die left eye. In this method, however, this
IsitT a concern so that point is simply drawn
to the screen as a black dot. A flrsx sight
tills would seem to be a problem since it
w ill also be seen by the, right eye whereas it
is, of course, a left eye paint. Cenainly it is
the left eye point for die inii ially selected
point on the 3D object but it is also therighreye point for a difierent point on the
3D object. The next stage, dierefore. is to
, determine which point on the 3D object,
the previously plotted point Is the-right eye
projecuon of We nowhavejanother jxiint
on the 3D surface so the process starts'
again, determining and plotting the left eve
projecuon for this point. If this process Is repeated too many times the screen will end

up all black and if due operation is
performed too few times the end result v.ill
hare too few points. There is a middle j joint,
however, where we have sufficienr points for
die objet to lie seen in 3D — so long as you
view it in the contrct way. thai is. The name
of this ope of stereogram is a single image
random dot stereogram or SIRDS.
Closely related to single image random
.dot siereogranis are stereograms which
most people will think of as Magic Eye
images after die name of the company
whiclt conimerdalised this fornt of
stereoscopy. 'IIic basic principle of a Magic
Eye image is similar to thar of a S1KDS bur
instead of.seeing just an npparenth' random
arrangement of dots, the 3D image is
hidden in some rather more decorative
wallpaper. Obviously generating this sort of
image requires more sophisticated software
than drat needed for die basic dot variaiiL
As with die SIRDS, viewing Magic Eye
images requires some practice anti we'll
describe exactly how to do ic a bit later. It's
interesting, however, Uiat left-right
.stereograms have only lieen popular among
stcrco-phoiography enthusiasts whereas
Magic Eye books, posters, calendars and the
like have been hugely popular. Not only this
hut die left-right sterebgrarn Is applicable to
full colour photographic Images whereas a
Magic lire stereogram is callable only of
representing a very simple image arid no
coiouc information is recorded except for
die colour of the wallpaper. Hie answer

niusc.surcly lie in the facrithat seeing a.
Magic Eye image is soracdiing of a puzzle or
achalleiige. If you look.at a left-right
stereogram, it's immediately obvious what
you should see even if you don't manage to
see it in 3D. With a Magic Eye image; on the
other band, the initial apjicarancc is orie of
an almost random repeating pattern. The
3D object is totally hidden and only when
you view it in die correct way will that
hidden object suddenly reveal itself As
such, these images have attracted
somefliing of a cult following and are
regularly used in promotioiwl material and
advertising campaigns,
But if you're not one of the millions wlib
hare Imughi a Magic Eye Ixmk, you nriglithe
interested to know what all the ftiss is about
and how you do view this sort of image.
There are dose similarities between the
method used for viewing this type of
stereogram and the method used for leftright stereograms. The. fallowing description
was provided by Magic Eye Inc.
Hold the image right up to your nose (it
should be blurry), very vert' slowly move it
away until the two dots at the top of the
ihiage tunt into three! Once, you have three
dois, hold the image still. Stare ar the
middle dot, try not to blink, and the hidden
image will slowly appear! Once you sec,
depth, you can look directly at the entire 5D
image! The longer you look, the dearer it
will become!

This method assumes that a pair of dots
or registnuibn marks is printed at the top of
the stereogritm. Many SIRDS and Magic Eye
images do include these 'cheat marks' but
not aft. However, once you've managed to
resolve a stereogram which docs include
these registration marks you'll find titat it's
comparatively simple to manage with
stereograms which don't.
Sources
You'U need red-blue glasses to view the
anaglyphs reproduced with this artide and
on the from cover. 3D Images Lid. willsupply two free pairs of glasses (red-green,
red-blue or one of each). To take advantage
of this offer, send a SEamj>ed self-addressed
envelope to 3D Images Ltd. at 31 The
Chine, Grange Park, Fnndon, N21 2F.A.
Most of the 3D images reproduced with
this artide were supplied by David Border
3D Images Ltd. cine of the UK's leading
suppliers of 3D products and services. Hie
compam-cm lie contacted on 0181 364
0022 or you may prefer to point your Web
browser a t htt p: //vfww. Sdimages .co.uk
Hie company specialises in most 3D
tedmologies including anaglyphs, ienrinilar
stereograiiLS, side-hy-side stereo pairs. Magic
Eye type stereograms and holograms. They
can also provide stereo cameras (including
digital), stereo projection systems and LCD
shuuer displays (which will be discussed
nest month).
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On the 21st November 1998 n new
MapSin Store oi>eneti in the dty of
Chester, difa new sinre takes the
total numlier of stores to 50 and was
opened 2-1 years after the first store.opened
at Wtefdlu'-on-Se-a, near Southend, in J974.
The fintt day we opened, die store had a
customer flow of over 300 people, who
traveled from near and far to celebrate our
grand opening, along with many of the local
store managers who were there to lend
their help and support to the new soiil
The new staff comprises of six members.
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Store Manager Mark Smith recalls the opening.
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They arc Mark Smitii, Brandi.Manager;
Jonathan Flynn, j\ssistant Manager; Neil
Qiandwick. ledmical Sales Assisrant:
j\«ihony Matthias, Technical.Sales Msisiant;
Rachael Hobbcrs. Sales Assistant and Lee
Chadwick, Pan-iinie Sates Assistant.
Mark Smith lias worked for Maplin for the
last five years. He started as a part time
technical sales assistant and worked las way
up the ranks to Branch Manager at the
Preston Store. Tlte rest of die team come
from very diGering backgrounds but they
were all selected for their abilitv to offer
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customers the very best service possible.
The Chester Store can boast of I raving
one of the largest sales floors amongst tlte
Maplin Stores. It lias many extra product •'
sections that are not always found in other
stores. Hie main section Ls the computer
centre which includes four of our most
popular speeified computers to help aid in
sales demonstrations. With the use of
Maplin's very unique •Build-toOttler'
service we can provide our customers with
die latest technology and would lie
canligured to their exact requirements. Wfe
also stock a large range of computer
accessories tram mouse mats to uiotheffcoards.
We also have a special offer computer
bundle which is only available at the Chester
store - hut hurry as it is only available white
stocks last. Tiie system is based around die
yiaplm Jupiter, and features a K6 2'300,32Mb
SDRAM, 3-2 Gb Harti Drive, ~,2x. CD ROM
anc^a hast of higlth' specified componems
including a free 56k internal Voice/Fax
Modem for a low price of £-599 inc VAJ.
The store has a large Music and Disco
section with an impressive- range of disco
lighting effects that are on constam
denionstraticHi, plus a lieidphone. stand to
allow customers to. try models from outrange
of headphones. Hieln-Car Enienainment
display gives various examples of how to
complete a apical installation, with help from
our knowledgeable staff

M'
HI

1. -

Many pnxluct ranges teve a dedicated Drxir
area sudi as Radio Control Modeling. Sound
and "Vision, Home and Office, Corimiunicaiions
and. Books.. The staff on die component.
counter are available to help and assist
aistomcrs to select the smaller but often
desperately needed spares - whether it is a pan
for the hobbyist or for the service engineer.
As with all Maplin Stores, .shoppers can

choose llrotn on impressive 3~000- .strong
product range, and alihougii not everything
is kept in stock at the store, any product can
he obtained from the warehouse within rwo
working days, or dispatched by the
warehouse to the customer's address.
Tlte Chester store can be found at Unit IA
fheliouglnon Centre, Boughton, Chester,
CH3 5AF. TeL 01244 31>4R4, RKI 01244 31546S.
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to look nc the Velleinan Vake
aniplifier again (the original
anide appeared hack in Mardi
1992, issue 51) and use it with
the digital preamplifier-also
from Velleman. The valve
amplifier has liatl two important
modificatioiis made to aid
construction and setting-up - the
output stage biasing and settingup is now easier, anil the use of
one large PCB for the vast
majority of all the comparienus.
The ampiiller design is quite
straight forward using a
common ECCS2 for prcamplificadon, ECC83s for
voltage gain and phase splitting,
and two parallel pairs of El34s
in an ultra linear, push-pull
output configuration. The one
distinguishing feature is the use
of toroidal transibrmers for the
main HT and heater transformer
and the output transformers.
Vel

emart

W

JUMffll

John Mosely constructs this revised valve amplifier and
tries it tvith the Velleman digital Pre-amplifier.
Introduction
A fnend back in die Sixties
introduced me to electronics,
and my first project was a 12\V
valve amplifier that was featured
in Practical Wireless, Being at
school and short of cash, i
suppose to some extent part of
the pleasure (if you can call it
that!) was in acquiring the
necessary bits. I have to admit to
it being not vety elegant, but
after a problem with the power
supply ({-was badly advised as to
a suitable alternative to die
recommended selenium bridge
rectifier), it worked extremely
well, I later constructed a second
one for stereo and a valve preamplifier to match- This set-up
lasted for several years and
perforined very well. 1 then
riitivwl in to the transistor era.
ft was early in the nineties that
1 acquired some tiki teak TL25s
which i refurbished and which
brought back memories of how
well valve amplifiers sounded.
Later, jMlkeHo!mes(he was
responsible for the Maplin
Millenium) and 1 constructed a
pair of valve amplifiers based on
the early designs of Williamson

using a pair of KTS&s in rriode
output mode. Although they
sounded superb, unfominatdy
they could not quite manage
10W and so were confined to
dig'cupboard until I can get
round to rebuilding them into
an ultra linear output:
kvvas with a certain amount
of pleasure that it was decided

ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Apri! 1999

Construction
This is not a cheap kit to buy so
it Is not surprising that the first
thing ran notice is the quality
of the components used and
die chassis conscruction. ft is
also very heavy!
Construction starts with die
octal valve bases which are
mounted using spacers. One
spacer is mounted between the
valve base and die top of the

SPECIFICATION
Output per channel:

90W tms into 4 or SO
up to 15W tms in Class A
Bandwidth;
8 Hz to 80 kHz (-3daaW)
Hs rmonic distortion: 0.1% @ IW/lkHz
S./N ratio:
>105dB (A weighted)
Input sensitivity;
IV mis
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PCB. and another (threaded
r>pe) is motimet! beiow the
board. This one is used to
secure the PCB to the chassis.
Connections arc made to the
board from the valve, bases by
short links of wire,.and it is.
imponam that tile links do not
• protrude above, the height of the
spacer as they will short to the
mcral base cover. These links
should lie as shon as possible.
Next arc the wire (inks, and
there are many of them, so
make sure you checkrthat you
find them all. Next comes the
diodes and low wattage
resistors, followed hyLEDs, the
1C socket, reed relays, trimmers,
transistors, high power
resLsiors. capacitors, screw
connectors, valve scxtkets and
other sundry items. Ltstly the
octal valve base hearer wiring
needs to be soldered into place.
VeUeman supply the necessary
wire, and again it is important
to keep the wiring runs below
the height of the spacers. The
wires need to be twisted and
anchored at one end to the
PCB, and die other ends to the
respective valve bases.
Connections to the mains
transformer are matte using
screw connectors. "When this
wiring is complete, check with a
multimeter, set to a suitable
resistance range, that there are
no shorts. Remember that there
is a 220£1 resistor to ground
from each heater wiring leg, so
■ you wilt not measure a liigh
resistance .across the two wires.
The PCB torn! Is now
complete, so a thorough check
of die board should now bemade. There are nearly TOO
solder joints, so do check very
carefully as time spent now may
well prevent problems later.
There are three small PCBs
ilnu need to lie mounted to the
back of the case. One carries the
input phono sockets and die
other two are used to mount die
left/right loudspeaker terminalsAgain, Vdleaian have used.gold
plated components of the
liighest quality A small length of
screened audio lead is supplied
and tliis is soldered to the input
sockets. Also, lengtlis of cable
are attached to the -in output
tcfminiil antl ground terminal.
The -fI2 connection provides
feedback to tlie first stage of the
ECC83. Note the drcuit diagram
shows this as being taken from
die SO. terminal. You mat' need to
use a higher power soldering iron
to make these joints, as die
loudspeaker rerminals are quite

suhstantinJ. 'fhe mains inpui sockei
is also mounted at ihis stage
Protective self-adhesive foil is
provide to stick on the mains
input socket and to the top of
the case above the three
transformers. Similarly selfadhesive feet are stuck to the
bottom of the case below the
three transformers. The two
output transformers are now '
mounted to the case. The
output connections can now be
made to die loudspeaker
terminals, remembering to slip
the supplied heat shrink
sleeting over die wires prior to
making the solder joint. The
mains transformer is now
mounted. Note that Velleman
supply the correct mounting
bolts for all the. transforfnets,
and itis important to ensure
that the transformers do not
touch tiny metal parts such as
loudspeaker tentiirials.
The main PCB is now mounted,
and care needs to be taken in
sliding the board into piace. There
ate many screw mountings to
hold the board in place, and
Velleman thoughifolly supply the
two Aliens keys for the job.
There may be a good
argument for soldering all the.
iransfomter connections to the
board, but Velleman have chosen
to use screw terminals for all
these olT-boord connections;
except for the audio input, wiiich
is soldered. This method is
certainly simpler, and makes
servicing (if necessary) easier,
however, the mains transformer
connections are a little bit tricky
!due to die close proximity of die
uaasformer to the PCB, where
there screw connector is
mounted. Finally one List check.

phono;
CD:
tuner
tape 1/2:

5.5mV/50k
SOOmV/SSik
360mV/22k
360mW22k

RATED OUTPUT
line:
tape;
equaliseri

IV
360mV
180mV

TONE.CONTROL
bass:
treble:

±15dB (100Hz) in '2.'5dB steps
drlSdB (lOkHz) in 2.5d8 steps

S/N RATIO
pliono:
tape/CD/tuner:
THD:
Response:
Channel separation:
Crosstalk:
R!AA deviation;

75dB (A weighted/rated output)
IQOdB (A weighted/rated output)
0.01%
8Hz to 150kHz (-3d8)
90dB
98dB (between inputs)
iO.SdB (20Hz to 20kHz)

exercise due care, (f you are
happy so lar then switch off add
wait several minutes fur the
high voltage on die smoothing
capacitors to dissipate.

^WARNING
This aniplifiar contains higti DC and
■AC wfisiss .and can Ml - be-Aws!
The small B9A valves can now
be inserted - ECC32 and
F.CCSJs - and again power up
thcarrfplifier. Wlien thegrceh
LED is on, die various-voltage

points indicated on die Ixiard
can be measured, except the
0.4V bias voltages. If all voltages
are about right switch off and
again wait several minutes, and
insert the eight EL34s.
Valve amps must always be
connected to a suitable load, so
Velleman supply two fl2D, 5W
resistors to complete die set-up
of the amplifier. Vuh these
resistors connected, and no
signal applied, die Output valve
biasing can tie. set- All eight
trimmers at die front of the
board are set ami-clock wise,
and die eight DIP switches all
set to the OFF position i.e. up.

Vblieraart has designed a very
simple,, visual and elegant
method of setting up the bias.
With the amplifier on and the
green LED on, die Arst switch
of theieft hand DIP Is switched
on, i.e. down. BV1 is adjusted
until the second or third red
LED (ID4 or LD5) lights-up.
The DIP switch is then switched
up and the nest one is switched
on. RV2 is now adjusted until .
again the second or third I ED
lighrs-up. This is repeated for all
eight valves.
The amplifier is now allowed
to warm up for a further 10
minutes and the above
alignment is repeated, but
instead of red UiDs lighting up,
adjustment is made until one of
the green LEDs light up. This is
again repeated for all eighr
valves. Hie 0.4V bias voltages as
indicated on the PCB can now
be checked. All eighr readings
were very dose.
Before die panels are fitted to
the case, the final test needs to
lie made!
The Ultimate Test
After you have connected the
amplifier to suiiabie speakers,
and before you apply an audio
signal, check that there is not an
excessive amount of hum
present. Mum can be reduced to
a minimum by carefully rotating
the relevant output transformer
either dockwise or antidockwise
until the hum is at a minimum.
This is particularly tricky for the
right channel as the ECC82 sits
in front of it. I cerrainty had to
put my ear v ery close to my

Testing
With the front mounted mains
switch folly down i.e. OFF,
connect the mains lead to the
maim input socket and with
mains voltage applied to the
ampliSer, Ute red U;D next to
the mains switch should light.
Now; holding your breath, the
mains switch is switched on
(folly up), and the bi-coloured
LF.D (jext to the switch should
alternately flash red'green. After
approximately one minute the
relay will energise ant! the LED
should go to continuous green
illumination. Now with your
mukimeter set to a suitable AC
voltage range, measure the 63V
heater voltages around the octal
valve bases. Remember that
there are several pbinis on the
board sitting at over dOOM so
April 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEVOND

loudspeakers ro hear a very
small amount from my right
loudsjjeaker.
You have probably spent well
over 20 hours in time and £700
from your pocket to get this
far. So just what have you got?
Simple - a very Site amplifier. I
fed dte output from my CD
player into the amplifier via a
shielded volume control pot,
ami the result was excelfeni.
We have no doubt till read in
Hi-Fi magazines those
wonderful descriptive phrases
that reviewers tend to use. Viell.
I can now understand what they
are getting at' Phmses such as
pace, dynamic, involving etc all
take on a true meaning. If you
enjoy listening to music - any
music - then this amplifier
cenainly lets you hear it Pop,
jazz, classical, blues, it takes
them all on and reveals all. If
there is bass there, you will hear
It, with clarity and depth. Voices
are clear and well defined. I
normallv listen to a Musical
1

Fidelity amplifier with Heybrook
loudspeakcre - but this amplifier
is several steps up finov my
Musical ladclicy. Valve amplifier
sound is often described as
warm, and I have always
noticed that valve amplifiers do
produce a distinctive sound that
I believe is preferable to
transistor amplifiers.
Velfeman Digital
Pre-Amplififer
The digital controlled
preamplifier is an ideal partner
for the valve amp offering a range
of functionsiand an excellent
spedticaiioa Conuol can either
be via front panel push buttons
or a separately available remote
Velleman Kit
K4040 vste amp
KtlOO preamp
K410i remots control
Amp co.er

PROJECT PARTS LIST

RESISTORS
Rl,2,4
R3
R3,10.21,27
R6,9,39,41,43,45150.53,55,57
Rr.8
Rll,16,49
812.13,48
818,24,65,68
R19,25 .
820,28
R22,28
829,30,31,32,33,34,38,51
835,36,47
837
840,42.44,46,52,54,56,58
859,60
861,62
863,64,66,67
869,70,71:72.73,74.75.76.77
877
878,79
880,32
881,
883.84,86,87.
885.88
889,90,91.92,93.94,95,95
897,98,99.100,101.102,103,104
8105,106,107,108
.RV1.2,3,4,5,6,7.8
8:28 3W
»
CAPACITORS
G1
02
03.4,10,18
05,6,9,11,12.13.14.15,19,
20,21,22
07,17
08,16
023
024

Maplin Code
Vr83E
VH46A
VH473
VX62ri

I

:1k
4708
22k0.25W
220k 0.25W
2k2 0:25W
'12k 0.25W
33k 0.25W 817,23 820K 0.25W •820R 0.25V/
1808 0.25VV
1M 6.25V/
■3k9 025W
10k 0.25W
lk5"0.25W
560R 0.25VV
100k 0.25V/
100k 0.SW
47k 0.5W
220R 0.5W
330k as\v
270R1VV ,
lOKlW
15k 1W
680k 1W
47k IW
390k 4VV
• 1808 IW
Tor iw
15R.5W
l66k Vertical Trintmer
, 2 off (dummy bad)'
47nF
iOOpF460V
22nF 630V
470nF:
2n2nF
4pF Hectrolyisc.
lOC^FlBectroVtiG
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control unit. LEDs are used to
displav'inpur selected, volume,
toss and treble level in and out
sockets are provided for a remote
equaliser, but if one is not used,
then these sockets need to be
shorted together. A push button
is provided to give a flat response,
plus there is a axivemenr switdtod
mains output. The Door area
dimensions match the valve amp,
so that the amplifier can camftralA*
dl ai top cf tte ptearap.
In use, tlie preamp performed
remarkably well, and I was
impressed with the lack of break
through from one input to
another..Functions performed as
expected, and with the tone
controls in the fiat position, the
Price Inc. VAT
£699.99
£224.99
£45,99
£49.99

C25;26,2T,28
029,31
030
032,33
C34
035,36
037,38
:
C39';40,,4i.42
SEMICONDUCTORS
01,2,15,16.18,22.23,
25 '
03.4,5,6,7.3,9,10,17,
19,20,21,26
011,12,03,14.
701,2
LD1
.LD2
103,4,5,6.9,10,11.12
107,8 '
Tl,2,3
14
ICl
MISCELLANEOUS
RY1,2
SW1
SV.2.3
8K3,4
Sl<5
SK6.7.8
RY3
'RY4.5
1R1
■ma

preamp did not appear to
degrade the signal at all.
Conclusion
The valve amplifier needs to Ise
partnered with loudspeakers and
sound sources that will do justice
to its ability. So if you are aiming
for a retlistically priced top-end
system then this amplifier is a
worthy contender, and if you do
need a preamp, then the K4100
is an exceBent match.
Not only cities the system
sound impressive, but it looks
Impressive too - my family and
friends remarks backed this up.
There Is a lot of san'sfactidn In
knowing that you have built a
quality hi-fi system, and one
you cah repair!
If you buy die amp, preamp
and remote control then you
arc looking at nearly £-1000
outlay, and if you add the
matching cover for the valve
amp then it is over a £1000. Is
ir worth it? Personally - yes.
470uF EJectroiytic
47pF iOOV Bectraiytic
lOC^/F 100V Bectroiytic
47/jF Bectroiytic
-lOOpF Bectroiytic
22pF 350V Bectroiytic
lOOpF 400V Bectroiytic
220pF 450V Bectroiytic

1N4148
•

1N4007
1N5408
Tener 3.9V
omra Red Blinking
3mrn Bicolour
Smin Red
3nim Green
BC547C
.80515
LM3914,
2
Reed Relays VR05R121
3P On-On-On
2
•DIP Switch DS-4P
1
ICSktlSWOIL
.2
2P Screw Connector
•. 3P Sctev/ Cdrinectdr
1
3
8P Screw Connector
8
' Octal Valve Base
B9A Valvs Base
3
1
Power Relay VH5V122C
Pcr.wr Relay VR10V121C
2
1
12 V Transformet
HT Transfbnrter
1
Output Ttensforme'r
2
1
■Mains Input Socket
.Gold-plated Phono socket
2 .
Gdld-plated Speaker Socket
6 <
Wire
Assorted
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A total eclipse happens when the.
Mdoh passfesin front of the Sun,
blocking its light . It's a remarkable
sight and usually a once In a lifetime
experience; The'eclipse oh August 11,1999
is the first total solar eclipse visible from
the UK since 1927.
lb view the Sun safely you need to make a
pin-hole camera to project the Sun's image
or use CE certified glasses. Science Line can
offer two types of eclipse glasses to readers.
Solar Viewer - not
suitable for children
Hie Solar Viewer is a hand-hdd viewer wiiich
makes it unsuitable for children. It is a robust
unit of Sjiedal plastic without cardboard
around it. This means it offers a wider field of
view than the conventional glasses and we
would recommend them to anyone with
mote than a passing interest in the eclipse.

© ©

£
»

© © © © •A

Eclipse Glasses suitable for children
39
m
The .Eclipse Glasses
6are more traditionally
cr
styled, a bit like 3D
glasses, with
cardboard frames and
elasticated straps
making them suitable for
children. However, they are
also designed to Bt adults.
They are slightly more fragile
than the solar viewers, hut they
offer a cheaper alternative drat are
suitable for children.
Both are available with maps and a
leafier. Prices start from £5 for the Solar
Viewer and £-3.50 for the Eclipse Glasses.
•N.B. Viewing the Sim is dangerous Those
Please order by the above telephone
doing so do'it-at their own risk Maplin,
number only Lines open between
BSS and fts employees do not accept any
lpm-7pm daily For bulk orders (over 50)
liability for any injuiy v/hich may arise,
please call Nicole for further details.
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easy to use and Ls capable of
good results. The drcuit is
designed as a general purpose
building block that ran lie
ndapted for use in a variety of
different applications. Hie block
diagram nf the unit is shown in
Figure 2 for reference. The
arcuii uses two stages of
compression to maintain a
stable output level over a wide
range of input voltages.

Introduction
When ampliijing and
processing audio frequency
signals pmhlemsiare oFien
encountered due 10 wide
anipiilude variations. If an
ampiifler is set up with a high
gain to amplify signals of a few
mV then larger signals may well
result in overload arid distortion.
If the amplifier is Ijeing used for
hi-fi reproduction then probably
die only way to deal with ibis is
to use a circuit with n very wide
dynamic range as it is important
that the dynamic characteristics
are preserved. This often
means using diruits with high
slew rates and relatively high
voltage supply rails. However,
for other applications such as
communications, musical effects,
and the like, an alternative-is to
process the signal so that small
and large signals both end up at
a similar level.
"Die maxiimim level ofa signal
can be limited using clipping
techniques as iliustiated in
Figure 1. However, for rnany
applications this .method Is
unsuitable as high levels of
distortion are introduced
resulting in an unwanted "fuzz"
eifea. Therefore, where
intelligible audio reproduaion is
required (with the exception of
certain specialised applications in
communlcaiiDns) this method is
best avoided.
»\ much more .suitable
method is compression. The
term 'compression* is often
used to describe a variety of
different processes in
electronics. Jn the contest of
this anide it is a method of
reducing the dynamic'range of
a signal by .controlling the gain
of an amplifier, without
introducing high levels of
unwanted distortion.

L
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Gavin Cbeeseman describes a
signal processor for communications,
and musical effects.
Most compression circuits tire
based around the use of voltage
or current controlled amplifiers
and automatic gain control
lypicatly. die input signal Ls
applied to an amplifier and
part of the output signal is
rectified to produce a voltage
corresixinding to the average
ainpiitude. This voltage is then
used to control the gain of the
amplifier. .Ax low signal levels the
gain is high but as die amplitude
of die input signal inoreitses die
gain of the amplifier Ls reduced
to compensate. As a result the
average amplitude at die output
of the amplifier remains relatively
constant within a given range
even though the level of the
input signal Is varying drastically
Hie drcuit must lie sec up to
resjiond only to the average
level of the signal and not to
individual peaks. The optimum
time required for die circuit to
respond to a change in, level
varies depending on the
applictitian. li Ls also necessary to
set a thieshokl which the signal
must readi before compression
starts to take place.
Hiere are various ways to
implement automatic gain
control in a circuit' Indeed a
variety of difFerent off-the-shelf
ICs are available designed
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specifically for die jiurpose. The
circuit described in this anide
makes use of the Li! 13700 dual
trjascYinductancf operational
amplifier 1C. Hits is an evceileni
gaienil purpose device that &

Circuit Description
Figure 3 shows the circuit
diagram of the compressor unit,
which Ls relatively simple using
just three IC's. The unit is
designed to operate from a
single rail power supply
connected to terminals PI (-f V)
and P2 (0V), Capacitor C2 acts
as bulk de-coupling for die
main supply rails. Additional
high frequency tie-coupling is
also provided close to 1C2 and
!C3 in die form of CP and €10.
Operational amplifier IC1
together widi K1 and R2
provides a low jmpedaacc half
supply reference for the other
ICs effeaively flinctloniiig as an
artificial OV within the drcuit.
Hie use of ICl as a unity gain
buffer allows relatively high
values to lie selected for RI
and R2. Hie input to ICl Ls
filtered by cipadtcr C1.
Additional de-coupling of the
lialf supply reference Ls
provided by C3 and C4.102 is a
dual tmnsconductance
operational amplifier and forms
the heart of the compressor
drcuit. Hiere are rwt> amplifier

Audio frequency signal vAh out
frnlhg of compress ton,

Limiting the ampttude of
IhB signal by dpping.

Compressing the signal
Figure 1. Stntplfffed graphical comparleon of signal clipping
and compression.
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of compressor.
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Figure 3. Circuit Diagram.
sections to the IC us cnn be
seen from the IC pinout. Input
signals are coupled to the iriput
of IC2 on pin 3 via C7 and R5Viiriiible rcsistor VRI acts as a
balance control affecting the
synirnetry of the signal. R7 and
RS.are biasing components. The
airreni output of die first
amplifier is on tC2 pin 5- The
output current develops a
voliage across load rcsistor R6
and is connected to the base of
an internal buffer transistor on
pin 7. The output of the buffer
on IC! pin E is used to charge
capacitor C5 producuig an
effectively rectified and filtered
DC level directly related to the
amplitude of the input signal,
"Ihis is fed to the diode bias
input lif die IC on pin 2
effectively controlling the gain
of die amplifier stage. Hie baseemitter voltage of the internal
buffer transLstors detemiines
the threshold at which die
compressor scans to operate.
The audio frequency output
from pin 5 is couplet! to the
next amplifier stage on IC2 pin
14 via C8 and R9- Once again
VR2 acts as a balance control. As

with the first stage, the output
on pin 12 is fed to the input of
die buffer (in this case on 1C2
pin 10); "the output of the
buffer on pin 9 is filtered by C6
to produce a DC level which is
used to control the spin of the
amplifier via the diode bias
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ti|
3,-iJT
OUTPUT

Figure 4. IC Pinouts.

input on pin 15. In addition, the
nuclirj frequencj' output of the
second amplifier stage Ls fed to
the input of 1C3 which aas as
an output buffer.. In addition to
acting as a load for the output
at pin 12, R10 and VR3 act as a
variable aitemiator allowing die
user to set the relative output
level. The Output on iC3 pin 6
is coupled to output terminal
P(i via capacitor Cll.
Building the
Compressor Circuit
Hie comprcssor circuit may be
built on printed drcuii IxxirI or
matrix board. As uidi most
amplifier circuits some ".mention
ntusi lie paid to the correct
component layout iTopumum
performance is to be adiieved. It
is sensible to layout the
components in logical order as
shown on the circuit diagram.
Try to keep cohnectiocs
between components as short as
passible to avoid stray coupling.
It is usually advantageous to run
separate supply rails to each of
the ICs joining only at the power
supply lerminals. Also take care

with jxisiddning of de-cnupiing
capacitors. C2 should be
jTositioned close to power supply
terminals PI and ?2. Hig]i
frequency de-coupling capadtots
should lie kept dose to the
relevant fC. Hence C9 should be
conneaed as dose as possible to
IC2 and CIO should be adjacent
10 (C3. This helps to prevtnr
high frequency noise on the
supply rails adversely affecting
the operation of the circuit.
It is usually best to start
constructing the circuit by fitting
the low profile components
such as resistors first. As always
use of DIL.sockets is to be
recommended ICs can
sometimes lie damaged if
overheated during soldering, k
also makes life considerably
easier if it is necessary to replace
one of the ICs. It is worth
noting tiiat if the Dl I. sockets
are fitted before any of the
larger components, this makes
the job simpler, as the socket
can be held in position during
soldering by placing die boattl
upside down oh a Dai surface.
Otherwise, once the capadtors
are in place holding the socket
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Figure 6. Connecting a toad to the output of the circuit.
in place can be quite awkwaitl.
Hay dose attention to
component polarities where
appSicible. 1 inay be in tianger of
appearing a little repetith-e on
this point hut incorrectly
cofmected electrolttlc capsdtots
and semiconductors can
explode very violendy indeed
not to mention the damage.in
terms of functionality Jusi for
those who may not be.awart,
the polarify of die electrolytic
captidtors is indicaied by a
minus {-) symixil on the
coniixinem case close to the
negative lead. The negative lead
is also usually the shortest of die
two. The IC pinouts are shown
in Figure 4. Please ensure diat
ail pins are connected correctly
before applying power to the
drcuit. It is liest to v.nit until the
rest of the circuit is constructed
liclorc insening the ICs into the
DH sockets.
Once cnnstniainn Is complete,
take a second look over yrmr
work, just to dieck dial
cvenihing is conncctet! correctly.
Hay particular attention to the
solder joints, ftaor soldering is
often tut initial cause of failurewlien first testing a citcitit, either
tine to higii resiscince joints
(\*hich cannot alwaj-s be easily
seen) or inadvertent short
circuits. Holding die i*wd up to
a bright light can sometimes
show up prpbiem areas. ^VIso
double check thc componenr
txinnections against the circuit
tliagnuu. Tills may all apjiear to
lie unnecessary extra work but a
few minutes spent checking die
Iioard can sate a lot of time iater.
Testing the Circuit

In order to test the Compressor
Circuit you will need an AF
signal source such its a signal
generator and a method of
monitoring the output of the
unit. An oscilloscope is
preferable but if this is not
available, a suitable audio
amplifier may lie used. You will
also need a regulated 3 2V DC
power supply. A bench supply is
ideal, 'ihc current consumption
of die dnruit is in die region of
a few mA maximum. Figure 5
shows the connection diagramConnect die power supply to
the circuit. The positive
connection (-f-V) is made to
terminal PI niid the negative
(OV) cnnneciion is via P2. If you
are using a power supply with a
current limit cormol set dxis for
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around lOOrnA just in case there
is an error or fault on die circuit
board. Similariy if you are using
a "high current supply it should
be suit;Ally fused to protect die
circuit and prevent any hazard
due to a short drcuit.
If available it may be useful to
connect a multimeter set to the
current range in series with the
4-V supply tail to monitor the
power supply current. Drastically
increased currcnr consumption
caii be an early indicator of a*
fault. If possible, check the
voltage level at terniinal F6. This
should be approximately half of
die supply voltage (6V).
Connect an audio frequency
signal source to the input of the
circuit between terminals P3
(L'p) and P4 (OV). If you are
using a signal generator, adjust
the frequency to approximately
1kHz (sine wave) for the initial
test. Set the level control of the
signal source to minirhum to
start with, so diat no signal is
ptescnL Connect an osdiloscope
or test amplifier to die output
of the Compressor circuit
between PS (o'p) and PS (OV).
If the compressor circuit is
driving into a high impedance
input, it is advisable to connect

a small load resistor between Pf.
and I'D as shown in Figure 6 to
allow Cll to charge otherwise
there may appear to be a
standing DC offset- A suitable
value is Ik. Initially, variable
resistors VRI and 1112 should lie
sec to central position. VR3
should be set to maximum.
Increase the level of the input
signal until an output is
detected. At first this may be
quite distorted. A level of not
more than a few mV should be
required. If no outpur appears
to he present, disconnect die
input signal and monitor the
DC level at 1C2 pin 5- Adjust
variable resistor VEi for a DC
level of approximately half die
supply voltage. Next momtor
the level at IC3 pin 6 and adjust
VR2 for a level of approximately
half supply. Reconnect the
input signal and try die test
again. Adjust VRI and VR2 until
minimum distortion is achieved.
If you are using an osdlfoscope
to monitor the Output, adjust
VRI and VR2 until the most
.sinusoidal output waveform is
produced. Reset the level of the
input signal to minimum.
Once again, slowly increase
the level of the signal source. As
die amplitude is increased, a
corresponding increase at the
output should be noted. If the
input signal is increased further,
a point should be reached where
changes at die compressor input
no longer affect die level at die
output. The output signal
should remain at approxirnately
the same level over a wide range
of "input voltages'. It maybe
necessary to re-adjust VRI and
1112 to provide optimum
symmetry at the output and to
iruniniise distortion. Finally
check diat VR3 adjusts die
output level.
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Figure 7. Example of a simple preamplifier.

Using the
Compressor
The compressor unit lends itself
to use in a wide range of
applications. It should be noted
that the unit is not optimised
for aiw specific purpose and
tlierefofe it may be necessary to
adapt lite circuit or diange
comiTonenc values to suit
different appiications.
Before connecting die
compressor circuit to other
equipment check tliat the output
and input requirements are
compatible, triable resistor \T?3
determiiigs tlse final output level.
'I"he control should be adjusted
to suit the drive reqtiiremenrs of
lite equTpment coiineciecl to the
output of the compressor.
In some-applications where
the maximum input level is
relatively small, a simple opamp.preamplifier stage may be
added to the input of the circuit
to improve sensitivity. A typical
example of this type of circuit is
shown in Figure 7 for reference.
The value of resistor Ka may be
modified in order to change die
gain of the preamplifier. It is
liest to avoid die use of very
high values of resistance sis this
may result in unwarned noise or
instability. Although useful for
amplifying small signals, it
should he noted that high level
signals will tend to be dipped
and this results in distortion.
Therefore die gain must be set
at an appropriate level,
otherwise distortion in die
preamplifier will tend to
diminish the usefulness of the
compressor. Similarly a resistive
attenuator network may lie
filled to the input of die device
if signal levels ate very high".
Applications
lb cover all applications tif die
drcuii in detail is outside die
scope of diis article. "Hie
following .suggestions are
intended to provide an example
of possible uses for the unit.
Tli'ey are not all fully tried and
tested as specific lequiremcnis
vary considerably and may
retjuire some experimentation
10 obtain usable results.
Microphone
Preamplifier
A typical application for the
compressor circuit Is as a
micmphone preamplifier for
comnitiQiauions use. It may lie
necessary to use an additional
preamplifier stage as described
earlier to lift die level of the
input signal to a jxiint where
limiting takes place. This will

Vfiriafate
Requercy
A.R
Oscaator

Fs^Bcy

depend on the sensitivity of the
microphone. XVlien sec up
correctly the compressor may
improve the effectiveness of a
communicaiion link especially
under weak .signal conditions.
Electromusic
Applications
It may lie possible to use the
compressor circuit to produce
sustain effects for use with
electric guitars and other
instruments. For this application,
il ls necessary to set up die unit
sudi diat limiting saris at a
very low level Then when you
strike a note the circuit will
attempt to maintain die same
volume level as the note decays.
You may wish to reduce die
value of C5 and C6 to provide a
more instantaneous effect or
increase die value to delay the
effect. However; use of very low
values may produce undesirable
effects if there Is insufficient
filtering of the control voltage.
The compressor could also be
usecj ahead of effects units to
maintain a relativ ely constant
input level independent of the
loudness of the irisurunient.

s CXjtputLft'eJ
Corrtrd

Compressor

■Output

Figure 8. Using the compressor to control
the output of an audio oscillator.

Use with Oscillators
Often simple A.F. variable
frequency oscillators or signal
generators produce an output
which varies in amplitude as the
frcquency Is adjusted. Hits can
be a problem when using the
oscillator for test jiurposes as it
is often necessary to adjust die
level control every rime the
frequency is changed
significantly. The'compressor
circuit can be used at the
output of an audio frequency
osdUator to ensure that the
output level remains consistent
over the entire frequency range
(See Figure S). Set the oscillator
to die frequency where the
outjiut level is minimum. Adjust
die .arapiitudc so that the
compressor is driven enough
for it to limit. Adjust the
frequency and cheek that die
output from the compressor
remains constant,Aiy may be
used to adjust the output level.
A lOOk panel mounting
potentiometer may be used in
place of die preset resistor if it
Is more appropriate. The unit
may introduce some distortion
but for many applications this is
not a problem.
-

Audio Processing
Applications
Many devices used iii audio
processing such as active filters
and analogue to digital converters
have relatively tight input level.
requirements. High level signals
may overload the device :uid
.small, signals may suffer from
serious degradaiion due to noise.
Compressors may be used to
try to ensure that die signal
remains at the most optimum
level as much as [xxssiWe.
Limitations
The compressor unit described
is relatively basic and as with
most simple circuits suffers
from some shonMs. There
may he a degree of distortion at
some input levels and initial
alignment may take some
patience if the best performance
is to lie achieveil. However, the
circuit costs relatively litde to
build and can provide a good
introduction to automatic gain
control and compression
techniques with a whole host of
practical uses.
Ii|!i''"'i

1
Use with Radio
Receivers
Another jxissible use for the
circuit is to provide audio
frequency automauc gain
control for radio receivers. Tills
could be useful with simple AM
communications receivers
where the audio output level
can vary over a wide range due
to variations in signal strength.
It should he jxissible to
maintain the audio output of
die receiver at a relatively
constant volume avoiding die
need to continuously adjust the
/IF gain contml. The output of
the compressor could he used
to drive a small audio power
amplifier and loudspeaker, if
you are buildirig your own radio
receiver, it may be worth
installing die unit inside the
receiver. A bypass switch could
be provided.
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Figure 1 What types of
pfooossore are used in
cars' Quite e few as a look
at the Volvo'SSO tvlii show 80% of oitboard silicon
comes from Motorola.
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In this last part Mike Bedford looks at types of
processor used in cars and a new voltage standard.
This month, for the final article of our
in-dcpih look at electronics and
computing in the motor indusiry.
we're going to have a change of directJon.
Tile first three parts of die series were
concerned with the exciting new fadlities
which are now starting to appear in
production motor veliides tiianks to
advances in electronics. And the fourth pan
was an Investigation into the use of
electronics in Formula One and the qiitat
for die land speed record Ail these articles
cotictnrniied an what marketeers would
refer to as "features and benefits". This
article, on the other hand, is more technical
in nanifeso we'll be looking ar what goes
on behinti the scenes. So, if you've ever
wondered, for example, what sorts of
processors are used in cats and how they
communicate with each other, this article is
just what you've been waiting for.
»
Processors
We introduced this series with B.MWs claim
that their 7503- had more processing power
on-lioard than the Apollo spacecraft which
took Neil Armstrong to the moon. But
whereas this may be an impressive sounding
claim to the layman, those who arc nnfine
with computers will know that the
phenomenal rate of change could mean that
this still isn't a vast amount of processing
ELECTRONiCS AND BEYOND Apti! 1999

muscle in today's terms. After all. that
historic Apollo 11 landing took place almost
diirty years ago and it's probably true to say
that you don't need many desktop PCs to
equal the total ajnoum of processing ixrwer
in Silicon Vifley hack in 1969. This isn't to
underestimate the wxinh of the innovative
systems" on BMW's lop-end motors hut to
point cut that many people — even the
electronically mimled ones — have little idea
of how many processors and of what type
arc used in vehicle. An answer to the first of
those questions would lie pretty meaningless
because there's so much variation. The BMW
saloon we talked about earlier has around
forty processors but a basic conipaa car
probably has just the one - in the engine
management system. What would be more
useful to investigate is wliat tyj Jes of
processors are used for various tasks. Are we
talking powerful processors like those which
are'used in PCs orare we talking of tiny H-bit
devices like the well-known PIC microcontrollers? You may lie surprised to learn
that the answer to both these tptestions is
"yes". Cars with systems using Intel (tntiunt
MMX prxxressors have already been
demonstrated, many of the more basic
functions in atrs are controlled using lowcost 8-bii inicfo-controllcrs and between
these extremes is a whole range of processors,
lb stan off. therefore, let's see wliat types of
processors are used for what jobs.

First of all, what about those in-car systems
which use the Pentium .MMX processor? -U
first sight this seems a rather unlikely
scenario since this family of processors is
designed with desktop multimedia
applications in miml, nor control fiinctiofts.
But the use to which these processors have
been put isn't a run-off-die-iriill automotive
application, instead it's an entertainment
and communication system which has lieen
incorporated into a car. And as such, this is
far more the son of application the top-end
Intel processors are optimised for. Not yet
avajlahle on production motors, the system
in quesiion Ls a technology demonstrator
which was put on show by Intel at last y ear's
Consumer Electronics Show in las Vegtts.
Called tlie Cnnnecrted Car PC, the system Is
designed to bring PC functionality to car
drivers and passengers. The demonstraiion
vehicle, a Ford Expedition 4X4, integrated
satcliire navjgatioii, cellular phone, Web
browsing, e-mail, games pitying and DVT)
movies. The system may also lie extended
to provide a user friendly fnini-end to other
on-)xjard systems. So, for example, by
conunuiiicating with die various vehicle
management systems, the Connected Car
PC could determine when the car was due
for service. This information - plus
information on local servite centres
obtained from the Web — would be relayed
to the driver. The interface for the rear seat
passengers would include a fltu panel
display mounted on the ceiling. For safety
reasons, the driver would obtain
navigaunnal information or receive e-mails
via voice recognition and voice synthesis.
For a number of years, some of the
executive saloons iiave provided driver
preference features: One example is seat
positioning- When a driver gets into the-car
and presses the button for, say. driver
number one, electric motors move the seat

■m

n-pe of uifornKiiion firbm a complicatetl
signal. For exaniple, by monitoring the
engine.sound and performing the
appropriate signal ptneessing, it is possible
to detect the onset of knocking and adjust
the ignition riming accordingly.
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Figure .2 Irrtels Ford
i Explorer '4)Mwas
used to demonstrate
tKa'Ceniiected Car PC
concept at last.year's
Consumer Electronics
Shew In tas Vegas.

forward or backward, up or down, and
select the angle which that driver prefers.
Clearly it doesn't take any very sophlsucatet!
decimnics to do this, iiikict it could easily
be done with a handful of logic cltips.
However, \i>sr ran't buy niaiiy logic chips for
the price of a bottom end mictocont roller
so thcsc svsteius temi to be driven by slow
Shit pnxessors with ah abscilute minimum
of memory. CIC processors from Microchip
are commonly used for this son of
applications since they can he Ixtught in
hulk for about30p each. Also at the bottom
enti, S hit processors are used for
detonating air tags, controlling the
insinimentutinn on the daslilxianl, and lots
of other non-demanding applications. So
we've seen Ixttli the top end and the
ixittom end of die. processor.spectrum but
between tltese extremes, we iiave ih bit
pnxtessors or controllers forABS brakes,
fuel injection, transmission and engine
management and the trend is ever upwards.
In the near future, many of these 16-bit
applications are going co become die
domain of 32-bit processors and DSPs will
also liecome increasingly common. Without
a doubt, were going to see some pretty
powerful processors used in automotive
dectronics in the non-too-distant future.
And we're not just talking of their use in
periphery systems like Intel's Connected
Car PC. Motorola, for example, are shipping
microconroliers with a PowerPC core for use
within-vehide systems. The most likely
applications for this device will lie in the
power-train. Cletrfy the consumer will see
consequenrial benefits fram this rapid
growth in the number and power r>f die onboarti processors.
Hie onset of digital signal processing in
automotive electronics is intriguing. Perhaps
it would come as no surprise (hat some of
the more esoteric applications such as noise
cancelling and Lotus' noise synthesis (which
can make a Citroen 2CV sound like a

The CAN Bus
If you've erer spent ntudr time jwking
around the insides of an average family
-saloon you'll have discovered that some of
the wiring looms earn- a phenomenal
mtnilxrr of wires. But if fairly run-of-the-mill
motors, which are comparatively light on
electronics, contain a lot of wiring, what
alxiut some of the executive s:iltx»ns we've
looked at in this series, lb provide the
sophisticated control funaiuns arid iri-car
entertainment sv'stems, these tars are
packed full of sense its. mo tors, controllcre,
warning lights and die like so the wiring
looms will, presumably, be even more bulk;.;
In fact, it's been rejvorted that some of tlie
more prestigious cars have hat! over 300
miles of wire weighing in at 200 jrounds—
that's the weight of an extra passenger. But
it's nor just the added weight that's a
problem with conventional wiring. The vast
number of connectors associated with

Figure 3 PICs are being used for
keyl ess car entry systems. Here a
dedicated chip, from Microchip, <jff'ioads the heavy number chihchirig
associated with code hbpplng ftom
'the main processor,

I

Ferrari) use DSPs hut their pntenual use iri ■
cars goes iar beyond this Tlte move to
"drive by wire" systems Is one key
development which will make use of the
DSP's processing capability. In the drive by
wire appitwdi. all inedianical linkages from
Lite driver controls are replacctl by
electronic ones. So, for example, rather than
liave a'lmlraullc power steering sprcm to
augment the mechanical linkage between
the steering-wheels and the drive wheels,
the steering wheel is attached to a
jjotenciometer or similar, and the steering of
the wheels Ls achieved using an electric
motor. 'Ihis is a classic exiimpie of a servo
control system requiring a (hrce term
com roller, somedtutg which can be rcadiiv
implemented using a DSR Another example
ofa DSP application is tire implementation
of digital filters for extracting a particular

conventional wiring looms can be a
reliability nightmare too.
In the realm of computer networking, the
answer to many of (hese problems Is to use
a bus-based network rather than jxtint-topoint wiring, 'ihis is the basis of lire
conventional coax-based Ethernet D\N and
of the Universal Serial Bus which Is fast
becoming die new standard for attaching
external peripherals to PCs. In a bus, all
devices attach to die same conductor (or
perhaps a pair of conductors, one. for
transmit and one for receive) and some sort
of protocol is used to ensure iliat only one
device transmits at once. The same sort of
pcihdpie is now being applied in die motor
industry. In the early days of bus wiring in
vehicles, proprietary serial busses were
used. Today, although manufaaurer-spedfic
busses haven't been tnmlly ousted, the.
April 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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speed sensor broadcasts data onto die bus
then any system can pick up that information
as and when it's required.An interesting
example ofhow this can lead to exciting new
features Is illustrated by a new car radio
developed for Mercedes Ben/. By using
information on die speed of the car, the
volume is adjusted automaticaJly to
compensate for mad noise. Had a separate
sensor been required, this particular function
might not have lieen added due to cost
considerations. Another advantage is the ease
with wliich new features can lie designed
into a car. Very often, new fit dimes can be
prodded by nothing more than a software
change—witii the possible.exception of
simply connecting a new sensor or some
other device onto the bus—wiring clianges
become a tiling of the past.
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treiicl is toward the use of open standards
and this dearly has an advantage in remis of
the availability of off-the-shelf componenuj.
Hvo competing standards were introduretl
in the late SOs—J1850 which gained
popularity in the USA and Japan, and CAN
(Controller i\rea Network) which was the
choice of huropcan motor manufacturers.
CAN now appears to be die network of
choice on both sides of die Atlantic and
with prices continuing to Ml.
semiconductor numufitctureni ate
suggesting dm.networks — and CAN in
particular—will soon he found in ali ears,
not only in luxury and performance motors.
CAN has now gained the status of an
intemational standard; teing defined by ISO
11898 and ISO 11519-1. it conforms to die
OSI 7-Sayer networking model and defines
the lowest two larers; the phv-sicat layer and
the data link layer. The highest rate of data
exchange for which CAN is specified is
IMblt/s but it's common to use lower sjieed
networks for less critical systems as a cost
cutting exercise. For example, a car may
contain one high speed network for
essemLi! arid safety critical systems Like

Figure ^ Microcontrollers are
now being designed specificany
for the: automotive marketMotorola's GSHC908AZ60 has s
bunt-inif»U4 Interface

engine management, braking and air bag
coniral hut a lower speed network for the
lights and the electric windows. A bridge
would allow data to be piissetl between the
two busses. In terms of Components. CAN
controllers are available off-the-shelf from
vttrious semiconductor inanufiicturers and
some microcontrollers — diose primarily
intended for the automotive market— have
embedded CAN controllers.
■We've already seen some of die advantages
of using a bus For wiring a car as opposed to
taking die more conventional approach but
yet more benefits are available to those car
-inanu&cturers who have standardised on
networks like CAN. For a start, the need for
multiple sensors is eliminated. For example, a
number of systems may need access to the
wheel speed-ABS braking, speedometer,
and traction control all come to mind as
possible candidates. With die standard
approach of point-to-point wiring, there's a
good chance that a separate wheel speed
sensor would be required for each of tliese
systems, each wired back to each of die
appropriate conurollers- With a CAN bus
things are quite different - if a single wheel
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High Performance
Networks
Despite the undoubted advantage of a bus
technology compared to point-to-point
wiring, and despite the apparent supetioniy
of CAN over diej 1850 standard, some
maijufacturers are suggesting that CAN will
not lie suitable for all applications. In
particular, alternatives are being projiosed
for systems in which feilure. cannot lie
tolerated. If die car radio stops w orking,
then it's little more thap an inconvenience
and for many systems, the use of CAN will
continue to grow. However, the move id
by wire" systems such as steer-by-wire and
brake-hy-wirc arc far more demanding.
Since these systems are safety critical yet will
liave no mechanical or hydraulic backup,
network integrity is esseminl. One problem
widi CAN is that ic uses the CS.MACD
network access mechanism which is used in
Ediemet LANs. This stands for Carrier Sense
Multiple Access widi Collision Detection.. If a
device wants to use die bus, it listens for a
carrier. I f it senses a carrier, this mains that
anntherdevice is already using die bus so it
waits until the bus is free before jumping in.
Unfortunately, however, if two devices were
both waiting for the bus to become
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Figure 5. Point-to-point wiring Is being replaced by vehlcia
networks. Volvo's S80 has three separate networks.
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speed saosor

Brake pedal
Pressure
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ASS Pmceesor

Hydraulic brake lines

Hydraulic cbmponents

Bectranic components

Figure 6. Conventional braking system with ABS. The
primary system Is hydraulic so braking vdll still be
available In the event of loosing the ABS system.
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f

Sensor W—\ Brake pedal
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Mechatronics components

available, Ixnh would access it at the same
time. This Is called a collision and devices
detected it by listening on the bus as they
transmit. If the received data is different
from the data transmitted this means that it
has been corrupred by ?. collision. When a
device recognises a collisinn, it transmits
random data for a while to ensure that the
other device also recognises die collision, it
then stops irtmsmining and waits a random
lime before Irving again; CAN Is, therefore, a
first come first served system so it doesn't
guarantee any device a particuiar response
time. Eventually a device will get access to
the bus but it may take a few milliseconds if
some other device was already using it. With
some systems iRs may be too long and
some network access method which
guarantees a given response Is essential.
The second drawback with CAN networks is
that the}' aren't tolerant of a cable break. If
for example, a car Is involved in a collision
(a crash, that is, not a network collision) and
the CAN cable is damaged, communication
vvili i>e lost.
Use Time-triggered Protocol (TTP).
developed by 'HTech of Austria in
conjunction with Motorola, is designed to
overcome these drawbacks of CAN for

Wheel
speea sensor

TTP Nah'.titk
(dual bus)

IT
Dual
brake-by-wire
processors

Electronic components

Figure 7. Soon vehicles will have brake-by-wire with no mechanical
or hydraulic backup so the electronic systems must be fault
tolerant. This Is achieved by using the TTP network which offers a
redundant data path and doubling up on the processor system.

safety-critical systems. The network his
already been accepted by Daimler-Benz.
First of all, rather than CSNLVCD, access to
die bus is controlled by time division
multiple access, in this scheme, devices are
given lime slots in rotation and are
therefore guaranteed a specified percentage
of the overall bandwidth of the bus. Fault
tolerance is provided by doubling up the
cabling. So long as die two allies are routed
such that they are physically separated,
damage to the vehicle which might break
one rlf die cables would leave the other
cable unaffected. Bin TTP isn't the only
network arcliitecrure designed for safety
critical automotive applications. Another
contender Is PLANET — Philips lite
Automotive NETwork which is designed for
systems such as altbags and active seatbelt
pre-tensioners. Here, a different topology is
used to provide resilience in die event of a
cable break. PLANET is a ring network
which means that any two devices can
communicate with cacti other so long as
there are no more tlian a single break in the
cabling. Die network has also liccn
designed to cope 111111 shorts between the
conductors In die has or iietween any
conductor and ground.

Mechatronics
If your exposure to digital electronics has
lieen restricted to consumer electranics
equipment or PCs and their associated
peripherals, dien automotive electronics will
be soihediing of an eye-opener in some,
respects. Although electronics Is becoming
increasinglyimportant in automotive
engineering, a motor vehicle is. nevertheless,
still primarily a mechanical device. So much
of the decmonics in die veliide will end up
driving elearo-mechanictit devices such as
electric motors and solenoids.

Rgitro B.
Ry CQmbfnin_
merhnnlcs nr.tT
nlerIronies in a slngla ctffl
Minanrs nncl nriualors can he cohriecteil
(lltoctly to the vohlclo notwmk.
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Figure 9. Vehicles will soon have a dual 14V/42V power bus in order to cope with
higher elaclrtcal loads.
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The buzz word for this grey iirea which
cncompasscsi mcchairscaJ. electrical aad
electronics systems is mechatronics.
Mcthatronics departments are .starting to
appear at many of the world's academic
iitsiimtions and, iii ndditiun to automotive
eaajneering, applicatioas include rolxttics
and industrial control. Let's see how the
adoption of niecimtmnics principles
siinpiilies die design :md manufacture of an
electric window control system.
Couveniinnally an electric motor controls
the raising and lowering of each window; a
sensor monitors the windows' movement
and checks for obsmiaions, and a
centralised micrtHomnjllcr and associateti
interface electronics aitadie.s to die various
motors, sensors and switches around die
car. An electric window system is not
especially complicated yet, as we can see,
even this system can involve a reasonable
amount of wiring. And the electric motors
can't even be connected to the other
components using the vehicle bus since
they"re,dumb cicctrical comixincnts. in the
mechatronics approach, a motor, sensor,
iruertaee circuun- and miaocnntmllcr are
assembled as a single component whicit can
interfoce to a CAN bus. Now; the only wiring'
requirement is for each of die distributed,
mechatronics window- components to be
connected to the bus and for the windows
switches also to be connected to the bus.
Motorola has pnnnered-with electrical
connector company Amp to develop
mechatronics components for the
automotive industry. Pmducis are expected
to start rolling off the assembly lines in 2002.
One important implication of the fact that
cars contain, electric motors and solenoids is
dial die control electronics will have to
drive high currents. Furthermore, this
requirement to drive high loads is one
which will increase. Even if we forget about
the possibility of the My electric vehicle or
the hybrid vehicle w hich will require huge
currents, moves to steer-by-wire and brakehy-wfre plus die increase in comfon features
such as car seat positioning will a?) result in
a greater need of high current clcctroniGS.
Thtditionally. high power components such
as the starter motor have been switched
using rdavs but the move now is to die use
of more reliable .solid state switching
elements. Rut with the 12V supply currendy
uSed in cars, this can result in some very
high currents. For example, an elearic
brake will average 100W and peak 5d0\V so
will draw an average of SA and a peak of
TfNV from a 12V supply. With an on
resistance of ittst 40mfJ - typical for today's
solid state relays - this will result in an
average power dlssipauon nf Z.fiW aiid a
peak of 6-SVKAnd for equipment sucli as an
air conditioning compressor, wliidi
consumes alx>ut 3ok\v; it just Isn't feasible
to use today's generation of solid state
switches. Certainly we can expect to see the
on resistance of solid state switches
decrease, in fact a reduction by a factor of
two every three years is predicted However,
another initiative is aimed at reducing die
power dissipation of solid state switching
devices. A consortium headed up by the
.Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
including major American and European
motor manufacturers plus key automotive
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Figure 10. OSEK, the operating system for automotive engineering allows software engineers to vyrlte software without having to
lake details of the underlying hardware Into account.
electronics suppliers has proposed 42V
power hus in aiklition to the current 12V
supply. 'Hie .system is called PowcnVet and
has already liten agreed by BMW; DaimlerBenz, Ford. General Motors. PeugeoiCitroen, Renault and VoKx>.
Software Standards
From what we've seen so far. it will come as
no surprise that die amount and complexity
of the software residing in motor vehicles is
growing at a significant rate. Estiimtes put
the growth on tire size of code in the engine
management unit at 26% per year and
software engineers generally assume that
die complexity of code increttsts
esponentmlly with its size, ntcse figures
relate to just a single system but we can
reasonably exjica that odier systems are
growing at a similar rate anil, furthermore,
die number of on-board systems is also
continuing to grow. When \vc further bear .
In mind that product lifecyclcs tire reducing
it's dear diat many of the software
engineering diQiculues are the same as
those which apply to the PC software
industry. Not surprisingly, there ft ire. a
nuniher of software development
technicjues whidi were adopted in die
realm of mainstream computing are now
migrating to autoiiiotive electrtmics.
Perliaps the most fundamental of these is
the onset of operating systems.
In die realm of PCs or workstations,
either we're well familiar with the advantages
of standard ojierating systems such as
Windows 95.9S, Vtlndows XT or UX'fX or we
just take them for granted. To recap,
howewr, an 0|>eraiing system removes from
the application prognimmer the need to
write low-levd routines to access eadi part
of the liatdware and if tliat operating system
is a standard (open) one available oh a
number of platforms it makes it easier to
transfer applications from one system io
another and to use third-party routines, in
other words, it makes the programmer
more productive and it increases flexibility.
These are exactly the same advantages
which have led car manulacturers to adopt
OSEK'VDX — OQene Systcmc und tieren

Schnittstellen fur die Elektronik int
Kraftiahrzeug (Open System and the
Corresponding Interfaces for Automotive
Electronics) / Vehide Distributed executive.
The goals of the OSHK VDK consortium - of
which Mercedes-Benz and Bosch were two
of tlie founding members — arc to support
the (portability and re-usability of application
software. Anticipated advantages include
savings in cost and devdupment time, and
an improremem in software quality. Tiiis
bitter (Kiint Ls jiarticulady intponani when
we consider diat so much of the software in
motor vehicles is safety critical. And with
software becoming ever more complex,
manufacturers can no longer rely on simply
testing thiisoftware prior to going into
production as the sole means of eliminating
software bugs. Insteati. tiie whole of die
specification anil ilesign of die software
must take place within a quality-consdous
emiKiiuiient. WHting software which
atllieres to an Ojicn operating system
promotes this sort of approach to-software
engineering.
Suppliers of microcontroilers intended for
the auiomcitive market are now in the
process of laundiing OSEK'VDX for their
siiicon {.Motorola, for example, offers the
nperuing system on tlieirSSHCOS, 6SHC12.
MPC5xs PowerPC and ni.core Euuilies) ami a
version is available for Windows .NT
workstations to case program development
and testing. Development under OSEK/VOK
is already underway with the first cars
designed for this operating system expected
on die market in the year 2000.
The 21st Century?
Over the last few months, we've seen a
picture of a rapid rate of increase bodi in
the amount of electronic hardware in
vehicles and die benefits this is bringing to
die driver, the passenger and society at
large. Had this lieen an article on just aliout
any other area of technology we'd have
been indincd to close with the semiment
"you ain't seen nothing yet" with hints at an
ever increasing rate of dumge. But tilings
are somewhat ditTerent here. .As we're all

well aware, hot everyone Ls a tin of the
private motor vehide. And without a doubt
things guiT go on as they have done or our
roads will grind to a halt, our cities will
disappear under a sea of exhaust fumes, and
our countryside will lie systematically eaten
away. The govemmem lias already
announced plans to continue to raise the
price of petrol above inflationary increases,
to inuociuce tolls for driving on some roads
and in town centres and to put a tax on
parking spaces. And even when -an clement
of "carrot" is proposed to supplement the
mure common "suck" approach, that carrot
still involves attracting people away from
dieir cars to public unfisporr. S f public
trans|xin ran to every home in die UK every
five minutes then this would lie an
acceptable carrot to mast |icop!c but, its
we're well aware, even an improved public
transpon svutem will fall far short of this.
Perhaps there's a better way. As we saw in
the second jzin of our series, advances in
automotive electronics have already
improved engine effidendes, reduced
emissions and made a significant
contribution to road safety. Further
advances in all these areas seem assured
and techniques which tire still at the
experimental stage promise less congestion
while, at die same time, providing increased
road capacity instead nf penalising car
users, therefore, an alternative approach
would lie to actively encourage developments
which would eliminate uxtiy's [iroblems
with motor vehicles. But, of course, there's
a vociferous lobby which would reftite all
such suggestions. Tin's is the lobby which
would argue that the whole concept of
personal transport is flawed so, by definition,
a car will never be sodally acceptable
whatever improvements are brought about.
So will electronics bring us sujier-eflident,
super-clean, super-safe cars which are aide
to transpon anyone anywhere without
covering more of the couniryside with
tamiac or will tile 21st century see the iletttii
of the car? Tlie fonuer is almost certainly
possible but whether this scenario comes to
fruition de|rends on whether ideology4 or
technology gains the ujiper liand. mi-iitr-t
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works on all monitors as it send
dura standard colour signal whicl:
all modern monitors are capable
of displaying No mains is involved
Since it is battery operated and
therefore safe to use. Now let's
see how n computer monitor
actually works.
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VGA Monitor Theory
PC colour display moniiora
come in ail shapes and sizes bin
ali work in one of three .modes •
VGA.SVA or XVGA. Tlie mode
determines the resolution of
the display i.e. the number of
individual pixels (dots) chat can
he displayed in a horizontal and
vertical plane. The greater die
numSier of dots, the finer the
detail and die tetter the picmre
quality. The mode/resolution
(dots per inch) is as follows:
Mode
VG\
SVGA
XVGA

TESTER
Richard Grodzik describes a simple,
compact monitor tester based on a PIC.
Introduction
As a repair engineer I am armed
with an arsenal of test equipment
to help me diagnose faulty
computer peripherals. Computer
monitors arc prone to failure
because they oi>cmre at high
voltages and high temperamres,
and their analogue components
e.g. inductors, capacitors and
resistors etc are riot as resilient as
dieir silicon digital counter-pans.
A computer system may fait
for a variety of reasons. Vnu
switch on your PC and nothing
apjietus on the screen - so what
is die fault?. Let us consider die
possihilities:
+ Tile screen saver lias «>meon.
^ The mtiins supply Is not
connected.
^ The mains tm/ofFswitch is
defective,
^ TheimemaJ PSU is defective.
^ The VGA cable lieiween the
monitor and the PC is
* disconnected or faulty.
+ Tiie \ideo card insitle the PC
has lailed.
^ The BIOS has lailed.
^ The monitor is faulty.
The RGB monitor tester
descril>ed here is a quick and
simple way to verify if your
monitor is working. The circuit
diagram is shown in Figure 1. It
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

Resolution (doisfmch)
640 X 480
800 X 600'
1024 X 763

To produce a raster of tines
covering the entire screen, two
sync signals are required by the
monitor which are generated by
the PCs video card. The line
sync,signal occurs at a high rate

11 13 3 II 12 S T 8 S 2
SI

since in the VGA mode it takes
approximately iO/is fur the CRT
beam to traverse' the screen i.e.
from left to right. A line sync
pulse of approximately 4iis
duration causes the electron
beam to switch off and to repeat
the line scan - concurrently; a
much lower frequency frame
(FIELD) sync pulse occurs every
17ms which controls the rate at
which the monitors vertical
deflection circuits cause the
beam to move down the screen.
See Figure 2. In this way a raster
of lines is painted across the
entire screen. The raster.does
iiot contain any video information
and serves sis a carrier for die
color video dots which make up
die picture. For a correctly setup
monitor, using the brighmess
control, the screen should appear
black with no visible rasterHie video information for the
monitor is generated on three
different channels - red green
and blue - by the video cird
inside die PC. These three
signals modulate three electron
beams in the monitors CRT
producing red. green and blue
ilearns which converge into a
single dot on thescreen. Each
color drive signal is in tum
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of monitor tester.
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level, a white dot is pnxluced.
cosiversely all tiie beams cmofF
nil) paiduce a black del (no
video infonnaiion).
Due to the nature of she
electronics associaieti with
monitors anil the fa a that very
hii»fi voltages are necessary for
the CRT. heat is pnxlticccl
which tlegr.tde.s components especially electnikric eajcidtors
- and thereby reduces the
working life of a monitor.
Although a typical rulje has a
life of 15000 hours, a monitor
may fail well before that clue to
component failure. However, if
a monitor fails to produce a
picture the cause could just as

Line
30(is
4us

Frame
ITms
Figure 2.
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'9V DC in
Figure 3. Component overlay.
gencrateil by an 8-bit D/A
converror pruducing 255
discrete voltage levels for each
colour, Tiie amplitude of the
color signal determines the
saturation i.e. light/dark) of the
colour and the cnmbitntuim of
the KGB signals determine the

hue (colour) of die dot on the
screen. As the raster draws each
individual dot across the screen,
it's luminance and chrominance
(brightness anil colour) vaiies
in sympathy with the inconiing
video information. If all tliree
drive signals are at maximum
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SUB

LED a
SU5
SW3

Bl
RS1 j imt
B

SW2

:R1
SHI

Wole: links ta be macte from
B-Br C-C and D-D

easily be a thiiure in the video
cud or PC CMOS setups. This
monitor tester will st xm
determine what is at fault. It
could lie ihnt one of the
primary colours (red. green or
hlne) is missing which will
produce a picture hut with all

the wrong colours. Connect in
the RGB tester and a rod green
or blue screen is easily produoed
Description
Tlie table below shows a typical
PC colour monitor's faaory
preset display modes and their
associated vertical and horizontal
frequencies. The RGB tester
was measured with a high
accuracy digital storage scope.
Mode

Frequency
Vertical Horizontal
VGA,
70te 3L47KiizVGA
3i.47Wiz.
60Hi
VGA
72Hz 37.86WU
SVGA
60H2 37.86Kta
SVGA
75Hr 46.8SKte
XVGA
BOHj 48.37KIC*
RC-B'teaet 6iHz
The monitor tester utilises a
PIC 16C84 in die SLEEP mode so
diat no ON OFP" switch is
required. When SWT is pressed,
red. green, blue and white bars
are disptiyed on the monitors
screen. Pressing buttons SW2
SWT SWT will cause the screen
to tlispiay a single colour i.e.
red green or blue. SW'5 is the
reset switch -ami will blank the
display and cause the PIC to
enter the SLEEP mode. Pressing
any other switch w ill wake it up
to produce die separate line
and frame sync pulses and the
color information. Associated
with each switch is an (ED of
apnmpriate colour to signal
which colour is being
generated. Pressing the RGB
burton will light all the LEDs
and produce bars of difrerem
colours as well as a white barNote that the series limiting
resistor for the blue LED is of a
lower value (470K) to
compensate for the reduced,
luminosity of blue, A bank of 4 it
AA" size rechargeable NiCd cells
provide the powerwith a simple
citarging circuii consisting of a
single IGOR resistor. A DC mains
adaptor with an output from 9V
to 12V will recharge the battery
jiack in a couple of hours.
Cohstrudion Lsstraiglnforward with a lew wire links as
depicted in the component
overlay diagram. Figure 3. Note
wire liitks from (loint-s B-B. C-C
and D-D.
Description
of Firmware
PIC iwrt lines R.A0, RA1 and fL\2
control the switching of die
RGB drives to the inonitar. On
power-up the routine at START
configures port A and B lines
for inputs (switches SWT-SWT)
and for outputs (RGB, line sync

L.I.I

and frame s}iic).'ilie interrupE
mechanism of the PIC 14
enabled by mstractions:

]

BSF1NTCON.7
BSF INTCON.3
All I.HDs are exiinguished and
the PIC is sent io .sleep. If any
logic level on port U pins RB4RB7 changes state by pressingany switch, an interrupt Is issued
and pmgram execuiioa vectors
to address O-iH at which
subroutine INTSN'Cis executed.
This routine (Kills each switch in
mm and sets a flag in variable
LIGHTS - the bit set dependent
on switch pressed. Subroutines
ABC and D are identical in
structure and generate red.
green, blue or RGB signals.

:
;
:
:
=

i
j
i

+ A frame syne pulse Is issued
4> The RTCC Is loaded with
0000011! wiiich determines
the frame rate,
+ A line sync pulse is Issued.
^ Instructions at faliel FIHiDS
switch on or off die R G B
outputs'along one line
scan peritxl.
^ Successive video lines are
then repeated until bit 6 of
the RTCC is set. at which
point a frame sync pulse is
issued and the entire frame
raster is repeated,
^ Pressing the Reset switch
(S\V5) at arty time will disalite
all outputs and pin the PIC
back into SLEEP mode.

PROJECT PARTS LIST
RESISTORS:
R1
R2,R3
R4
R5

470R Mia Res
iK2 Mia Res
4K7 SiL
AOOR Min Res

M470R
M1K2
RA31J
M100H

15-pin mini D-type male connector
(on monitor video cable)
A

e\m o

m m m

i
2
3
13
14
5.S,7
8,11,12

/

0 0 0

ii\ 0 ®

0

/

0 0/

Red Video
Green Video
Slue Video
Horizontal Sync
Vertical Sync
Ground

Figure 4. D-type connections.

MISCELLANEOUS
Pi
2.5mm PCB Skt
SI
15-pin Sob -O' 900 VGA Ski
B1-B4
4 x 'Afi NiCd Batteries 4 pack
Battery Holder
Jl O.lin DIL Header/Jumper
asrepd.
asrettd.
SW1-SVV5
Push-td-Make Sw

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 Pre-programmed PIC (See Note)
LED1
LED Red
LED2
LED Green
LED3
LED Blue
XI
4MHzQuafizCr,'stal

C22SF
C230H
JA28F
Fy82D

VISIT A MAP LIN

STORE

ELECTRONICS

• •

FK06G
Jl'.BSG
EM22V
C119V
JW59P
UL71N
RFi92A

Note: A pre-programmed PIC is available from Vie author
at £14.50 inc. p&p.
R.Erodzik, 53 Chelmsford Road. Bradford, Vtfest Vorksfure. SD3 8QW
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DONCASTER DUDLEY EDINBURGH GLASGOW GRIMSSY LEEDS
lEtCESTER tUTON LIVERPOOL. LONDON (Edgwore, Forest Hilt,
Hcmmefsniih, Ihord, Morfele Arch, Reeding, Sfaugb, Sterer-age, Stoiford, VVadbrd,
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| rinn Viljamthy, 'icthninil
■ Direciorof the l/K's
B'clearicin' rej^ilatiun ixxtrtl
OFFER, opened liriiain's largest
fuliy integratetl sobir rixif at ilse
Centre lor Altemaiive 'larhncilctg)(CVl'j in N'cinii titles during the
summerof 1998. The roof Ls
coastruactl using an innoraiive
"building integrated" mounting
systern dcvelopet! By C-\T arid
the Uniwrsiiy ofWlilcs, and "
Rmdetl by the I'Jcixirtmcai of
Thule and Industry Normaliy
solar dearie pttncls are mounted
on top of an existing roof, or use
expensive custom designed solar
roof tiles. However, CATs new
system enables any standard
production panel to be user! as
die wateqimof roof covering
itself Tliis results in significant
installation cost savings by not
using tite normal roofing
materials. Hie CAT'S system can
also be used in the form of wall
tliitlding. such as that used on
"high-tech" look tommercLal
buildings. ""Solar technology is
now on the threshold of a
peffonnance to cost capability
which will enjtble it to make
significant advances in many newmarket areas. 'Hie new mounting
techniques will reduce the costs

RESEARCH

•y
SC-L
m.
Dt: Chris Lavers looks at an innovative
solar pozver roofing system at the
Welsh Centre for Alternative Technology.
of the overall system, increasing
the range of economic
applications," said CAT'S solar
design consultant Paul "inniby.
The asof will generate over
3k\V' of power into the
indejjendent eleaiidtj' grid
powering the centre's visitor
complex, with uny surplus being

Figure l- VWnd p
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exported to the UK's National
Grid. Tlte completed on-site GVT
solar roof covets an area of over
100 square metres, and should
generate 9.M\V-hours of elcctridneach year, using pollution free
solar eneigy (Figure 1).
•MrTrimfay went on to say
"Although it is not vet a fully
economically mature teclmologv;
the costs are falling every year.
Solar generators operate with no
moving parts, noise or pollution,
making diem die most
appropriate rencwabie energy
source for use in uiban areasredudng greenhouse gas
emissions. As die cosls fiecome
comparable witli conventional
building cladding and roofing
materials, solar ptswer will allow;
buildings to generate their own
efecuidLy- selling it to die
National Grid when, they have a
surplus, and busing electricity
back when they have a defidt."
The roof will be. monitored using
equipriient supplied by Dulas lid
of-Macfivnlledi and die Energy
Equipment Tesdiig Senice from
CardilT. CATs solar roof project,
will provide performance data
vital to the design of future large
scale solar power projects
throughout Europe.
The Centre for Altemaiive
Technology lias also bundled its
campaign for a so called
Autonomous Environmental
Information Centre (.AiElC) to
be built using rammed earth anci
sheep's wool, which will provide
die site widi essential facilities
for the presentation and
communication ofviable and
sustainable technology energy
soludons ttuo die neaMilloiuium.
AiEIC Campaign President, lord
Eiis-Thomas, said "The Centre fbr
Altemarive Technologv- lias
operated as a model environment
centre, for ova- 20 years and has
been a souree of inspiration far
the ecologia'J movement all over
die vvoridL Tlie new Information

m.
•A
•i"-,
.Ci-Centrewill etiend the scope of
die Centre immensely ami lielp to
ensure dm our chiklren and
■subsequcnr generations live a.
sustainable, happier, hcaldiier life."
The new Inforrnation Centre
w-UI be constructed using a range
of innovative low impact materials,
exploring modem versions of
traditional technologies and will
serve as a test bed for ecological
building techniques. Buikling
techniques will include structural
walls of rammed earth, columns
held together with earth blocks,
insubticm proviclet! Ire low- grade
sheep's wool, local timber, and
traditional lime rendering.
Tiie use of rammed earth
aims to highlight the
environmental advantages of an
abundant and locally available
building material. Project coordinator Rachel Banks
explains, ""rammed earth will
hold the-building up- it is an
excellent alternative to concrete
and cement, it has a high
thermal mass, is non-toxic and
abundantly available in most
areas. Although there is a
growing interest'm using more
"natural" building materials,
there are as yet few modem
examples of rammed ear sit
leclmology. As far as we.know.
AtEIC will be the first ever large
scale public building to employ
structural nmimetl earth In the
UK." Featuring the latest in
energy conservaiion. heating
waste.and water management,
the AtEIC building vvill also be
operated as a model for future
commercial buildings- It aims to
produce zero carbon dioxide
emissions, and will include roof
mounted solar collectors, rain
water harvesting-, and compost
public.toilets.
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We have selected a number of products from our new catalogue to provide you
with a preview of the items available Look through carefully and see what
amazing hew products Maplin Has to offer some at reduced prices.
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Bell Wire

Mains Extension Reels

1
Solid cored low voltage ball wire. The conductorB
are laid side by side In a flat figure of S'
conliguratidn. The solid, plain ennealed capper
cores are './0.50mm.
Sold p«i meire and on lOOm reels.
Cute
Cofe

Tljsasa
SdWrs
Km 5dlVi= SiCr.

Frit Bit roVAT
terrCaialogira Prica

Clearsound 750
Gseniarc

-■

Commando Mono CCTV Kit
Braes
A range 61 sturdy mains extension reels with integral
moulded hshd grip and double mains socket. The
reel also has a special storage slot for the mains
plug tor satety whilst itanspoding the rest.
Available with cable rated at SA (when lully
unwound) in 6m end 10m lengths and at 13A
(whan fully unwound) In 5m and 12m lengths.
Code
Length
Current
TZ55L
6m
SA
TZ57M
10m
SA
TZ38U
5m
I3A
TZ59P
i2m
13A
Ota
PrissEibtYAT
Ota
ta Caiatogus Pta Otfa Pta
Itrx SsiAtEd
EtiEIHO it.y.&d
Dm
TSSt SaijA Psd
iliZEILH

.o

* New frequency
* 13 memows
* 8 channel autoscan
* Last number redial
* Paging facility
*■ Wall mounlable
* Extended standby
Slim and elegant cordless phons, faasuring highly
advancsd cordless ieohnotogy. This phone beneihs
from all Iho advanlsges ol.cfarity and range oi the
new cordless irequencies.
Chfe
fritESJkhcVAT
feiCstSKua Ptfce
£&siriS«3
ssa
RJli In-line Coupler
In-line connector tor
joining bvo American style
RJll (6P4C) modula;
ptugs.

Onfer
CotB

TjTE-SE
SdlC-a^B

?r«»Tiif.VA7
(fes Cgakqaa Pita Ota Pta
3S
353

IEC 'Hot' lEC Connector Lead

Security Flashing LEO
A llsshihg .LED in a
mounting bezel designed
to be mounlsd In the
dashboard to indicate that
an slami is installed (even
if no alarm is instelled!)
Ffflgd with 1 .Sra lead.
Operates on 12Vdc and
draws 10mA.
j Ctds T)952S2
fnsecJtniYtr
Cafe
ferCatelagss Pries OtferPrieFs-fc.feT.lSj
355
US
Schuko to UK Mains Adaptor

•
VVJI

&

The Commando eaniBta kit consisls.ol a lough,
polycarbonate, wsalherproof external camera
housing and installation kit. The inslallalion kit
contains a 20m pta-wiiad cable, with SCAHT and
phono connections and a mains plug-in power
supply. This faciiitstes quick and easy cennsction
lo a TV or VCR.
Spaoificallons:
V/estherprcot:
IP65
Sensor element
1/3" Cf.SOS
Hesolulion;
2.10 TV lines
Sensilivi^c
1 Lux
Video output
IVp-p. 75
Power requirements:
9 to IZVdc © .>l00mA
Lens:
3.5mm. 92' viewing angle
Ota
FfcsnAbMi
Cafe
lies Catafojoa Pta
ulsti CxTsntUiEH
•UcE
Ranger Timer Modules

o

■# I

A simple plug-in adaptor that will allow you lo plug
equipment with the conlinantal Schuko style plug in
to UK mains outlets. Fused with a standard linoh
plug-tap hiss :o ISA. To S3toS3-'3
Supplied singly.
Ota Tipsaa
FriStafiriVJT
liar Cstateta Friss Ota Pta
Cta
taK ShiaClKtaSt
2E
£!S
Marbella
Geenrarc

Moulded, high quelihy, 10A. hoi canditicn 1EC320
(BS4491) spc'set to moulded', non-rewlrabl.s cable
assembly tm tong w!!h siandard moutded 6S1333
UK mains plug. This is the siandard power lead as
used by hot appliances such.as kettles, tosstsrs,
etc. Available in biack or whits.
OrSa .ipetaa
FnfeEdthtYST
Cofe
ta Catalc-jse Pta Ofta Pta
RtiatiMriRv
PsHlr
£33
iDS
3WJ~ SlKUajVil
m
:£<a .

this phone is lunctional enough tor the office - smart
enough for lbs hoine. Available in the tolloiving
colours: steel blue, petrol srseri and.rasiallic plum,
ftta
PrtttahtVAT
Cta
itaCtacgusPta
g®T l'atebe=Ste
P?2i9
3«5U LteeteFotiST.
92S
y.ffi/
£122'

* Last number redial
* Time break recall
* f.lule button
* Ringer on/olf
* Desk or wall mounlable
Sleek mc-dem "desk or wall tefephone with solid big
buHcns. Designed in two-tona "mstaliic cotouring.

er c -e
s:
)
* Suitable lor switches or sockets
* 98 switching operations per week
* .Random laclllty
* Summertime setting
Convert any normal mains socket or light swilch to
a timer controlled one. Suitable, lor bolh single and
double sookels.The Ranger 1 (UNOTH) is easy to
install and wire in to an existing switch or socket.
An LCD makes it easy to program with up lo 98
switching operations per week. Tne random facility
switches on and off randomly and is Ideal (or
security as a detenenL The summertime setting
allows you lo simply add and remove lha extra
hour.
The Ranger 3 (UNOBJ) has all the features of the
Ranger 1 with the added benefit of a countdown
timer. This; makes ii ideal for immerslan healers.
simply set the countdown limer lor, say, an hour
and it will switch off after that time saving energy
and money.
Specifications;
Vollaga;
230 to 250Vac
(.tax Load:
13A
Goniotms to 8560730-2-1 Jan97,
EHS0730-1-i9S5, EN50669
Ota i>p:trn
PriSisSfoVR
C«ii
liw Catalogue Pta Offa Pta
l?EH fiital
2533
EtS

TECHNICAL HELPUNE 0897 501353- © DO YOU DO 01702 556001 © CASH TEL 01702 552941
Expert rumage chargas (1,2 etc) and price infcrmaBBi see back of cataiesie. f sjrnM Ii ptCE Ucxfc irtfssteswhile stock lasts. 'CaSs charged at £1 per nwi-

IrtftKMiil'-ll

Super Sabre Lite
Pal! Products

Digital TV Aerial
Maxview

Radio

O G <5
*■ Submersible lo 2000 feel (doom)
* Made in the USA
* Tough ABS body
"Laser Spot' Xenon [amp module produces a lightly
focused collimatsd while lighl beem. Includes bell
spring clip, stainless steel split ring and lanyard.
Hequires 3 alkaline C cells (not included). Length
19.1cm, dlanteter •J.8cm. Spare bulbs available.
FriasitfircYlT
fttkr Tljsjwt
Cos
let Calatoctfi Price Offa Price'
£3St21S
IA3S- Sxrdls
£359
"rc
JK6S SdrOsSt
BT to RJ45 Adaptors
A range ol three
adaptors for connecting
equipmenl with standard
631A BT"style plugs, such
as telephones, [axes and
modems, in to RJ45
(8PSC) modular sockets
as typically used in office
data networking schemas-

An attractive set-top indoor wideband T.' aerial,
that comes complete with coaxial cable. It features
a unique design thai allows the aerial to simply
swing up into pnsraon, eliminating the need for
screws or any assembly and making it easy to
Install in seconds. Fully illustrated instructions
included. The unit Is fully compatible wilh the Diglla!
terrestrial transmissions..
tefer IjTeca
FrcetKhixYlT
Cc&
tea Caiifeqis Price
PWtSI ESSlrdirfaa
£759
Clock Radio

Code Descrlpliun
UM27E Full Master Socket with line praleclion
UN28F PABX Master Socket w/o line pratsclion
IJN29G PABX Slave Socket only
Prffi r-.VrC-Vif
Ofe Typtrsr.
Cafe
(tei Cat^ogoe Price Offer Price
t5.K
\iS7= UUilrBAHbr
is?;ss
f'-E
iA6
LklC'LieAEtr
Extension Leads

A lOm TVj'FM coaxial extension reel that allows
easy re-positioning of TV and Hi-Fi equipmsnL
It features a unique design wilh contoured grip for
comfort and ease of use. Compact casing makes
the rest unobintsive when being used and allows
(or easy storage. Ideal for use in bedrooms,
kitchens and utility rooms.
ftrfet Type e or
FfceitdiccYiT
Coii
I&rCsblcgua Price
?im ikHRICEsiaSd
£S®

Features
* Ideal Gift
* Large LCD display
* Time/year dale display
* Calendar and femperslura display
*■ F/.I/AU radio
* Wafuraf sounds alarm featuring
Frogs in water
Amazon rainforest
Waves on shore
Birds singing
* Requires 2 AA batteries and
i C types (not supplied)
This highly innovaltive product has a number of
features not normally found on a single urirt.
A fully functional clock radio wilh FW and AM bands
the unll has a large LCD display with a calendar
normally displayed. In addirion to this the unit
displays the temperature. A rurliter feature is that
as.well as waking to the radio it is possible to have
one of four pre-programmed sounds to wake up lo.
These, sounds are amazon rsinforesl, frogs In
water, waves on shore and birds.
Crkr Typsaa
fr« -.VriVf!
Cfldt
Ken Csbfcgos Prke
Pi'iSr ii-tjsSinSSafc
ESS

*11 h»

c

■ tn ''t
An ingenious, new device that combines the
functions of a racro afarm clock wfth sn alarm
aclivaied message playback. This allows
messggss of your choice to ba recorded and played
back as an alarm. The unit comprises a 2-band
radio rscaiver and display Wilh dale, month, year
and day of the week. The unit ihal is compact,
portable and stylishly designed comes in while with
compfimemmg gray buttons. Operates wilh 4 singte
alkaline AA call batteries and 1 button ceil battery.
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Lighting Systems

CD Storage
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This Cb storage wallet will hold up to a massive
126 CD's. Made from PVC it has the took and feel
ol genuine leather. A zip fastener ensures secure
storage on the-move.
Onfer
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Easy to inslall. simply connect up to 12 Volts and
this bright neon light will.iransfortn your car.
Waterproof, it can be installed anywhere in the car.
The product comes complete with fixings and
installslioit instructions. Compgred with a bulb, this
lamp saves more than 5GT of energyAvailable in blue.
Onfer Tiyear:
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(car adaptor included)
*■ Tone control
* Headphone socket
* Platinum finish
This unusally styled radco/TV/oassetle player
leatures everything you need lor eniertainment an
the move. Designed.For portability the sound
production gives a high quality performance.
Cofet Tjpsrai
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Mirror Mats

Headphones
ROSS

Remote Controls
This unique proo'ucl can be used in many
appiicalions were s mirrorred liilng effect is desired.
Avaflabfe on easy !o cut shsels ine product is easy
to use. Each facet size Is 7 xTmm and they are
available In several sizes.
PVVB2 f.lirror Mat 200 x SOOmrn
PW83 Mirror Wat 400 X 200mm
PW84 Mirror Mat 400 x 400nirn
Cria T)?iES
PnasKft biVIT
<Me
feilCs&to^jePixs
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Let Genii grant you 3 wishes. This stylish products
has hsen designed with ease of use and handling
in mind. Operaling up to 3 riiffefsm Infra-rsd
devices it is pfe-programmed form almost all
popular brands.
Feafores:
*■ Pre-programmed and auto code search.
* Covers 1000's of bsrnds
* operates TV/VCR and Satellite systems
*■ Customer helpline
* Illuminated keys
Tflea-s
frrtit-dtS-V-VS
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few Ct&lagiK Price
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CDStorage

Tnls product which Is designed to HI behind your
car visor, It will holt! up to 6 CD's and aiso has
capacity for sunglasses or change and 2 pens/
pencils. II has elastic straps for universal fitting.
Otfer
PrasKSteViT
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Remote Controls

Portable systems
Roadster

These elegant stylish headphones from Ross
provide a good quality headphone ideally suited to
CD / radio listenino.
Oder T>5»:s"i
tfeidcircWi
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Dynamic Microphones - e8155
SENNHEISen
I
A pavreriui microphsne from Senntieiser suitable
(or vocal applicBtiohs. The eBtSS offers you
Senahelssr qualiiy at an affordable pitce. Fully
equipped.an XLR cnneclor and a noisless an/off
-swifch, of parliculai note is Ihe high feedback
reiection pattern
Specifications:
Frequency Hssponse:
8O-ISKH2
Pick up pattern;
Cardoid
Weight
330g
ftfer Tpets
rfaishriMX
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Wireless Headphones
BOSS
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Features
TV Section
* Screen size 5 Inch {Mem)
* Black and while picture (low power
» consumpffony
* CCIR, UHF/VHF
* External antenna socket
* Sunscreen
Redlo Section
* AMfi-ht/FM Stereo tuner
*• FM stereo Indicator
Tape recorder
* Built In m/crophorre
General
*- Power supply Batlery/Malns/Mv

Features
*■ Operates most brands of TV, Video,AUX and
Satelllle/Cabte
* Preprogrammed lor easy set-up
*■ Scan, Telelexf. Faslext, Safe Record Key,
Menu Control
*■ Eliminate the need for 4 controls
* Control Island" for frequency used keys
* Mode Indicator Lights show device operating
This 4 way remote control Is Similar to the 3 way
remole control, bu! with Ihe added ability to opeiale
Salallite and Cable as well as TV and Video. The
remote tsatures the unique volomefchannei
"Comrof Island" that pots lha user in control of all
the most irsquentiy used keys. It features volume
-t/-, power on/oil and will change channels and is
preprogrgmmed for easy ssl-up. Includes special
features Scan .CofoutrBrichlness Conlrol, Telslsxt.
Faslext. Sale Record Key and Menu Control.
Remote incoiporates Mode Indicator lights to show
which device Is being controlled. Operates any
infrared TV and is compatible with ell brands of TV.
A consumer hetp-line is avalleble. Ideal tor
replacing lost or damaged remole controls.
Otfer
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Utilising the lales 863 MHz technology. Putchsse
one transmitter and one belt clip and convert any
headphones into wireless a type. The (ransmnter
comes complete with phono leads and mains
adaptor. The bellcip tecsfver may ilien ha worn snd
a normal pair cl headphones simply plugged Into
the unit which has volume, off.'on and luning
controls. Idea! for listeneing to music In lha garden,
araund the house etc.
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Mini Disc WaKet

A black simulated leather wallet with individual
cotton lined pockets to hold up to.12 nsmi discs.
Velcrc fastener.
Dimensions:
185 x110 x35mm
Waighl;
1239
fcifer Tijeas
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* Random/repeat play on CD
* 4*2517 per channel output
* 2 channel line outpol
*• Electronic audio controls
* Bal/tader/bass/lreble/loudness controls
* Clock lunclinn
* Illuminated display
This slyllsh tadic/CB player from Hoadslar Is eti
ideal headunrt tor a car hi-ti system. Fealuring a
2-band FbL tuner and detachable tron! panel, the
unit will drtve 25VJ into 4 seperals channsfeFrafiiviVST
Chfe Type tor
Cafe'
ilsi'CctsJogua Price
£15 Sg
?i'i5£ hCsCDiue
Di Keyboard
Yamaha

* Output Impedance 330 ohm
* Nominal output level lOdBV
* Power S.SVAClvIa mains adaptor supplied)
* Dims 483x173x44 mm
* Weight 2,4kg
The ulllmale eReds processor. In addition to the
256 pre-sat dlgita! effects, toe unit boasts a bulll in
3 channel mtoTme mixer. V/ilh S quick pre-sol
programs and 255 user programs elf eels Irvrfuds
reverb, delay, chorus, fangsr. phasar and karaoke.
Tits 3 micrcphone inpufs have a common 3 band EQ.
flfso includes a seperala siereo RCA Input on toe
rear. Can' bs used In conjinidion with a power sinp.
Crfa Tjjfecsi.
PjiasiMfccVli
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Radar. Detector

Walkman/Cassette Carry Bag

Stylish padded, htack nylon bsg vnth separate
compaitments for a personal cassette player,
cassettes and a pair oi earphones.* Comes
complete with adjustable waist fcelt.
Dimensicns:
180 x 120 x 7Smm
Weight;
85g
rrcetlixftT
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Features
* 32 note polyphony
*■ 264 AV/kl and sampled voices
* 61 Keys
* Reverb 8 types
*■ Chorus 4 types
* DSP 33 types
* S track user recording
* Multl lingering music accompaniment
* Midi compatible
* WO patferns
Just "PLUG AND GO". This innovalivs keyboard
from Yamaha features state of the art electronics,
a host of features and reviews to match. The
keyboard includes a bont in sampler. 32 ncle
polyphony and an array or special effects and
lylhros. Perfect for DJ's lo produce backing and
music tracks from one easy to use machine.
FrafedtircYtT
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High Gain TV Aerials
Maxvte.v

Mini Disc Personal Bag
•..

A
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Designed specifically for the European market with
Fundementai Mixer Technology(FMT) to achieve
excellsn! detection range and minimal false alatmsTha product detects sll torms of pofice radar, Laser,
speed camera and Mint Gatso.
Features
* Each Irequency band(e,g. X band not used by
police In UK) can be switched on/off to
minimise lalslng.
* Separate audio/visual alerts.
* Full 360 degree protection.
* Alule.Darfr and City modes.
* Dot matrf* high contrast text message
, display showing radar band/laser and signal
strength /distance lo trap.
* comas complete with visor and windscreen
bracket, 2 power cords, spare fuse, hook and
loop fasteners and full instructions.
WSf ")?}»
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A blu ev.eatherp loo I, foam lined iabrio bag lo house
your WD personal stereo and earphones. The
product comes with a convertible shoulder
slrapAvaist bell. Zip fasisnBr.
Dimensions;
IK x 107 x 58itim
Ohkf
fh2i2,'.ri»AT
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tea Celelooue Price
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Available in grouped A.B.C/D and Wideband
raodets. these 48 element high gain TV aerials give
improved signal receplipn in vreak signal areas.
An ingenious design allows lha pemianently
attached aiements to 'lock' inloplace'in seconds no screvring raqulrsd. Ihs product comas vrilrh fully
illustrated easy to follow mslruclions
Specificalions;
Stock
Group
Chonnai
Code
Number
PT15
A
21-37
PT15
8
35-53
PT17
CD
48-68
PT18
W
21-68
OtSe Tiysraa
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CD/Tuner
Multi Effects Processor
SountHab

Fealures
*• AI.I/FM radio
* PLL synthesiscd tuner
* 30 preset stations

Features
* Input Impedance line 47K ohm
Mfc IK ohm
CD/Tape tOK ohm
* Nominal input level Line-lOdBV
f.lic -SOdBV
CD/Tape -lOdBV

This handy vrallet will store up (o 48 discs.
Manufactured from PVC they have Ida look and feel
oi genuine (eBlher: The wallet has e zipper for
secure storege
iriKiaai-cYii
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CD Storage

allow the mixing of s second mTcrophons and.ah
'auxiliaty" (tape, external mixer eie) if reeuitod.
Power Output IS Watts Rl.tS
Microphone 1: 5 mV @ 2kn
Microphone 2; 5mV © 20krJ
Auxiliary;
50 mV € lOkfJ
Freq. response: 150Hz-20kH£
THD:
Better than 2% at rated output
SiTI Ratio:
all Inputs-batter than 6fwa
Power Req;
!2 V do homfnal either from mains
adaptor (supplied) or from B x D
type batteries (no! supplier)
Crio T)pr:S!
fre-rKSir iViT
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Macfe from a blend of PVC and and a non woven
lining Ihis wallet will store up to 24 CD'S in a bandy
sized wallet.
jOda IjperJM
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Handheld PA System

The Mini-Vox is the modem alternative to the
traditional megaphone; it is a teBthenveigh! 2.5kg
and will run for up to 35 houis on a set of dry cell
batteries. Re-chargeabte battery kits ate available,
ft is supplied with a o'sSachsblg microphon&and
shoulder-strap, and can handle crowds of up to 200
making the system Idas! for tour guides, school
teachers and tha security and emergency services
the evacuation or crowd control, Avaiiefate with a
signal alert button for getting attention.
Onfa TKea-it
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MiDi
Video Tapes
V£
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You can't combma f.iiDl signals Just by joining the
wires logeUier. Warning MIDI daia is a job (or a
microprocessor, like the state of the art enhanced
RISC CPU In lbs Uttie 2M merge box. The Little
2W has inteirigent prioritisalion end Intetfocks for
Pilch Bend and MIDI Clocks. It properly merges all
types of f.tlDt data Including MIDI Time Code and
System Exclusive. Thanks to stats-of-the -art low
power technology, the unit Is powered vis one of
it's MIDI IN lines. Thus, it requires neilher batteries
or an external adaptor. An indicator lamp lights
when correct power is being received. The same
lamp dips to Indicate transmit data flow. The lamp
flashes during dense data. It flashes rapidly when
only synchronisation messages being sent.
fttkr TflAZsrfrees j-i-WT
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A stylish blushed aluminium Cd storage rack lhal
will hold up lo 24CD'3 whiiis" still Icoking good in
the living room.
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Cleaning kits

15W Lectem PA System

* Six Videos at a great price
* Maxell lor quality
Ofef TjJSE-.S
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A complete, self-conlsinsd voice and music
amplification system thsf packs into a single flight
case. Fealutes metal spsaker/ampfifier casing,
addiu'crnsl microphone input, microphone shock
mount, high sound quality. No technical knowledge
Is'required to asssbfe. the 7 parts fit together in
minutes.The conlrots are on the sound column and

A useful kit for camcorders featuring a mini-five
piece vacuum cleaner, wet or dry head cleaner
Jape and cleaning fluids and tissue papers for
cleaning coated lenses. These neatfy packaged
loo's will help keep your camcorder heads and
lenses cissn, ensuring optimum performance and
reducing the risk ol damages
Onfer t)PEZ3£
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3 pack of recordabia mini discs. 74 minutes in
length. These .discs provide exceptionaf sound
reproduction, with a long life expacfancy.. Suitabla
for use wilh an Mini Disc recorder or player.
Free storage is given wilh this Item
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Clock Radio

Dynamic Microphones

A range of USB adapters to convert from Type A to
Type B to allow users to mix aid match cable types
and genders as required.
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Features
* World lime wllh 16 zones
* Choice of 12 or 24 hour clock
* Clear Ff.1 radio wllh aulo scan
* Alarm function music or alarm
* 6 digit calculator
* Displays date, month, year and day of week
* Requires 1 x 2032 ballery (supplied)
* 3xAAA Batteries (not supplied)
This uniauEly daslgned Computer Style radio alarm
dock incorporates all the features you mould
usually expect in a radio alarm clock including an
LCD display that shows dale, month, year, day of
Ihe week, tinis and Ihs calendar and an Fl.t radio
with aulo scan, together with other more unique
iunotions like a 8 digit calculator wilh memory and
% functions make this a miilliple use and very
uaeiul deviCB. The unusual novelty design is
particularly appealing to children making it an idea!
gift for younger relatives or (risnds.
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USB Adapters

Compact Flash Adaptor
This pmfessionsl dynamic PA microphone comes
compieto with a long gooseneck isrminsting in a
3-pin XLR connector. Suitabls (or OJ's public
address, churches'etc. Matt black finish with tmtos
switch on bass connector.
fttfef Type 275
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USB Zip Drive
Iomega-

Q

7?

Single Video Tapes
I,la-ell

A Compact Flash adapter card to allow users of
Compacl Flash to transfer data Id a PCMCIA port
No drivers are required and a standard PCMCIA
port can fas used.
Cflfef TitHrtS!
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Smart Media and PCMCIA
Reader

Super High Quality Grade Video Cassette best
suited for long play recording.
Available in 180. 240 and SCO minute lengths.
Qt-fe Tipa »'!
PrcasStK.VAT
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The portable USB Zip drive utifees USB advantages.
■ Easy to connect. Plug it in. connect the USB
cable to the computer, and Install thetomegaWare
software. Done!
■ Hot swappabta. Orice Ihe lomegaWece soltvrare
has been loaded, remove and swap the Zip drive
with Other USS devices without rebooting your
computer. When you need to reconnect your USB
Zp drive, just plug Ihe USS cabls back into the
computer end it's reedy to go.
• Simple, lightweight cable. The USS Zip drive's
translucent blue cable is thin, light weight and
connects easily 10 your Compuler.
• Connect Multiple USB devices, Using USB
hubs, you can daisy chain up to 127 devices,
including the USB Zip drive, on a single USB port.
• Fast, unlimited capacity- Add 100MB of storage
wilh each Iomega Zip disk Ihs easiest way to
extend the iiie and capabilllies of your computer.
• Familiar and reliable. Using Zip is familiar and
easy since it tsels and handles like your hard drive.
Enjoy the psace ol mind brought by saving your
files to rugged, laliabla Zip disks.
■ Compalibility. Compalibla wilh over 100 million
Zip disks and 16 miiiion Zip drives'already sold.
F.iceaaiiiv.YJr
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A SmartMedia and PCMCIA card reader and writer
that simply plugs into a parallel port on Ihe PC.
Install Ihe drivers and the inserted card is displayed
as an extra drive on your Windows system.
A keyboard cable edapter Is provided (o supply
power to Ihe unit
Cttfer Tijera-v
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Compact Rash Reader

Hot-Swap IDE Drive Caddy

14 Digit Tax Calculator
Taxet

■ /
</

JH

A Compac! Bash and PCMCIA card leader and
vvriier that simply plugs into a parallel port on Iho
PC. Inslal! She drivers and the inserted card is
displayed as sn extra drive on your Windows
system. A keyboard csisie adapter is provided to
supply power to the unit
Cm* T)?eas:friesasSbrVH
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Playstation SCART Lead
Pertormsncs:

* Hot-Swap IDE Interface
* Suitable lor hard drives up la 5,400fiPflr
*• Compatible with RH32 and RHS7 IDE caddies
■* Aulomallc door on outer frame
* No need lo shul down computer lo swsp caddies
The RH-37 rack system offers a new level ol
convenienoe lo the PC user, f! Is now possible io
hot-svrap IDE devices, using a software driver,
removing !he need to rebool.
The RH-32 and RH-57 IDE caddies are compatible
vrllh the RH-37 frame alloivlng users to install hard
drives with spindle speeds up ta iO.OQQRPM
(RH-32).
Supplied with filling kit.Bnd software drivers for
Windows 85 and 98.
Ord* T)56g'!!
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* Giant 14 Digit Display
* Can calculate those awkward Tax
calculations
* Angled Display
* Full Function Memory
* Simple Percent Key
* Dual Powered
1 M=r Ttpeaar
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Databank Calculator
Texet
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RH-32 IDE and SCSI Caddies
♦ Ptayslallon compatible SCART Cable
*■ Provides Audio and Composite Video oulpuls
* SCART Adapter Included
SCART Edapler cable for use with Playslatfon
consctes, compslibie ■.vrth standard SCART sockets
fitted to mast domestic televisions.
Cable Length t.Tm spprox.
Orar 7)56 tra.
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Canon BJC-5000
Canon

1
"
features
* Innovative! Dual Cartridge System - enabling
live different cartridge combinations tor
diUorent printing applications
* Vivid 7 Colour photo printing
* A3 manual paper feed
* Heavy media capability up to SSDgsm
* Up to 7.5 pages per minute mono, 3 pages
per minute colour
* Print resolution of up lo 1440 x 720 dpi
* New plgmenled black Ink cartridge for crisp
sharp contrast
* Drop filodulsllon TechnologyTM
The Canon BJC-50t>0 Personal Printer is a new
addition to the already successful range of Bubble
Jet printers. II Is Innovative in bath design and
concept, selling'new standards in terms of user
flexibility
The BJC-aOO features a paper path that is able to
feed c-xiremaly thick msdis. up lo SSfl.gsm. This
feature makes it possible lo prim.on card stock. A
v.*Je range of prim media is supported including
transparencies, back print film, and glossy paper.
The BJC-sOOO also supports A4+ (lull btsed) media
enabling a lull page ol A4 to be printed.
Additionally the BJC-SOOa can prim onto media up
lo A3 in size via the manual feed for the occasional
printing oi wide-format documents.
Onfe TS56S2H
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* Auiomalic door on outer frame
* High efficiency ball bearing fan
*■ Tested fo 5,005 Insertions
* Suitable for hard drives lo f0,000/pm
* Aluminium Inner caddy
A pair of high quality hard drive caddies with either
40 pin IDE interiacs or 50 pin SCSI interface.
CompaiDjIe with RH-57 and RH-37 frames and
caddies, correct interface type must be used. High
quality aluminium bodied caddy, v/itn gobd heat
cissipsiion quaJiiieg. grid auto-ejact handle system
for easy removal. Suitabfe for use with tin high
33in drives.
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Window CE Companion
Tech ROM
TTT-jn
Windows CE is the latssl
•->1
operating system for hand
held cpmputeiB. This GDRom contains loots and
utilities lo help you work
moia efficienliy, connecl
to other computers and it
also contains lots of
leisure & games software
for all Windows CE based computers.
Ail the programs are categorised with comptete
descriptions and with tha unique search engine you
can easily find the utility or program thai you want.
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* Dual Line Display
v 1Kb Memory 1.3Kb
* Flip Top Case
* Telephone//,lemory
* Separate 10 digit Calculator Keypad
* Secrrrffy Password Feature
* Time/Day/Date Facility
*• Alarm Clock with Scheduler
* Metric conversions
* AulO Sftuf-Off
Onbr Tjpassss
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Probaliy !he most high-tech keyboard you have
ever seen.
Totally flexible Keyboard which can be rolled up tor
easy storage and transportation.
tP65 rated - resistsnl against liguld spills, grease,
dust and grime.
Slim-iine ergonDtnio design allows the user to
operate fits keyboard vrith minimal effort, the touch
sentive keys, allow silent operation, with a
adjustable sensitivity feature.
Both AT end PS2 (v.Sh connector mduoed) compafibia.
Onfer TpssHs
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Made to Measure Keyboard
Gloves
(npace

TV Card and Camera Kit
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A specially 'Made lo Measure' Keyboartl Glove.
These gloves prolecis against liguld spills, dust.
glime anri dirt, Ihey resist oil, grease and most
aggressive agentsIdeal ior use in (sclories. labotBlones, hospitais.
Classrooms.
Invest in a Keyboard Mailer and choose from
hundreds ol Keyboard Types or ii it is an unusual
type it can be made specially for you.
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2940UW SCSI Card
Adaprec
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Maximize Ihe performance and llexlbility of your
system with ihe ability to connect up to 15 SCSI
devices at data transfer rates of up to 40 J,I Bps with
the Adaploc® AHA-2940U1V host adapior. SCSI's
multithreaded I/O inlerface optimizes mulliisslring
operating sysiems like Windows© h5T or V/indows
95. Ideal (or servers or workstations, the AHA254OUW set the industry standard for compatibility.
Onkr Tytetrs
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* Wfcam Slereo Sound
* Slill Image and Video Capture
* QilsruSlglu Colour Video Camera
* Unlimited S/mo(faneous Teletext Pages
Full featured TV with Nicajn aeieo and Teletext on
your PC plus the abifity to record and caplure local
video or stills and ihen send them to any e-mail
ao'dresa. The TV tuner has aulomafic channel
tuning and can present lbs pictura as any size irom
Icon lo full screen- Addilional TV features Include
Channel Preview, Wide Screen, Instant Teletext
Scrolling, Multiple Live Teleic-xt Screens, DDE
links between Tetelexi and PC spreadsheets.
Always on Top end Replay. The Always on Top
mode allows you lo monitor whet's on TV while
working on other 'windows before btowing the TV
piclure up lo full screen for ihe interesting bits.
QuartzSight Video Cemsta is optimised for use with
PCs. It delivers 24-bit full colour video and ts small
enough lo tssl on top of most PC monitors. Also
suitable lor live video conferencing over the
Inletnel, Lan or Point to Point. Still images and
video sequences can be sent over the Internet lo
any recipient with an e-msli addressPlug and Play Installation, compatible with V/ihtfows
95 and 9S.
Television Receiver: 21-59 channel rangs lot UHF
Connectors:
75n coax atiel, phono (or
composite video
PC Interlace:
Hsquirss PCI 2.1 slat with
support for Bus Mastering
Camera:
Dimensiona 75x37x5Srrim.
Lens Aperture Ft .9,
Focal
length 4-6mm. 45s
Hofzonta! Raid of View,
Depth of Field 2'0cm lo
Infinity.
ftsr Trsssu
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ISDN Terminal Adapters
Wrtuaf Access
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* MSN ■ MtiUi Subscriber Numbering
* Multilink PPP Channel Bonding 12BKbps
* Supports ISDN Worldwide
* 2 felspbone Ports
* Flash Upgradesbie
* UK Caller Line Idenlificalion
The Virtual Access ISDN TA is an easy to use
ISDN modem designed to provide high

pcrtormanco access lo Internal, imranei, Relail
Point of Sale (POSl end Alarm Monitoring services.
Dual analogue phone ports enable users lo make
phone calls or send (axes whilst also conneclirig to
data services, such as the Irilgmel
Using bolh 61 the hvo 54K channels provided by
ISDN, Ihe Virtual Accsss ISDN TA Irgnsmits at
rales up lo 128Kbps- Data compression even
makes it possible to achieve throughputs oi up to
230Kbps over a single B-Ghannel.
Advanced features include Mulil Subscriber
Numbering, allowing 10 numbeis to be allooated lo
one ISDN llns so that lax, phone and modems can
all have separate direct dial numbers..
All Virtual Access models are D-Channsl ready and
are.able to- take advantage of future D-Channst
data ssn/ices such as AO/Ol.
Available in hvo versions with and without Anelogua
Ports
Hale Adaption:
Protocols supported fnclude Vt20. PPP, multiSnk PPP,
and Barid.'/fcii AftocaQon Control Prctoco! (SACP)
X.2S:
Suoporl over bolh H and O Channels (X.3. X.28.
X.29) TPAO
Security Prolocofs:
PAP, CHAP, Shiva-PAR, MS-CHAP
Inlerface:
ISQM on RJ-45, DTE tnterfacs lo PC - RS2S2
presented on DBS. Analogue on Ivro RJ11.
FT>;fccWT
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MovleStar Security Patch
Panel
ATM

a CI a
*• PC based CCTV
*■ Un-allended event driven video recorder
*■ 4 Camera Inputs
*■ 4 Trigger Inputs lor sensors
*■ Twin double Ihrovs output relay
LookC security sottv/are and manual included
* fnlernaf MovleStar PCI capture card and
external security patch panel
* Wiring guide includes Maplin part codes lor
sensors S wire etc
The MovieSter Security Patch Panel system allcrws
you (o use a PC to capiute video clips Irom up la
four cameras. Recording is triggered by inputs from
stendard alarrn sensors such as PfR's, pressure
mats, door and window contacts. Each camera
Input has it's own trioger input. The video clips are
stared to the PC's hard disc in ths AVI movie
formal arid the time and dais arc- used as the file
names. The LookC software opens e new directory
for each new day and keeps all of the event video
clips lor the day in lhal fotder.
The LookC software alfows you to use the.
computer normally by working In the bacR-ground
and you can configure it to 'pop-up' into the
foreground when an event is triggered. The system
can be used via modem in a remote site to verily
.alarm calf-outs and to provide the essential visoal
confirmation of a break-in 10 enabfe the poflce to
respond immediately.
The captured Image quality Is dBlermined in the
.LookC set-up menus, you can choose the
resolution up lo a maximum of 76B x 576
(broadcast PAL), frame rates of between 1 and 25
trsmss per second and a tscording lime limit. The
AVI movies tare jusl tike any ether piece ol
computer data and Ihey can be e-maiied. backedup or sstu across iccat networks.
The MovfeSlar Security Pack includes the PCI card,
patch pane!, LookC software and all leads-1! you
have the MovieBlar PCI video editing package
already you can order Ihe Security Upgrade in
order lo give it the full security specHtcation as well.
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Waterproof GPS Cases
AquapSc

ISP4 Surge Protectlor
ASC Eowfhorpe

Handwriting Fonts
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Waterprco! proleciion tor '/am GPS system,
available rn two siass for ciflerent GPS syslemsKeep your GPS dry. tiusl arid dirt liee withsul
Compiomising performance or usability. Waterproof
(o 10m (33i!) thanks to the easy to use. ouick
sc'ion Aquacllp seal.
Madiom Case: 220 x 95 x iBSmrn internal lengtn x
width x circumference
Smail Case: 153 x 90 x 175mm internal tenglti x
width x.circumference
(Mir T^er-i
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CATS UTP Patch Cables
Wat 5
>>•!

* Protection Clamps below SOO Volts
*■ Noise Free Operation with Automatic Reset
* Surges dlslpaled Within Ihe Unit
Idea! for equipment v.'ilh figure '8' IEC power
sockets this product plugs between Uib IEC socket
and the IEC plug and.lesd. supplied vrilh your
equipmenl. This device tiissipates incoming and
oulgoing surges to and from domesSi; and
ptolessional equipmenl. Power oonsumplion is
minimal and reset is automatic.
The mlemal surge supressors are tested against
worst case condilions as denned in Infemalional
Standards IEEE CSSAMBSf 631,63 and comply
with the recommendations of 655651:1932
Appendix C.
Suitable for use with laptop compulsrs, computer
peripherals, audio equipmenl. video recorders and
other equipment Irtled wiifi IEC figure "S."
conr.cators.
Crfe Type<B3
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USB Colour Camera
Pace

V
A range of high quality Category 5 unshielded
twisted pair patch cables assembled in ihe UK
using Draka Csrdina! stra. isd UTF cable with
AMP flJ45 connectors and boots. These cables
ate approved by BASEC t EIA/TIA 565 and.sra
available in a range el cole era and Isnglhs. Gray
patch cables are available in extsndad lengths.
Or&r Ijpe'ac
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Crossover Patch Cables
Wet 5

A range of UTP cross-over patch cables suitdale for
connecting two network cards directly to crsaie a
simple network, also suitable far connecting two
hubs together when uplink ports ate not avajfahle.
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GiveaJ] your dccuments lite personal louch with this
unique coltecHon of fonts thai iook like real
handwirting. Choose sophisticated printirq, or you
may find a "chicken scratch' that locks almost like
your own! You're sure to rind the perfect style lo
compliment your message. Add individual fieir la ail
your letters, invnations and more. All your documenls
vrill get noticed when you use fonts from this
comprehensive collection.
Crfe Tiperrs
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*■ Digital colour camera lor direct connection lo
a USB ready PC
* Combines visual & audio commun/calions
* Designed lor use over phone lines. ISDN S
Ihe fnfe/vref
*■ Ideal solution lo video mall, video
con'arencing, slitl Image capture & video clips
* Plug & play lor straight forward installation
Pace colour video cameras are the: parted way to
lake your communications into anDthsr. dimension.
The Camera Is designed for direct ccnnecfion to s
USB ready PC. This compact digital camera sits
nealiy on lop of your PC monitor and sends
pictures via the PC's USB pott, ll's also very quick
and easy to install. You simply plug Ihe camera into
your USB port and allow Windows' plug end play to
install the camera for you. Running Die applications
supplied with the camera vrill gel you up and
running in a couple o( minutes.
Specifications:
Enhanced resolutions o! tip to:
704 x 576 pixels fslili images)
3oZ x 268 pixels (live video)
24 bit colour Images lor smooth colour gradients
Adjustable focus colour diglta! C!.10S;ssr.sor
Depth of Esld: Scm to infinity (variable locus)
Field of view: 52 degrees (horizontal)
Frame rate:
3D frames per second
Video format 4:2:2 YUV: 4:2:0 YUV;YUV3;24bit
RGB. 16 bit RGB; 8 bit palletised RGB
Propriety hardware compression of up to 5:1
Onte T>peaisii
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* Intel 82440BX Chipset
* ATX Form Factor
* Supports Intel Pentium II up lo 450MHz
* 100MHz System Memory Bus with Intel
Penffont II Irom 350MHz up
*■ Up to 768MB SDRAM using 3 X ie8-pin 3,3V
DIMM Sockets
* AGP Slot Functions in 1x and 2x mode
(66/t33MHz)
* 4 xPCI Slots & 3 x ISA Slots
* Zx Serial Six Parallel Port
* 2x USB Ports
*2x Bus Master UOMA/33 EIDE Channels
Support 4 x Devices Including ATARI
CD-ROM
* ACPI B ARM Power Management
* Award BIOS
Onfec Tjiesai
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Socket 7 Motherboard
Comma Is

Analogue to USB Gameport
Converter

Glidepad Keyboard
m
WK-.B-

■
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* AU Aladdin V Chipset
* Baby AT Form Factor
* Supports all Socket 7 Processors
faf time of writing)
* Up to IQO/.IHz System Memory Bus
(wilf) compalibh CPU)
* Up to 12BMB EOO/FP DRAM using 2 x 72-p/n
SIMM Sockets
* Up to S12MB SDRAM using 2 x ISB-pIn 3.3V
DIMM Sockets
* AGP Slot Functions In 1x and 2* mode
(eB/133MH2)
* 4x PCI Slots &2x ISA Slots
* 2 x Serial Six Parallel Port
* 2 x USB Ports
* 2x Bus Master UDMA/33 SIDE Channels
Support 4 x Devices Including A TAP! CD-ROM
* ACPI Power Management
* Award BIOS
Ottfer
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*■ A convenient way to add more than one
joystick to your PC
* Use your favourite analogue joystick on a
USB port
* Compatible wllh conventional analogue
joysticks
it- Eliminates the need for re-boollng when
changing joysticks
*■ e fool extension cable
An ideal souiutlon to the problem trtDsl gamers
have when wanting to use multiple |oysticks.
instead oi unpluging one Joystick to add another
Jirst add this device to your USB port and you can
have two joysticks running on your PC.
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S0H0 Network Hub

16b"tt PCI Soundcard
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MXPRO 200 Processor
Upgrade
Evergreen

*■ Microsoft Windows certified processor wilt)'
e4k write-back cache
* Universal voltage support
+ Upgrade selected 73MHz and higher Pentium
systems
* Includes a high performance BIOS upgrarfe
* Plugs into standard Pentium CPU socket
(socket S and 7 compatible)
The Evsrgreon MXPRO processor upararfa boosis
75MHz and higher Pentium systems to MUX
pBrformance levets, Tne Evergreen MXPRO
supports top brend name.system mcdets such ss.
IBM, Compaq. Dell, Packard Bc!l and more.
It comes with universa] voltage support for 75MHz
and highat Pentium systems, and BIOS upgrade for
selected systems.
Osfer Tjps e-e
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*• Standard 105 Key Windows 95/98 Keyboard
* Bull! In glide pad mouse wllh 2 buttons
r Connects using both a PS/2 and 9 way serial
adaptor
* Comes with a PS/2 to DIN convenor
A Windows 95:S8 keyboard v.'ith built in glide pad
mouse. Ideal snullion (or people with minimal space
in which to move a standard mouse. Plugs into your
standard keyboard and mouse ports and comes
complete v.-ilh all drivets requiredOnte iypear;
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* l£bll soundcard with PCI Interface
* SoundBlasler Compatible
Windows 3.1, 95/98 and NT support
* Full Duplex CODEC Support
A Icbit PCI sound card with built in wavelabla and
30 sound, I! comes with support for MIDI
apllcatidns. Included on the card .are ports for
Jaysticks. Une In,, line Out. Speakers Out,and
Microphone In.
Cofer Tijeast
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5 port Ethernet hub for connecting up to 3 PCs
* Compatible with 1DBASE-T specification
* Wall mountable and hub cascading options
* E LED Indicators for easy network
Iroubleshoollng
A pocket size network hub Ideal for home or small
ollico use. It is compatible with the indaslry standard
10BASE-T and can be exlandad by cascading the
hubs. You have ihe option of power aither from an
AC power adaptor (not supplied) or osing the power
from the keyboard pon using the adaptor supplied.
I>4r Typens.
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USB Card

Voodoo 2 SDFX 12Mb Card
m
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* Voodoo 2 3DFX T2/,fb card
* Fully compalabfs with almost all modern
software
* Olrect-X and Open GL compatible
* Speed up your 3D gomes experience
Join the new revolution in gaming with this top of
the rancs Voodoo 2 12Mb card. Tne Voodoo 2 is
compatible with all 2D cards and uses a link to
connect to your existing'graphics card.
Please note you must use this in conjunction with a
slanriatd 2D graphics card.
Crda
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* A PCI adaptor that allows you to add two
USB ports to your PC
*■ Compatible with all USB devices
* Fully Supported by Microsoft drivers
* Uplo 12Mbps Dela Transfer speed
A tow cost eddition to your PC (hat allows you to
connect USB devices. The Card simply Bis into any
free PCI slot allowing for traubie tree Installation of
USB equipment such as Joystcks, Mice. Speakers
ate. Compliant with PCI 2.1. Requires Windows 95
V2.5x or Windows 98.
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System Temperature Monitor
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* Check the lempetalure ol your system
* Swllchable between Centigrade and FarenhelgM
* Bull! In clock
* User set Upper Temperature Warning
Check lha! your PC is nol gelling too hoi wilh Ihis
computer thermotneier. it lifs neatly into any free
5.25 Inch bay (possibly Even if there is a hard disk
behind it) with the display built into the blanking
pane!. Idea! lor high specilication PCs where internal
temperature is ganeraily higher than normal.
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The EB1D4 network kit contains tha following parts;
* One 4 port elhemel hub (EHIO-tTP)
* Two tOBaseT ISA ethernel cards (£A20(^
* Tivo 25ft twisted pair cables
* A lull Inslrucllon book
This network kh contains all the parts required to set
up a Windows 95. .S3 or MT network. All componente
are plug and play for case ol installalian. Petfecl (or
use at home or in a small office or workgroup.
Ottfef TjwssaP&sskS&VST
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music player tor under £180 that stores up to 60
minutes of digital-quality sound. It's smaller than an
audio cassette and has no moving parts, so It never
skips. Poivsrefl by a single AA batlsry, Rio provides
up to 12 hours of conlinuous music playback.
fttfer TBeara
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USB Cable Type B
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Banshee PCI
Creative
A Type B USE cable which features mate Type B
connectors s! both ends.
Connectors:
Type 8 male to Type B male
Lengths:
2ni, 3m, 5m
Oir Type 353
rriserfttnVAT
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USB Adapter Cable
* Single-slot 20, 3D graphics and video
accelerator
* 30lx fnteract/vea/J Voodoo Banshee® chipset
* Integrated250MHzPalelte-DAC supporting up
to 1920x1200 at 73Hz
* ISMB of 100MHz SDRAM
* MPEG-1/f.lPEG-2 and futf-moffon video
playback acceleration
* PCI bus version 2.1
* Multi-display support under Wlndows3/4 93
* VESA ODC2B + DPMS
* Full Plug-and-Play compliant
A complete 20/30 graphics solution based on the
new Voodoo Banshee® chipset from 3Df*
tnteractiveSf-t.
Features a full 128-bit graphics core and the same
SD.renden'ng technology used in the award-winning
Voodoo2.
16MB of high-speed SDRAM and a 250WHa DAG
deliver awe-inspiring resolulions, reck-solid refresh
rales, and stunning visual quality.
ftrkf TitKss
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A Type A to Type 6 USB adsplsr cable lor
conitBotino equipment with different USB
connector'types.
Connectors:
Type A male to Type B mate
Length:
2m. 3m, 5m
Otrfef Tipetrs
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USB Mouse

Marble Mouse
to^rtech

RIO MPEG Player
Dfamond

* USB Connection
*■ Ergonomfc Design
* Easy Installation
A standard USB mouse lor use with computers that
have USB ports, suitable for home or office as an
upgrade or replacement.
Otrfer Tspec-a
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* Palm size for easy portability
*• Supports f,tP3 compression
* 32MB bulll-ln flash memory
* Expandable playback lime with removable
* Hash cards
* Skip free - no moving parts
* MuslcMatch Jukebox Limited edition
software for converting CD's to an MP3 formal
* CD Music Sampler
* Goodnolse: The premier source on the net (or
high-quality, downloadable music/i(P3-com:
Over 100 songs from new artists MP3 songs
from MuslcMatch and Audio Explosion, also
Included
Internet Music In the Palm of Your Hand!
Diamona's Rio PUP30Q is the first portable MP3

* Feels like a mouse, works like a trackball
* Superior precision and smooth motion
* Reduces movement; saves desk space
* Works with Windows® 3.1 x, 95. 9B and NT® 4.0
Logitech© MartrteS Motise fits right or ieft hand like
a mouse and works with the convenience of a
l/ackball. Patented Marble Qptical technoiDgy
provides superior precision, reduced wear and
smooth molion, and eliminates the need for regular
cleaning. Just move the trackball Instead oi moving
Lhe whole mouse around. Il saves desk space,
reduces hand and wrist movement, and plugs
convenienlly into your system's serial or PS.'2 port
There's no need to bother with software- Use il with
Windows© 3.1*. 93, 98, and NTS 4.0 applications,
includes a three-year guarantee.
PfestdihcYW
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Electronic Circuits &
Components
Matri*
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Colorado Direct 9600
Piimax

Prima Navigator Pro
Primax
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* Virtual Laboratories
* Electronic Workbench & Crocodile Clips
Compatible
* Full Audio Commentary
* Supervlsers' notes
* Editable Worksheets
Electronic Circuils & Components provides a sound
introduction to the principles and apptioaiion ot the
most common types oi electronic cbmponenls and
how Utey are used to ionn compicta circuits.
Sections on the disc Include: lundamenlal
electronic theory, active components, passive
components, analogue circuits and digila! circuits.
A full set o! support materials is included.
Nole This version Is the Full Licence Single
User/Inslllutlon version
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Digital Electronics
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* 36bit Colour Scanner
* 300 x 600 Optical Resolution, up to 19200 dpi
with software enhancement
*■ Parallel Port Interlace
* 2 year IVarrarjly
* Comes with OCR Software
A full colour scanner from Primax boasting an
opucal resolution of 300x600 dpi which can be taken
as high as 9SQ0 dpi with sofh'/areenhancemenL
This poweriul scanner plugs dlreelly Into your
parallel port mstdng S very simple to instalJ. The
Colorado.5600 scans, (axes or copies with one
single action. 3300 dpi rasotuBon and 36brt coiour
give bright.clean results. A full version of PrimaPage
96 home edition - an excellent OCR program based
on ttte award winnino FineReader - is Included.
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BackUPS Systems
APC

E-2 and EZ-4 Label Printers
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('•* Virtual Laboratories
* Qyer 20 links la predesigned Electronics
Workbench circuils and Crocodile Clips
* Full Audio commentary
* Supervisors' notes
* Editable Worksheets
Digital Electronics provides a broad Introduction to
the principles and practice of digital etecironics,
Tncluding logic gates, comblnaiiona! and sequential
logic circuits, clocks, counlsrs. shift registers and
displays. The CD ROM also provides an
Iniroducticn to microprocessor based systems
Note:OA24
Student Version
{Home Use Only)
fttfe Tjpsast
FrhaArcYit
Cofe
fiswCatSogue Price
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* 3 flttffon Mouse
* Middle button Is a scroll wheel
* Micro Switch Buttons
* 400dpi resolution
* USB version
The unique finger comrolfed PRIMAX Prima
Navigator Pro mouse lets you scroll smothly arid
easily through lext and columns. Ideal lor surfing
the Internet, it works with any Microsoft Windows
application and Includes f.iousesuila 98 Software for
personalizing button and scroll control.
Onfet Tjjermr
FrcestSkcYAI
Cafe
HwrC^JogtePifce
i«a. MriSrfiilS

Tne C.fTOH EZ-2 and EZ-4 direct Btemtal label
primers have many versatile features and ate
extremely easy-to-use. Neat, dynamic and
compact - these two particuiaf products (with
remakably small lootprinls) are Ideally suiled lo
home office or small company use, as well as e
range of commercial and Industrial sppiicatiDns.
They ate not only easy-lo-Ioad and operate but are
swrsmely robust and teliabla.
C.1T0H EZ-2 (just 2lSmm high x 144mm wide
xl27mm deepjls one of the smallest printers
availabte, yet, it is capable of providing exceptionai
print quality at speeds of up to 2 Inches per second
and has a facility to lake 2 Inch wide label rolls uplo
260 melers long. This neat llllle printer maiiss light
work of address labels, tickets and receipls.
C.tTOH EZ-4 on the other hand offers the same
print quaiily and speeds, but being a fitlle larger in
size. Is designed to lake 4 inch wide labels that
make il ideal for larger labeling'applications.
Free Windows soltv/are and drivers ere supplied.
This Includes a full set of Windows drives (versions
3.1/95/28 SNT) as well as the exclusive C.ITOH 'Q
Labels' which is a fully featured easy lo use
Windows label design soft-ware package for printing*
Graphics, fonts'and bar codes.
(Ma Tjpersn
FretstfcMT
Cafe
Ifewteaicgts Price
O'CBrlflPdS
£35 S

WEBSITE:

* Full time noise, surge, spike and black-out
protection
* Dedicated surge protection socket
* 2 Tear warren(y
* Instantaneous ballery backup
•APC's Multipalh Power Protection offers ccmpiets
system protection. There is no need lo purchase a
separate UPS or Surge protector tor your printer
and other peripheral devices. User replBceafcle
batteries give you a renewable UPS that keeps
protecting your equipment year after yssi without
factory service- A push-button resetlable circuit
breaker allows quick and easy recovery if you.
accidentetly overload the UPS. Suitable for use ori
wotkslstfons or servers at home on in the office.
Oid T>tesjr:
Cafe
way SajCSTCf^
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Intelligent LCD Modules
Lascar

Available configured as a counter, timer or
irequoricy counter, these mfcrocontrollet-bessd
meters are designed around a S+3 character
aiphanumerio Elartiurst LCD. and are housed in a
snap-in DIN sized onclosurs (or easy assembly.
The iriste; features 10mm digit height, password
protection of configuration settings, chcice of
annunciators, fesding zero blankfng, on-board
buzzer and power-Up wtfh "last saved sellings".
Navigation through the menu Is straightforward and
allows the fhe user to configure the meter. Besides

MAPfijN SALES TELEPHONE 01702 554000
SALES FAX 01702 554001 © INTERNET www.maDlin.co.uk
Sport cartegeda-'ees(1,2 eic)Erxi priceinfomBSxiseeteckof caffiJogrs. t syrnfoi in (SKSttoAiniScatESwhile stock lasts, 'CafecterBcdat £1 (Hrmil.

dispiaylng ihe measured Inpul. ihe meler can be
mads (o cantrol events via its hvo open colieclor
outputs. The meter can cammunicatB with othsr
intelligent systems via its hulil-in HS232 and
RS4S5 communications ports. Several meters can
he networked and each indiuidaaity addresssbte.
Specidcallans:
Operating Tempsraiura
0 - 50'C
Temp Stability (frsq & timat)
20ppm
Supply Voltage
4.5-S.5V
Supply Current
35mA
Supply Currant (light off)
15mA
Input Valtaga
15V
Display range (freq & count)
■99989 to
+999999
Max IIP Freq (counter only)
13KHz
I'P Freq (ireq counter only)
O-t-tMfHz)
Uin l/p Pulsd (freq counter)
0,5 pS
Display Area (mm)
57.5 x 15.0
Bezel Dimensions (mm)
72x36
Panel Cut-out
6B x 3-3
This product is supplied with detailed instructions
Onfer TipsaafsssiSr.-.Vir
C«fe
ffetiCstslocpse Price
TfitO PojCorer
iias w^fscCars
aif.-u
Tli£ fecTrat
tltfrl
Dual Rail 5V PSU
lasear

*■ Adjusluble vollage twin rail PSU
* Simple screw terminal connect/on
^Encapsulatedmains transformer
* Positive and negative adjustable rails
* SO turn trim pots for accurate setting
A low cost adjustable twin rail povrer supply,
meeting the requirements o! the European CE
Directive. A quality British product, (he PSU 203 Is
a low profile easy to use linear supply suitable for a
wide range of applications
Technical Speclfioallons
Load Regulation:
1%
Line Regulation;
t;i
Rippia:
O.omV
Temperature Range;
0 - 70 'C
Output - dc e ao=c
Positive:
V:
5-15V
I; 150mA (max)
Negative:
V:
•5--t5V
t: -ISOmA
Inpul Sa-60Hz
110-125 Vac
(link selectable) 220 - 250 Vac
teSr fypia--:
rrcjetilto.WT
C:da
tea CciHloouB Price
TirST ?3.e5
High Grade Audio Capacitors
Sanmha

*■ For high grade audio equipment
* High resnnsn! frequency
* Low BSR
* Low Impedance
* Snap-In terminals
* Manufactured to /SO900J standard
A range of very high quality audio grade capacitors

with both 2 pin and 4 pin variants
Speeiticaltons:
tolerance
=20%
Temp range
-40 to -rS5=C
Load life
200QHrs © 85=C
Leakage
=3ri(CV) (pA)
current (max)
Dimensions - dia x length (mm)
TYS8G
30x60
Txaae
ssxeo
TXa4F
40x60
TX85G
40x30
0(i& Tipearr
frfesaateVST
Cc&
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Component Analyser
Pask

'SI

* Aulomallc comportenf Identification
- Bipolar transistor
• MOSFETs
- Diodes
- Diode networks
* Aulomalic plhout IdenlUlcslion for all the
above components
* Gain measurement for transistors
* LEO Illumination regardless of connecfecf
polarity
*.2 line supsrltvlst LCD for clear analysis results
* Colour coded, gold plate lest clips
* Single button control
* Automatic power-on and power-oH
* Long tile battery supplied
* Low battery warning
This component anslyser is a highly "atlvancsd
instrument that provides a wealth ol iunclionality
and features in one exlremefy easy to use unit.
You will no longer need to ssarah through lengthy
data books in order to identity component
idantilicaiion and pinouts. this instrument doss H all.
In addition to all this the inBlmme-nl also measures
component functionality and evsn measures
transistor gain. Using the latest manufacturing
techniques together with advanced mictoprooassqr
sotlware. this instrument is a tots innovation for Uia
engineer, technician, hobbyist and sludsnL
Dimensions
131 x 65 x 30 (mm)
Otfer Tflsorc
frtea'.ircVH
CoJ;
feit Catslcgija Prfce OKnPrce
tBiC GbriratLTfer
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Diode Tester
Peak
* High quality diode tester
* Instant test ol all diodes
* Displays polarity
* Auto power-off
* Test leads terminated by crocodile clips
* Battery and /nsfrueffons Included
This useful and ingenious devics allows the user to
detect faults and. pofatity ol all diodes in usually
iess than six seconds. The unit will also check
LEOs and lllumrnaie them whilst under test to show
it is working.
Specifioaflons;
Detectabls Junction
< 2.5V
Batter/ Life
1500 tests (appro*)
Dimensions
$0 x 55 x 25 (mm)
Criif Tj!»fcT5
PrieisSteVtl
C-xfe
llhtCalslcgut Ptks
TOM
Ibtf 30)5 iSEf

MOSFET Analyser
Peak

x- Pocket size MOSFET analyser
* Colour coded leads terminated in crocodile
clips
x- Suitable tor both N and P channel devices
* Identifies gale, drain and source
*■ Complete with batter}'and inslniclions
This high quality piece of lest equipment is an
advanced mictoconlralled instrument thai will
quickly and easily analyse almost any enhancement
mode MOSFET. With the touch of a button, the
analyser will verily ihe MOSFET under lest is
working, idenfiiy Gate, Source and Drain and
determine an N-channel or P-channel type.
SpeciiicatiDos:
MOSFET Type
M!P Channel
MOSFET Technology
Enhancement
Gain Range (eids=3mA) 25mA'V (typ)
Peak Test. Voltage3.5V
Peak Test Current
4mA
Analysis Duration
<1 S
Display Duration fpass)
20 S (typ)
(fail)
o S (typ) C
Temperature Range
^+10 to 45 C
Dimensions (mm)
80x55*25
Ortfer Ttpsms
fr<i=a4i-{.yiT
Cccfe
iCTiCsakgce Price
TOM
tSSA HsSs.teiaf
Transistor Analyser
Peak
u
IW Irtll'
Ah PLV.

An advanced Uicrocontrolled instniment that rail
quickly and easily anelyse almost any type o!
Bipalar Iransislor. Vrith a press of a button, the
analyser will verify thb hanstetor under test is
working, identify Base. Eirtmilter and Colieclor and
dstsimine whether the transistor is NPN or PNP type.
SpeclfieBtions:
Transisfor'h/ps
NP.MrPNP
T ransislor teohnolcgy
a'Ge
HFE Range v> lc=3mA
>20 (typ)
Peak test voliage
5.5 V
Peak test current
4IIIA
Anelysis duration
<1 S
Display duration
pass
20 S (typ)
Display duralion
lait
5 S (lyp)
Temperature range
+1D 10 45:C
Dimensions (mm)
80 x 56 x 25
(W=f
I)pssm
FrisiSdictYil
c:
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Master Faders
Alps

* Very high quality
* Very high precision
* Single or dual logarllhmlc tracks
* Super smooth aclualoc travel
A pair of master fader slider poienliomelsrs
available as both single and tiuai Siac-; variants
Specifications:
Power R.sling
0,25V.'
Hsslslsnce Tolerance
i20%
Temperature Range
-25 to -70 'C
HEslstsnce SoaJe
Uoaarilhmic
Resistancs
tOkn
Actuator Travel
tODmni
Ct^r Tj^ra-:
PfSESdrkcVSr
IfewCabkxrJsFrea
«;!>
&/I lilssarraKS-iJ
ISK L'asrfafeicl
i2jf
Slim Line Slide
Potentiometers
Alps

*■ Metal conslruclion Including tapered lever
* Linear and logarithmic tracks available
A range ol slandatd. low profile slide
polenliomaters suitable for many applications'
inctuding audio and light fading. They ate available
• in two series, a SOKfi linear track and a 1QksT
logarithmic track. Each series has devices with
30.45 and 60 mm Uave!.
Specifications:
Operaiirig Temperature -25 to +70 °C
Sliding Lile (approx)
10.000 cycles
Tolerance
=20%
Body Width
Srnm
Wax Operating Voilage Log - 1S0V
(in- 200V
Power (W)
Variarl (mm) 30
«
60
Ico
O.i
0.525
Q.i
o-:
02
OS
52
Note; For knobs (or lhass devices see Fixings &
Hardvfare section
Onfe Tips ESS
fretriteVlI
Cafe
!f?rtCatsfeo'KFR» Offd Prfee
IH'.C XrrcSSifiK
S3'
StSS
ET-i
LSS «-RSSte:K"
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lEst SrcSoa-itk.
■11138
Eij
tHAr XroSbeSK
£iy;
£133}
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Low Profile Master Faders
Afps

profile format- The slider is available In two
variants, the first being a single throw slider v/Iih
the .second being duaL
Specincations;
Slider Travel
60mm
Power Hating
0.2W
Resistance Tolerance
=20%
Operating Tc-mperaiure -25 lo +70 "C
Ctfe lypeirm
rfei itoi itcVl!
Cafe
li?KCaHk®je Price
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Low Impedance Electrolytics
Ssriiivhs

V.\

*- Extremely low Impedance at high frequency
* Ideally suited for use in switching power
supplies
Manulactured to tS09007 standards
* Solvent proof
* High rellabllily
* Max leakage current 0.01 CV or 3pA whichever
Is greater after 2 ruins
ft range of 1D5;C rated elsct/oiytic capacilors vrilh
an exlremely tow impedance at high Irsquency,
Specifications:
Opera ling temperature range -55 to +103 "C
Capacitance tolerance
=20%
O.r Pitch
Sleek
DxL
Fifc-SCurrail
eiK*ib
Cc<fe
(mm)
jmArms)
TOST
sxll
1=
TXSih
Sill
33
27
TXSSV
5x11
22
40
TK3II
5«i;
13
45
T/OOX
5)11
US
57
TO1T
62(11
0=2
ItD
IXSGH
62(11
0.43
135
TXSS
£iJI5
03
204
TISK
2(113*
516
£6
TXSD
Itbdc
oe
555
t3x3
TXsS
O.Cu-5
1112
TXSir
a<23
0)556
1430
Tsse
1£45
;e&
o.tss
TCSH
■,ecs
0®*
IKS
tsce
15XS5
osea
2450
lEir
iSxSS
ass
2610
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5 Watt Resistors
MeggiH

Power Rating
5W
Resistance Tolerance
=5%
Temporawira Co-eil
300ppm f =0 (max)
Max Working Voltage
35QV
Operating Temperature -55 to 275 °C
Orrfer T)7K2-B
fasiShtcVlT
Cafe
licrtCsbfeaue Price
F.'Xej SX6S2
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F'B( 87.2477
rKJi. saeia
sSi
Wtil! 57.631
RSi svsm
'23
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Sil? W£m
irir
FXtoi &£m
PC in sasap.
£25
FX1£3 KtliSSB
Sa
Hlil yMtm
m
FXliU iffBK
35
FXlFf S3S22
IdS
FfZS'l K«sM
£55
■.'iff.
£35
F.'25T sajfix
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Wide Temperature Range
Electrolytics
Sarmvhs

* Wide operating temperature range
* Cleaning and solvent proof below 200V
* Manufacured lo IS09001 standard
* General purpose
A range of general purpose, wide'iemperature
range rolniature aluminium electrolytic capacitors
SpaclflcBtions:
Operating temperature -55 to 1055=C e<ioov
-40 to 105 C e<3a0V
-25 to lOS'C e<450V
Leakage I fictOOV
0.01 CV cr 4pA {greeterj
Leakage I e>100V
O.02CV+15pA (>5 irtlns)
Capacitance tolerance =20%
0.5* Pitch
0r»- Tysasc
Fritedr'reYiT
lies CaScgLe Price
Cafe
ISO tKCSaij®.'
213
LBJi tsiZikW
3.13
IS) Ffe-ifim
313
ISX Ffe/JTIiW
313,
IS5. FaicXfID?/
313
163174 FaliClfi®/
3.I-LSfi Ffe22fIC£V
33
ISP re! 03,-2/
3.15
ISO raJ-TPffl/
•32
2-5.
IBS MVitfSI
LSS RaJHr/a?/
SS
\m fet-fiSPS'
214.
lB4j Pol 731373'
SiSJ.
mi S*2*ft72V
23
mi. fefSQPIJf
£1»
IBH RjlrTOitF!?/
25
1ST fe'SKO/icV
£404
l£S' fai KCSLF !?.■
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Low Cost Multimeter
+ Volls (AC S DC).
Currant and
Resistance ranges
*- Battery lest
* 9 testing ranges
»I"U
* 5 functions
* Complete with
-m
battery, inslruclions
and lest leads
1

* Low profile
a- Smooth operation
* Manufactured (o the highest quality
* Lagarilhmlc fraclts
* Available in'single and dual slide forma/
A pair of very high quality master faders In a low

^ &
An innovative high power to size 5 watt power
resistor consuming minimum board space with cool
operation at board level even at full power, '.'.fide
range oi ohmic vaJuss.
Specifications:

This product gives
exceptional value tor
money. A multimeter
otfsring festurea you would

SALES TELEPHONE 01702 554000 © SALES FAX 01702 554001 Q INTERNET www.maDlin.co.uk
&pcO catrase chages [1,2 etejzvd price inforrraSoo see bacfr of catstogK. t sjirixJ in prfce Mock nxfeafts while stock lasts. 'CaSS ctraged al£l per nfn.

expect on c-ns ai Ihreg times ths price. This
Inslnmiant is a compact yet reliable meter that is
IdaaJ for hobbyists and students or the occasional
DIY hobbyist who wants a digital multimeter in their
toolbox (or peace of mind.
Speciflcallons:
AC Volts
20/200 (V)
DC Voits
5Q0V
AC/DC Current
ZOOmA'lOA
Resistance
2kn/2t.'.n
Battery Test (10mA load current) 1.5W9V
-Power
9V (PP3)
'.Veiglil (excluding battery)
I70g
Orfe
ftisjESijil'JT
Cafe
ffetrCstalosue Pries Offer Price
I'j-ia ajdHlthrsr
c?£s
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UE75H,UE78K.UE80e S.O x 3-2 X 2.5 (mm)
ue77j.ue?9t.
7-3 * 4.3 x 2.8 (mm)
Ali others
3.5 x 2.B x t.9 (mm)
Oda Titeisj
ftfeSK.'.ccVJT.
Cofe
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ICTJ SSTsfi/iff
SJS
ISIS JJfiTstZJif!?/
252
IS? asTataPi?/
S3S
IE7S2 aDTanlSPir/
SES
sw SBtstTI-FiS:
iast
IBS aDTatl/?/
2S
iS5f aoTatIS/!?/
22
ST.1 3.0 Tat Sift?/
•IB
S2< SSTata??/
E®
LBS.
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tEas SVOTsniTfxT
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Tantalum

0.4W Metal Rim Resistors
Phillips

A range of high quality lantaium oepaoilors In a
Emm pitch peokags. Capacitors in the range are
auailsbte in values from IpF
to lOQpF and in
working voltages from 6.31/ to 33V
Specltleatlons;
Capacilancs Tolerance =20%
Pitch
Emm
Onfer TjpeijEc
(5ifeiKJi:c.Y*T
Cafe
fiat Cafetocus Price
wtt; TslSSPaJ.'
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rire? '\stvjjin
S3!
-:TS lat-Cifr?/
sa
Tat
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FirS
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Fr.vt TstUl/W.'
m
raj iztiifivi
sm
rlTtK fetlTu't?/
m.'
"ITS. Ta-SSaP:?/
mi
FfdE rTtiOfi?/
214!
rr-tC rat a?;-:/
21f2
5m jstSftf,'
532
rfiSE Tstffsftff
tm
iTctf T-riSPtf.'
mi
?i52 IZttilSI
F&T isiiafsf/
5020
EJJ!
rlil' JaliSfZ'/
FrSV IztisFSl
at;
Fist; TstlifB/
siij
?!-C< isfSFSf
32
FislV Ist&fSI
5143
Frit IsrtB/ET
tta
FISB TalitfE/
Frri; TatlS/STf
Ffai IstiiFSI
5533
KS. TSI-SffeT
215t
FiSTr mmsi
3.45
rrSG TattiFS.'
22
SMD Tantalum
tfeme-r
* Industrial grade
* Surface mounf
* &
tantalum
*■ For automatic
<7
Insertion
* Meets or exceeds £IA
* Standard S3SBAAC
* Operating Temperature -55 (o 85 'C and up
to 125'C at reduced voltage
* Ideal lor telecommunications equipment,
computer and portable equipment
A range of surface mount tantalum capacitors
available In capBOilance values from 0.47pF to
33pF and in voltage ratings from 1SV to 33V
specifications:
T Distance
=20%
Case Size (LAV.H):
UE70U.UE74H
3.2 x 1.6 X 1.6 (mm)

Ths popular i.tRSIST, 0.4VV metal film resistor
series from Phillips.
Spscincaltons:
Tolerance
i%
Power Haling
0.4W
Voltage Rating
ZQOV
Operaling Temperature -55 - +155?'C
Temperature Coefficient ^50ppm/ C
Dimensions
L
3.7mm
Dia 1,9mm
Orbs Tipeiasr
fries
Cods
■ KaxCsaktjrsP
TOCn ISSts-t-S
oSiS 'JSSf-ii-ffi
m
VIZ. isss-sa
3C!
TGB iretK-Si
ss
Tfjil IPoffT-Sn
3.57
lEEF LFSlST-jfft
3S
as
T'ZBx LKicT-Si
DUTri 1581223
a!?
T/JS! JffStsT-'XS
eii;
liTK l^tct-tZfi
Si7
r«x !iF3I:T-!5a
m
r/im IFStfT-fSH
m
TJ.I21 HSj-icT-SCa
m
THIS t^IoTSCR
f3K
iXV] UmitT-HH
eur
i»55 WRSn-SS
SOT
TXiS yreicwr®
ffiOi
TXtTT .bnSJT-SS,
se
mrtf
TXtSf lri5Sfi-2it
TXi?/ iKtuas
257
ras*
2.J7
rca IFStcT-Vi
SCJ
TfiSI l/rS'&irS
SOI
7/22% WS'3-l'r
aB
Dig WE16T-M
20?
BBC ustBi-aa
mi
7133 trivlS-Ki
257
1X25 IBSIR-K
SB
TW ires-r-j
ES
iS93 1ES15HS
207
ra>: MFSttT-aS
SCJ
OJU vr-3:-j#2
as
rxss IfSltTriCK
207
m IKIti-IX
2w
rc-iy XtrSVTIK
moj
l5S15T-tfri
rm
acr
T/Sr l93:5i-24
Sir
rm WSI-TSX
3,07
im. KSf-TSlC
m
rxs; KStsT-jfti
m
WiT 15iSt5T-47ri
as
rx4;u ies;"-2K
20
71131 ffiSisT-®:
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r/iifi WffiisT-SS
2C7
TIA( IfFcT-nXK
5.57
mc LfSIST-iZK
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TXifJ. LfS1-T-15K
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7X415 ISsSsI-tttK
m
7'AK t<SSi5T^>:
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rxc-o IKinSiK
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TJST IFSicTOK
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IKtf llF5ti?-2>i
as
nae
S5S7
rxat ItBt-TrieK
Sir
Tfi/J isstsr-ax
as
im ,l*?Sl5T23<
20?
TBi KSlaT-fU
as

0.6W Metal Rim Resistors
Phillips

The papular WRS25, G.SVV metal fflm resistor series
from Phillips.
Spaclflcstions:
Power Rating
0,6'//
Voltage Rating
200V
Operating Temperature -55 - +155e°C
Tempsrarute Coalficisnt =50ppm / C
Dimensions
L
Tmm
Dia 2.5mm
Orfe- T)tSE2T
frltesirpVAT
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Miniature Aluminium
Electrolytic Capacitors
Sanmlta

In-line Connector

A mosal barrel adaptor lor connecting iwo phono
plugs together. Also available In a .gold plated
vension.
* Super mlnalure series with 7mm height
* Suited lor use In compact audio equipment
A fangs o! vety high quality. 65°C raled, miniature
aluminium eleclrolytic capacitors
Specillca lions:
Opsrating (amp -40 to 483 =C
Leakage 1 (max) 0.01 CV or 4pA (ite greater)
Tolerance
=2Q°1:
Maplln Part
Dimensions
Numbers
(d!a x length)
TY84F - TyaOW. TY91Y.
TY95D, TYeSE
4x7 mm
TY90X, TYS2A, TY97F
5 X 7 mm
AB olhsrs
6.3 x 7 mm
KB ijjeris
mreeaSrtVAI
Ceda
(bit Cstalogua Price
Tfji? cr.tsf.l/Syf
iD.i7
nss
Sir
TfoT 7n-.?s ?iSf/
SJ5<
TlTlb irr.w£!2ig!
m
rmi
Eir
TilSII ICiT.Fafta/S'f
an
2:5
rm
TK-Vf
217
im
215
TrSS rtnsRaftSifi?/
22
TC-AD Ic&PasmxV!!
as
nsi Izc.fcTHW
223
nxc
=523
7i-i?_ tsefaiHIl?!.
£62
Universal 2 Hour Fast
Charger
Unlmss
ii'', Wr

*■ LED charging indicators
* Reverse polarity protection
* Rapid two hour charge lime
This Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) haitefy chstosr.
designed for use with PP3. AAA. AA. C and O calls,
makes use of a two stage charge cycle. When
used with higher capecity batteries, using the red
push switch enables the very fast two hour charae
cycle which bulk charges for two hours beiorcs-.vitching to a low current charge stateCell Type
Charging Time
Standard Capacity High Capacity
PP3
14-l6Hra
14-15Hrs
4-5Hf5
AAA
S-7HfS
AA
10-12Ht3
2 or 14Hfs
C
1(M2Hrs
2 or l4Hrs
D
tO-12Hrs
2 or 14Hrs
Crtfet T)p5£!S
fha»Sf'.YAT
Cofe
lie* Ceti'ogu? Price OftfrPnce
■MS:
Q33
a^ijcscg^

V/ttKlhr
, ,-4

16.

ate Tipsmr
CoS
?jnf GsfrStrvCotra

fteeAtoVST
lite CaSkgus Price
35

need for large heatsinks commonly sssooiatsd with
voliage 'dfoppere'.
Specifications:
Input Voltace:
18!o36VDC
Output
13.BVDC, 15A (50% dirty cycle)
Rippie/noiss:
S.OaiiRMS
Continuous load
OpsraSno lemp, 0:C to -SO'C
Dimensions;
140 x.65 x200mm
Otte "Be ass
fraeoibtYH
Cc«
l&nCaSaio^je Prise
■tVatir.'G.Tiexr
£45=9
True Sine Wave Inverter

PiugTop SMPS AC/DC
Adaptors

* High power In a plug-top box!
* High quality consfroctron
*■ tow cost compared to linear alternative
* Level B EMI liller
These high qualify switched mode power supplies are
available In 6 vatienls. Each is suitable tor a Wide
range o! Input voltages and teatuias a short circuit
prolection system with atrto recovery. Confomss to
ULI350. GSA22J2 N0.93Q and EN60950.
SpEclticalions:
Output Voltage Tolerance
input Voltage:
.9Q-264VAC
Operating iempsrslute: 0=C to +40:C ambient
RippIe/noisefVp-p)
i% (2u!.!Kz bandwidth)
Orris
Code
fL6iR
rLSS
p-esr
Flf4JJ
PISSV
FlESiV
Crte
C-oS
RilH
RS3
HS7
R=4i
SiSf
OfAY

l.'anufecteerc
Pal lie.
£?A-2jl£-5
E-=A:2i1S-7
SPA-SaS-17
?PA-23lS-t5
EPA-331S-18
£5A.Ki5-21
T}5»rts
tVjTsSfKf/za
PteeSVFSrflcrA
ftotcapSUftii!.
PKcatsif/ta
FotoSi.fSirrtjtA
PKsSifSIfNSA

Output
Vcft^e
5"i'
731
127
.57
167
247

Ou^xif
Ctererrt
m
2flA
liA
tiA
1.1A
fi£A

tAix-Oulput
Votive
SSI
57
15-1?.'
17437
23-Wy
zsm

tferrCaSlogus Price
345
3A5
2=5
il4S
•It?,:
SfS

24V to 13.8V Converter

* Ideal lor use with difficult Idadsl
* International style power outlet
This range of Ime.sine Inverters are IdesJ (or use
on equipment Vitiere the modified sine Just doesn't
cut the muslard- idea! far use v-ilh leievisiDns,
csnltol clecironics and other sensitive equiprnenl.
Specifications:
THD
<4%
Protection systems
Low bsKety
O-rer lamperature
-15' to tSO'G
Operating tamp.
No load power
consumption
<4\V
Orte. Tipeas;
Cofe
?Ui< Sreri.'iviV
Srer-i SifiV
?ss crer.-SW-tV

PterrSheViT
IferCeteiogBe Price
£11:5
3J5S
£155

Universal Input, Single
Output SMPS

s!T-

* Wide range of power oulpiils aval/able
* International AC Input range
* Built in EMI liller. low ripple noise
* Short circuit, overload and over voltage
protected
This range oi switched mods power supplies offers
exceptional value for money coupled wilh excellent
relisbilty. Please: consult the !u(l data sheets
included on the data CD-ROM for full details of
these power supplies.
General Specllicatlons:
Input voliage
85 to 254VAC=
Operating temp.
-10'G to -60 C

* Use your 12V equipment In a truck, boat or
other 24 V system!
* A helly ISA current rating
This sturdy 13.8V converter makes use of switched
mods technology to reduce 18 to 36VDC to
13.aVDC. This msihod oi convetsion avoids the

25W Versions:
DC OahJtrt voltage: SV
Output current
5A
Ripplefnoi£e(niVp-p) 50
Dimensionsfmm):
V/etgbl;

i2V
2.1A
100
95x57*33
0.37Kg

40W Versions:
DC Oulpuf vottaga: 5V
Ougjut current;
Bh
Rippte/noiss(mVp-p) 75
Diraenslcnstmm);
Weight:

•|2V
24 V
t.aA
3.SA
ICQ
100
125x98x38
0-45Kg

24V
t.lA
ico
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al £lp=f min.

SOW Versions:
DC Output voltags: 5V
Output currant:
12A
Rippls/nolseCmVp-p) 30
Dimensians(fflm):
V.'eignl:

12V
24V
5A
2.5A
100
100
159x97x38
0.55KO .

100W Versions:
OC Output voltage: 5V
Output cunsnu
20A
Rlppte/noise{n)Vp-p) too
Oimensians(mm):
Weight:

12V
24V
8,5 A
4.SA
125
150
199x99x38
0.65Kg

150W Versions;
DC Output vaiisge; 5V
Output current;
30A
HIppl&'noIsE[mVp-p) 100
DiTnenslonsJmmJ:
Weight:

12V
24V
12.5 A
6.5A
120
150
199x110x50
0.8Kg

240VV Versions;
DC Output vollags;
Output cutrenh
Hipple/nolso(mVp-p)
Fan control
Diniensions(mm);
Weight:

5V
12V
24V
40A ISA
10A
100 120
180
<:40-C Fan ON
>705C Shut down
190x93x65
I.IKg

Crds
Oxfe
Rfiji,
AIS
BSC
BtS!
ass
as?
ass
r(HK
SCU
ass
rV3_
fUSdJ
a®j
m?
asrs

IjfBSS
frstswfibt'Wl
(ferCsSsioaus Price
hi 2: I'OI f3J5Y
hSS'fstr-SUt?)
£4S
fcJfi'.HrSJS-T
£142?
h16Vffl?SJF/
BfSS
Eioj
hl6tta?S)liV
hl6Vi2?a!5-T
sS-'B
hiSVdISSJJV
555
r=tx
hiiVeFaj:?,'
:
hi«te-, 3J2r.'
!S=9.:
te tB'iaPSJ?.'
sii
hi;»va?SJi?.'
£713?
fid HTfeFSJir/
ms
ht'.sm&izi
S75S5
hLtjCViSFS.':?.'
EPS
CJJK
hi iSfeFSJiri'
ii-Aa
F1®i Ktawssuts
£-6439
FUtlT hiiswasyitv
£®is
Striped PSU Boxes with Plug
* AUracllvely slyled
* Large box features ventilation slots
* Brass Earth pin
These attractively styled boxes are shown in more
detail on ths data CO-ROW.
Large
Small
Order
Code
PN60B
PN73L
Dimensions
47.7x104x51
47.7x104x61
(excl. pins)
Ctder Tiyecs-,
friSstdiriVAI
Cafe
KwCatafcgve Price
14,-i ScSccSsJCs
526
RSB WShfdPS.'Ga
£2®
Anti Static Drawer Cabinets
Raacd

* Safe storage of sensitive components!
These 13 and 36 drawer cabinets are Idssl for ths
safe slorage oi static seissitive devices. Supplied
comptsts with grounding leads, these cafisnsls
feature steel canstruction anS conductive dtavrers.
Static safe dividers.fat these drawers are a'so
availsbte.
IB Drawer
36 Drawer
Order code PWQ3D
pf.!02C
Dimensions

Overall
420 X 307 X ISO 420 x 307 X 130
Each drawer 57 x 87x 135 35 * 64 x 135
OhTdsrs
P!.!05F
Pf.'.OdE
(24pacl{)
(45 pack)
0n» iypezst
ftissKSfctlAT
Cos
feiCatsicgwRifee
£15725
HC3 ti&SMrSOSssCaTS SiTS
fipti SitteTjjeAilj .
245'
rUJF Cufe I|;eCi54
a®'

Speakon Connector-2 Pole
Noulrik

jy
©
* 2 Pole version of popular Neutrlk Spsakon
connector
*■ Positive keying,and latching
* Cable connector (NL2FCJ males wtlb 4 pole
male connector fNL4MP)
A rugged 2 pole connector ideal lor portab'a
applications, audio or otherwise:
Maplin Neutrlk Part. Gender Mounting
Cods
Number
Method
Pt.ilSS NL2HP
Mete
Chassis
PM17T NL2FC
Female Cable
Speclilcalions:
Rated current
20A (continuous)
4DA (1 minute)
Hated voltage
2S0Vao
Max Wire size
4mmJ
Dnfef Ij-JfeHCJ
FfetK-li-cYiT
Cafe
(iaiCataiagijaPricfe
rtlltS Sisfcnrplfelfe
aim ScsKr.ifderet
£33
Tappet Plug-in Timeswitch
ilnte^uard

*■ Simple to program
* 6 on SB oil tappets supplied
* Compact desfgn
* t.tanuel overide facility
+ Controls electrical appliances up to 3k\V (13A)
These essy to proc ram plug-in limeswilches. In
either 24 houror? day variants, are easily sot via
the use ot simple plug in teppste. Three red and
three blue tappais are supplied fitted and thtee of
each colour supplied separately.
Specifications;
24 hour 7 day
Min switching interval
15 mins Shouts
Operating voltage
230Vac
Contact raiing
13A (resistive)
4A (inductive)
Operating temparaiure
CFG to 40'-C
fekr Titfejau
rris Bare VST
Cote
IferrCafefcgte Price
apir ilrrfeit IS*4Si
K'JS
W5! niviT^feTSsiji
£113:

Space Saving Coin Cell
Holders

* PCS space saving design
* UL94V-0 rated
Save valuable.PCB spaoa with these 20mm
diameter coin cell hoto'grs. AyailebtB In vertical and
Top loading' versions these holders will accept the
popular CH2025 and Cfi2032 caits.
Msr Tipestsi
frts-^hiVST
Coi
(fsx CaKcsue Price
F16U teCdma-r.Vetd =1.6
ae; oi.c^anCaiuis sa
5600 Series Toggle Switches
Apem

>
Parvel Cut - Out
06.5

0 2,2

0 6.5

0 2.2

5.2
'" 6.2
Stordotd tocling Rir-g 5p«ciql LocUng king
A .rang-2 oi high quality toggle switches availBble
with either round or tlal levers. A special locking
ring is available in bags ol 10 to provids an
attemaiiue hole mounting combination,
Specitications;
Body dlms,(mm)
h
vr
d
SPOT
12.0
7.0
13.2
DPDT
12.0
12.0
13.2
3PDT
13.0
16,5
13.2
4PDT
13.0
21^
13.2
Sush tenglh(min); 8.0
LevBr(mm):
10.5 [round type)
11.6 (Hat type)
Coaiact resislancs: <10mS)
Contact materia!: Sliver
Contact Rating:
3A6250VAC. 6Ag 125VAC.
4A@30VDC
Contact bouncer 2mS Max.
Mechanioal life;
100,000 operalicns
Bactrical life:
£0,000 single and double pole
40.000 3 pole
30.0004 pole
Cnfe T^fesa-i
PriSBiVrcVST
Cafe
KsrCaalorae Pries
fU£25 SUTKS^
£16
PAxT SilTccSDTCEiirF&r DS
rie-SJ iuia:®)!
2.13
PJiEl &iTKi?3TCe.T?£Cfi: 215
fix
pjfeti SaT^SUT
rVcTi Sa.TMri*?!
33
-mi sstfitc^TS am pimji ns
FUSS ajigspcfiuji
2-S
riTtcirfJiffi
26
rtiSS? FiT^SCflCffViai
Effi
AKT sra.=?Oi&Tai
ZIS
as7d RimFEMO.!
tiS.
nm HfoiEPaict;
22
is at
f!S9iV HTrcigeiCFFWJ
aua RTifeDrCfifer&i
22
rV=iy flTccS-HSGi
£42
RSA RTiSDiCFFCt;
ES
KM
ass rlTK2?£'!K{
flSfC
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IP67 Sealed Toggle Switch
Apem

A

Vandal Resistant 16mm
Switches
Apem
m

This high qualiiy range ot toggle switches are
seated to IP87 to withstand all but the harshest
environntenlsSpecificatianS:
Conlac" rating
12AS2SVDC, 6A§250VAC
Silver
Contact matsrial
EJectrical life
10,000 cycles § full load
Operating temp.
-40'C to i-8;i'C
Body dims.
24.6(H) X 21.5(W) X 35(L)
Bush dims.
10.5(L)
Lever dims.
17.5(L)
Onte Ttperiii
FriiSB-Kb:.yJT
Cafe
Ite,-Catalogue Price
fSJTcaS^;
,-teu
•23
reg
m£ FSTogSOT
rVi'r frTTilEPJi
•tta
til";
FIS-C-

* Standard tB,2inm fixing hole
* Sealed to IPB5
* Screw terminals
* Slalnles steel conslructlon
These hardy vandal resistant switches ate sealed
to IP65 for intsmal and sheliatsd external
applications.
Specllicatlons:
Contact rating
48VOC 200mA
Opsialing temp.
-20=C to +55=C
Grda Tipros
PresuSliriVAT
Cofe
ffetrCat^ogoe Pries
PSr timAyscd&iC
if??
RES lo-Tir-VflBft
ss
RiSS

Ponel Cvt*Out

012.2

17
These high quality, hea'/y duty switches are
available tn plastlc and metel lever versions.
Approvals include UL and CSA.
Specifications;
Contact rating 15A@25QVAC(latEhlng types)
tOA©25QVAC(fnomeritary types)
Body dims.
SP; 15.0(H)x14.0(V/)x29.5(L)
DP: 21.4(H)x21.5(W)*29.7(L)
Bush dims.
Metal: iD.S(L)Kl2.Q(diaJ
Pisslic;: 1 !.5(l)x12.9(dia)
Lever dims.
Metai: 17.5(1]
Plastic: 13.5(L)
Onif Tsisra:'.
frcsssiitcVAT
Cafe
.'(nrCetslogus Pries
tVilK KATtCifeffST
522
-'■(a
us;
rfBIB KAitgPatSraTCe.TSGT SS
fWK WT^FfeifSi
it£
saa StTMffeifST
315
SK HVTinfe(«ii©iifc&T 215
rtC- jy.TojlttSST
215
37,® scATtgiastjraiuaj 22
3iSH lartgVSSKJT
23
StSJ l«TlsWS0IC3iiSi?f vr,
5*s< latTwidDfsr
23
Rill IWTcgKifST
£455
Ffil'U. WTtgltCraTCBiiHiO-f £1K

Label Printer
Keyboard
Brother

Labelling Machine - PT300SP
Brother

Full QWERTY

\Q
,ii ■

ISA Toggle Switches
Apam

Iff

The software allows label creaticn using text,
graphics and picturos, which can be ta'nen from
scanned orininals. HeKrrestion of company logos,
pictures and diagrams is therefore easy to
Incorporate in to your labels.
PC System Bequiremenls
PC:
IBM compa:ibe
CD-ROM drive operating Windows 95/93
or NT4,0. Appro* 20Mb of hard disc space
Monitor: VGA or higher graphics card
Specifications;
Built if fonts Helsinki, Brussels & Bermuda
Bar Coda Fonts CODE39. CODE128. EAN6.
EANS3, EANtZS, CODABAH,
1215, UPC-A S UPC-E
Dimaisicns
1 lOmnt (V/) x 250mm (L) xlriOmm (Hj
Orid TitSKS
KcseAfetYl?
Cofe
liairCstekgusPrica
tzteflist-i^CPC

* Low cos! Label Printer using laminated tape
* Desk Top Design
* 300 charcier memory
* Underline & box printing
* 4 Character i.CD
* Accepts 6, 9, 12 and IBmm laminated tape
This label printer offers the advantages of printing
on laminated tape at s competitive price. Labels
can be printed in six didareni font sizes on lour
different tape sizes.
For rsplacement'additionai tapes in varying sizes
and colours SEE ACCOMPANYING LIST.
Specifieallons:
Dimensions 174ntm (V/) *200mm (D> x 50mm (H)
Weight
O.BSKg
Osla Ijtesa
friasutiircW
Cai
lte»Ca!aJogua Price
RKi' RSX&lseablfeite 2i?i
Label Printer for PC use
PT-9200PC
Srother

* Plug and Print technology
* Windows 95 and HI4.0 compatible
* Icon based graphic user interface gives
WYSH'/YG view of labels
* Processes and prints scanned originals;
logos, picures & graphics.
* Prints up to II lines ol text
*■ Built in Bar Code facility
* Accepts 6,9,12,18,24 S3Smm laminated tapes
* Supplied with CD-ROM, Power Cable,
Interface Cabfe, User Guide, One Tape
Cassette
This compact label printer Is easity attached to your
PC to allow printing ot labels utilizing easy to install
software.

* Full size QWERTY keyboard
* V/YSIV/YG display
* Prints up to 10 lines ol text
* Inlegraledgraphics function allows easy
layout creafion
*■ Horizontal S vertical printing
*10 Bull! In fonts, freely comblnable
* rs font styles, freely comblnable
* PC connectivity for Windows 95 & NT4.0
* Integrated graphics function allows
incorporation ol logos, graphics & pictures
Into labels
* Accepts 6,9,12,18,24 & 36mm laminated tapes
This label printer with (ull size QWERTY keyboghj
can be used in coniunclion with a PC (software
Included) or as a stand alone unit. The full size
keyboard and LCD make label design simple and
quick.
Advanced features Include;
Auiomstlc currency calculation
Up to S3 multipts print outs.
Mirror Image printing for labels on glass
Automatic numbering tuncllon
PC Byslem requirement:
PC
IBM compalibfe
CO-ROM drive
Windows 95/93 or NT4.0
Approx 20Mb free hard disk specs
Monitor VGA or higher graphics card
Spacilications:
Built if fonts
Helsinki. Brussels & Betrnuda
Bar Code Fonts CODE39, CODE 128. EAN'8,
EAN13, EAN128, GODA8AB,
12/5. UPC-A & UPC-E.
rfef ttfe iv.VJT
Offer Tipazsr
Ccfe
IterOtiicgtH Price
nm
Security Tape for Brother
Labelling Machines
Brother
* Ideal for marking high value or sensitive
equipment
* Tape leaves checkered pattern H removed
from surface
* Available in 18mm wide tape
* For use v/llh the following labelling
machines;
PT305 (PH46), PT200 IUG92), PT220 (UG93),
PT3S0 (MG94), PTSSO IPJS5),
PT9200-PC <PN4SI and PT3400 IPN47)
Maplin Coda
Brother Part Number
PN75
TZ-SE4
Wtr (Bsrsn
frtotd'.bi'itl
Coos
iJas CaStosrs Price
Jsnz-feutj'Tga
i2Hi
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Tapes for Brother Labelling
Centre Conductor Cutter
Ideal
Machines
Brotfier
These Isminated tapes ars spectfically etesigr.sd for
use v.-ilfi the Bralhef PT3Q3 (PN45), PT200 (MG9')
PT220 (MG93 ). PT350 (1,1G94 ). PT5S0 (PJcS).
PT9200-PC (PfKB) end FTS400 (PN47) labelling
machines.
Brother's unique laminated labels are weatherptoof.
scratchprool and can endure tamp.eretuias from 50'C tip to SOO'G. They V/ili even vntbstand
sunlight, solvenls and abjasivss making them ideal
for iiisny IndostriEl applications.
Tne following sizes and colours are available-:
Maplln Brother Size
Colour
Code
Code
* Trims coax center conducior lo 4.8mm length
f.iJtl
TZ111
6mnt
Black on Clear
* Consistent, repealable, results every time!
MJ12
T2121
9mm
Black on Clear
Trims coax centre conductor to -I.Emm (3/1 Sin.)
MJ14
TZI31
12(nm Black on Clear
length for proper inslalfahon into a dual crimp coax
1.1456
TZ141
!0mni Black on Clear
connector.
WK03
TZ151
.24 mm Black on ClearPJ79
T2161
36mm Black on Clear
CW3 Tsyerzs
rraadtfalYiT
UK04
TZ211
Btnm
Black on While
LiXfe
JfeirCstateraeFrice
f.1K05
TZ221
Smm
Black on While
52140 fe: Cod Cite
£1549
MK06
T223t
12mm Black on While
PJ75
TZ-241
18mm Black on White
PJ77
TZ251
24mm Black on While
USB Plugs
PJ80
TZ251
36mm Black on White
PM61
TZ611
5mm
Black en Yellow
Pf.t62
T2621
Smm
Black on Yellow
MKOS
TZ53t
12mm Black on Yellow
UK SO
TZE41
18mm Black on YellO'.v
PJ7B
TZ651
24mm Black on Yellow
PJ31
TZ861
Scmm Black on Yellow
PW53
T2222
Smm
Red an While
MK07 T2232
IZmm Red on Whits
Pi'464
TZ242
18mm Red on White
FH65
TZ2s2
a4mm Red on While
PJ62
* Types A and B available
TZ282
33mm Red on White
* Nickel plated outer shield
PN56
T2Z23
9mra
Blue on While
* UL94V-0 rated Ihermoplasllc housing
MKOB
TZ233
12mm Blue on V/hite
PN67
TZ243
lemm Blue on While
These soldar type USB plugs leatore gold plated
PN88
12253
24mm Blue an White
contacts and strain relief fold-over clamp.
PJ83
TZ263
36mm Blue on White
PN'69
fttfer Ins PS'
TZ123
Smm'
Blue On Clear
frisssa'rtVAi
UJ15
T2133
tefe
12mm Blue on Clear
lte*teiV)SU3 Prire
PN70
T2421
PKT
KsSPg
Smm
Black on Red
P.N71
TZ.S31
Hrj d33F-g
12mm . Black on Red
PN72
TZ441
IBtnm Black on Red
PN73
TZ721
Smm
Black on Green
PN74
7Z731
12mm Black on Green
Alkaline Back up Battery
Pf477
TZ-C31
12mm Fluotescanl Black
onYsllov/
PM78
TZ-C31
24mrn Ftoorescent Black
6>V
on Yellow
Ofe Tips tor:
inasx.firtVJI
Cock
)i=fi CaUtogDe Frka
«ii;« o-nttaftsrCSs
£1295
U.WI SzwSaxdtCfer
£1195
Uil« Um-fexmCs£125?
lifis isnaSsdcnCss
vreiD JiTcSaxmCs
itis
A non-rechargeabie 4.5V alkaline battery tor use in
Era. SxrSsxmCs
•a®
computers and Diner electronic equipment.
tSCJS fccSaxatUffe
tlJK
Supplied vrilh a self adhesive vetero pad and z 2
V&7 Jm-iSasoiTibte
Kite connector. Suitable lor use vrilh a wide range
VfiS tfen-EaSioVfe
tlJJS
of Apple Uacihtdsh. Periorma and Quadra
rrix linn Sax-sV,his
i17»
computers. *
?.v7J ItorrraJiotVilte
o-a
Dimensions;
311 X26V,1 x 20D
?m '■ST.EsSvnfe
twsj
3413 STfrsaiaty^M
£1!^
Onfer TifeE-r
rrcssaAhtYJi
aes SxfemYstoi
£1535
&&
HsvCsSsioguePrke
KQSl iZrr.aajjfii'sfci
£1599
10121
AtereCUSSSi
2SS
tsrresxmVSw
£'-rs
FjiW itirn Saxes Velcn
£":S
F£'D SShhSdaiYsfat
am feSfeimVrte
£'23
Safety Twist to Release
11-33
fJiety linr.BaSxfhls
Emergency Stop Station
£1759
- JTiSl rvTsfejtWlI:
Camdsir
KC;:
PJE2D SmfeijiViYa
?.fSII Sx.SteatWfe
fttss
ll-KJ iSrnSusOiVihfe
£l;95
rfiSY iSmStestVitfe
£1199
?fSf xiTESteOf'ClMS
£■=39
(]■
?M. SxiStemWi;
£2>C'
Sxatetr-Cfea£1iS9
'■&
mts texaatnter
£1259
3ii3l icT-.Saxmia
SJ-S
rfiilk ■>t: 533 m re:
EI3«
rfiTi? Crr.fem-fe
£173Jxszacr.unes
£1299
ais iJxcsam&se;
£5»
air.- tzicFuissiSY
£iyrfiTat zi-nFusisaiSY
Two IPBS rated stop stations available vrilh or
wilhout a visual status indicator. The positive break
nqtmally closed contact block is jolnad direcily lo
the operator. Conforms to EN41S. IEC947,
VDE0660, UL and CSA approvals. Additionally the

indicator version confafms la £1(81,
Specltloaiions:
Contact rating
6A 2aOVAC
Dimensions(mm)
80x73x102
Chfer IffeEhj
fnx&A'tr.W
Cods
ifexCalakigiKPike
Uild. 0BT-5ESCt-sw
101:1! Bi«;£aaf-h;
EliS
Temperature Controlled Iron
Waller

* High power mains Irons for heavy duty
soldering!
* Well balanced and light weight handle
* Supplied with long lite lips
A range of low-cost, portabte, general-purpose
soldering Irons vrilh auiomallo control of output and
tompgrature. These well-balanced soldsring Irons
fealure lightweight thermoplaslic handles, fully
earthed, and comes with a: long-life lip. Fitted with
1.3m ol PVC mains lead (conrorms. to BSSSOO)..
Spare lips and elements are available separately.
Ckdsr
Porrer
Wdfer
Suppfed
CcfSe
Oulfj!
Pal Hi Tip
CftlB SCW
VHQ
CISC?
irai
m'l
VftOS
C7£E7
LOa . ?»,'/
v®s
CIST
tefcr T)?6CB
fSassfcrcYlf
IterCafetijusPKe
ffriE WSB
£*3 CO
mi rail'."®
tcs; imWHi i
5A 4PDT Relays with
Idlcators & Test Buttons
Omron
* Built In LED
status Indicator, test
button and name plate!
This range of general
purpose plug in four pole
rft^
relays, which iealure
contacts rated at 5A.
With its Gold flashed
stiver contaols il is
suilanle for switching
anything from 1mA to 5A
which opens up a host oi
switching applications.
SpBCllications;
Rated load
5A, SOVDC
5A, 2S0VAC
M!n Load
1mA, 5VOC
Wax Switched Vollag' i 250VAC, 125VAC
Contact Resistance
asomn
Eleckicat life
200.000 ops (min)
Mechanical life
50,00.000 ops (min)
Max.. Coil Voltage
110% Rated Voltage
f iontinai Coil Power
0.SW/1.2VA
Operats lime
20mS
A sockets for these n lays are also available,.
Ortfer Omen Part
Dtcrip&n
Cede Henier
«S3 Ff!!Frrl44£
URnSxksSa'cfe.-a
UDif F«2FVPl44'j
14 Pii l-'-Ost Eua tj-e.
U355 PYBFYC-AlFAiR fey Sods: (^s
Onfe- Ti^^csfr«B:iirc.YlI
Cafe
feCfeJogifi Price
IOCS iPCOifaii iZ.CC
UK5C
s
IBSQ fFcoafisiij/a
52
ICSt. to.D5Aa-,'2S7iA3
.tm
IC6!F 4?234SylS«
£52
IDS iTcoas/K1©:
52
LOSS WFr.tSlgJ
£42
LSiJ !!?r.&£n
£451
uss Ffjfefe
5-5

TECHNICAL HELPLINE 0897 501353' © DO YOU DO 01702 556001 © CASH TEL 01702 552941
Bport linage cha.ges (1.2 etc) ard price Wamatibn see. back of cnUhogK. f smiM in price bfock tatrass while stock lasts. -Ca2s chaged a! £1 pa nin.

DIN Rail Mounting Timers
Omron

BNC Crimpmaster Crimp Tool
Ideal

f
■a
v—

* Timing controls and status LED on front of unit
* Wide seleclion of operating modes available
* Compact design • just 22.3mm wide!
These vatsatiie timers ere availehie tn tour and
eight mode vans-ions in both single and double
pole contact airangements
Oparallng modes
i mods
A: On delay. B2: Hecydlng ON
start. E; Interval, J: One shot.
8 mode
A; On delay, 8 Recycling OFF start.
B2 Recycling ON start, G: Single
ON/OFF delay. D; Single OFF
delay, & tnterval, G-. Signal ONiOFF
delay, J: One shot delay.
Specitications:
Time range
0.12S-.1.2S 10 12Hf-12QHr
Conlact rating 5A, 250Va;C., 30Vd.c.
Operating temp. -IIFC to+oS'C
Dimensions/mm 79 x 22.5 x tOO
ftfer TiTSJSf
f/eseScbri.ViT
Cafe
ten
Price
li®! SgiUufTlTB
sy;
uceu SttfliiiTre
Etc 51
mm
m:i SQfSdrre
LCfiSW DRiiafTre
SSs2i

* Suitable for use with RG-58, RG-59/SZ and
BNC/TNC Coax connectors
Ftalcbet action provides repealable and
reliable terminations
* All steel consfrtrchon
The Crimpmaster ratchet tools are designed ior
alectridans, contractors and installers who want a
high quality ratchal type tool which will,give
guaranteed repeatability of good mecbanica! and
electrics! connections.
DnSr Tspsjai
Pr«5s:5rsVJT
Ccdt
IferCataiojiK Pries
PS?/ H3sf£0rp"«f
S35

Suner So-'-re Ut»>
Peli Products

Ratchet Telemaster
Ideal

k.
* Bepealable crimp action for consistent
connections
* Suitable lor both RJ-45 and FIJ11 modular
plugs
* Professional ratchet features at economy price
Multi-function ratchal tool cuts, stn'ps and crimps lor
easy on-lhe-job, one-tool appllcalion. Stesi (tame
for long Semi durability, v.'ilh comfort handle grips
and operating latch.
ftifer
rrifesstite-vn
cafe
feii Cslsfegis Price
rife"
Fits' FsdSTsrsa

fi!

1
k.

♦

* Submersible to 2000 feet (400m)
* Made in the USA
+ Tough ABS body
'Laser Spot' Xenon lamp module produces a tightly focused collimafed white
light beam. Includes belt spring clip, stainless steel split ring and lanyard.
Requires 3 alkaline C cells (not included). Length 19.lGm, diameter 4.8cm.
Spare bulbs available.

-v;
Order

Type 22421

Code

20'

Price each inc.VAT
New Catalogue Price

Offer Price

TZ05F

SabreLite

£27.99

£25.99

TZ06G

SabreliteSulb

£9.99

£8.99

LwTLirj SALES TELEPHONE 01702 554000 © SALES FAX 01702 554001 © INTERNET www.maDlin.co.uk
Wt'ttirf.-iU^cw Export Cimagj ctaigs (1.2 etciandpoce.infonraOcflSsebari.ofcstaoeje- t Sjtrioi in price block tvEcates while stock lasts.'CeSt ctvaged at £1 per rrin.

se
ABEAl
SCOTUKO WiD NORTHERN IRELAND
1 EdEr&ish
T 0131313 5551 F 0131213 i£ll
2
T 0141353 3523 F 01413531836
3 BS-fea
701252633955 F 01232 683 857
AREA 2
NORTH V.'EST
4 Ctess
701244315434 F1244 3154665:
5 Lhsipojl
701512300335 F 0151250 0365
Katt&'j/
3 CfefisnffiS 701516322550 F 0161 £322380
7 PiftrSfiosJ
70151235 0282 F0XS12371377
8 FToSiii
T 01772 258 434 F0177225SSS5
9 SSSjKst
701514504503 F 0161474 04C0
AREA 3
NORTHEAST
10 EasSsy
7 Oi226-340.10S F 01225 340167
UfiKEifCfd
701274728503 F 01274 73884-1
12 r;o-.35Sr
T 01302350350 F01302325765
13 Gars!?/
7 01472335532 F 01472 355323
14 ls=d5 Sts-ifSCre 70113 2445X0 F 0113 243 0210
IS IMSHbtOJgi T 01542 242 STO F 01842 242 £09
15 fiSACBSfe
701914559535 F 0151483 2230
ITSre-Seb
T0114 285 5492 F 0114 235 4363
AREA 4
WESTMIOUNOS
18 Ein&ghan
70121354 Sill F012i3S4S423
19 EuSsy-Maijrl 7 01334 465 LSI F 01384 455185
20 SaisonTrer.: T 01762 749 947 F01.7fi2749537
AREAS
EAST MIDLANDS & EAST ANflUA
21 Co.sifr/
701203 550 534 F01203 550434
22 LsfceScf
701162622258 F0il£26232S9
23 iL'.Kl
701552414155 F01S82 485333^
24 MXonKsjres 701908692720 F 01=08 692725
23 ItofiSTrScn
T 01504 755 726 FOISW 752437
25 Ncr.iSdi
T 01603 630044 F0ie03 €61223
27 Kcaa#!37i
701139410242 F0115 3410247
28 Iterfan Scosssat T 0115 5731028 F 0115 924 9578
AREAS
SOUTH ViEST
29 Eiisal
701179232014 F0117 9232019
SOCsMtf
701222454 554 F 01222 464 335
31 CteSsrhan
701242579035 F01242575032
AREA 7
SOUTHEAST
32 B.-gSon
T 01272 3 >0330 F01273 620928
33 CfisSicin
701634818558 F 01834 818 589
34 Msdstae
7 01622 6» 761 F 01622 590 791
13 ftcssarji
T01?056o441i f 01705 554 334
36 Sadisctcfl 7 0:703225 831 F 0:703333150
37rnrraS5&jps««2S 70:705657576 F 0170:865517
39 V.'ssSsScnSia T0i702332DGQ F01702 341013
AREAS
LONDON
39 B%KS*
T 0151951 ISra F 01=19511^67
40 fogKlja
701=12319152 roisx 2913107
41 KamvasrEtii 101817430925 F 01617415352
42 Dibnl
701815520100 F01giS^51£3
43 MaisTfiAsS
101717236641 F017i224S254
44 Rei&g
701165 566638 F0ilS3592115.
43 5'ash
T01753 551413 F 01753 634 S3
46S,e.Sfi^e
101483749575 F 014S3 5536S5
47 SisaaS
T 0181555 6254 F01B1534 9359
49 v.'s&a
T 01923 246 843 F 01923 245 S54
<9 S'.SMij Grsen
T 01 Si £31,3253 F 01818812165
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Aaaplin

Jrosven^
Unit iA, The Boughton Centre,
Boughton, Chester CH3 5AF
Tel: 01244315484
Fax: 01244315468

Or

c&l

cut

rat«^pi6wai

Maplin Electronics PLG. 274-288 London Road, Hadleigh, Benfleet. Essex, SS7 2DE.
Prices include VAT and are subject to change. All items subject to availabllrly. E&OE.
Prices valid from 12th February - 1st. March 1939.
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Over 29O0O Mew Predyets
Oiscount Vouchers worlBi up to £50
Order Code CA19V
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DOUBLE CD
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FREE McAfee Antl
Vims Software
FREE Demon 30 Day Trial
FREE Datasheet Library
FREE Technical
Computer Guides
Order Code CQ03D
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Tlie toml project cast is about
<S->i4,000 of which over iialf has
already been raised from
corporate donatiotis. The House
of Lonls launch on Oqoljer
2St]i I99S aims to develop the
project profiie and find fiinhef
partners to raise the remaining
capital figure. Titc AtEIC
concept has been designed fay
Ardiitea Pat Borer attd BuUding
Projeci Manager Cindy Harris.
GVTs development office Paul
Allen outlines their current
aims, "ihe Rio Summit. Agent la
2i, die Kyoto conference and
many oliter events around the
worid have nlened govertimcnts
and local communities
even where to the need for
sustainable development- Now,
the imjxjnance of showing the
solutions as well as the problems
is fully recognised- We aJJ know
our society will need to make
inilXirtant decisions on which
recltnologies we shall use in the
future. We ham a crucial role
this, seeking them out. proving
which ones work- by actually
living with them, then inspiring,
informing and enabling people
to set a new pattern fay making
the changes which will help us
all move towards a more
sustainnhle future."
Tlic Centre for Alternative
Technology, amongst others,
has iilspifed hundreds and
thousands of people to live a
more environmental, sustainable
lifestyle and has tested varied
ecological building techniques.
CAT opened to the public in
1975, and rapidly assumed the
role as a unique pioneering
demonstration .centre iilustrating
practical solutions to many of
the world's environmemai
problcnts. Now 20 years later, it

mmm

->r:

; is recognised as Europe's
■; leading Eco-centre anil lias a
i Jiighty qualified staiT of around
= chirq- environmcntalisis and
i over 100,000 visitors a year.
| including respected academic
: ami governmental insticutloiis.
; Many of the Centre's employees
; ihe on the site and depend to a
| large degree on die technologies
: dispiayed. The -site has its own
! independent renewable dectridnr
; fnauily- from.a combination of
; wind, water and solar power, as
; well as its own water supply.
; CAT treats its own sewage,
; returning nutrients to die soil
i as compost, f.ocatcd in Mid
j Wales on die soutltern edge of
I die Sribwdonia National Pork
j CATs unique visitor cenue
= oilers practical ideas and
; infonmation on sustainable
i technologies axid lifestyles,
j Visitors to CAT are welcomed
j with a breath-taking ride on its
1 water-powered cliff railway
j (Figure 2). discover its wind
| pavilion and the UK's largest
i hilly integrated photovoltaic
t roof (Figure 1) offering
| spectacular examples of
: renewafaie technologies in use.
!
The Centre also successfully
? trettts its visitors' "vrasces' with a
t novel reed l>ed sewage system,
i Operating from Easter to the
| end of October the. railway uses
[ water to carry over a tiiousa nd
I visitors a day up a 180 foot
; slope to the. heart of CAT's
; emironmehtai compfev. The
1 complex ccmiains an exciting
| educational range of interactive
: displays which are condnually
! up dated to retlect the ways in
i which our society is adopting
j susralnabic technologies and
j lifesqies. The wind pavilion, self
i built iiouse, acheraure playground.

,

-4j.
zmm&i
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and jxtwer displays are popular
with holiday makers, students
and serious decision-makers in
industry. Hie "Moie-hole' offers
visitors a chance to 'shrink die
kids' and lets them explore the
complex beauty of life within
the soil. CAT provides residential
courses, a free informatibn
service and a range of alternatire
technology books published by
the centre. The Centre for
Altcmative Teduiology is Open
seven days a week from 10am
to 7-00pm with a raiiway which
doses at 530pm. Discoartus are
available, for families, senior
ddzea's, students and
cliimanLS. Visitors arriving bv
bicycle receive a 50% discount!
For details of the
Centre for Attemative
Technology contact:
The Centre for Aflemative
Technotogy Ma-hyiilleth,
Powyi, SY2t> 9AZ
Tel- 01654 702400
Fax: 01654 702782
e-mffllalpic@Mimro.dHiiofl,co.tih
Web }ittpV/wwvv.i53f,org.viK

EEC Sensor
Linking Network
A new live nation EEC Network
to iink.research and
development in
instrumentation and sensors
lias been established.
Technology Exchange Ltd of
Bedfordshire, in eo-operatibn
with German engineering
institutions, Frendi nuclear
jKivyer laboratories, Danish
Tedinology Transfer and
Eurosponello in Nortiiern Italy
have agreed to participate in a

|
,j
j
\
j
;
;
!
j
:
i
j
j
=
I
|
j
:
|
:
|
j
j
|
i
|

two year project to assist small
a nd medium sized entetprises
riianufaciuring iristrumentatlon
and sensors. There are no costs
invoivev i for the enterprises
who are willing to participate, liy
describing dteir technology
neetls, nor for the univcrsiiies
and research otganisutions
vviliing to siate tlieir research
output In die insirumentatfon.
transducers and sensors Gelds,
Similarly, universities, lesearch
organisations and individual
ressirdiers developing
instrumentation and seasons
who seek outlets for their
researdi and development are
invited to send a desaiption of
their work to the Teduiology
Exchange Ltd. Tne paruiers in
all five European countries w-il!
undertake similar surveys, with
the objective of identifying
opponunitie; for linking
together complemeniaty groups.
TheTechnology Exchange l td.
Wrest'Path, SUsoefBettfard
MK45 4HS Tel 01525 8603
ETtnail- tec|iTeii@iria|.plpex,co(h

Forthcoming
: Electronics and
Electronics related
conferences
i Creating tlx Future
\ The Instinite of Physics 1999
i 125ili Anniversary Congress will
: be held at the Universiri' of
j Salford Iretween 12-15lh April
: 1999. Topics to be covered
; include; vacuum applications
' for industry, research and
development, technology
seminars, arid 2 talk given on
Thrust S5C with Squadron
Leader Andy Green' Comact;
The Institute of Physics, 76.
Portland Phce. iondoa WIN
3DH. Tel 0171 470 4800.
The 7th huematibnal
Conference on Image Piocessing
and its appliraaons will be held
between 12-15 July 1999 in
Manchester, UTC Contact: A
Robinson, Institution of
ElectricaJ Engineers, SavoyPlace, London WCROBL'
[NTERKAMA the largest
recognised world measurement,
control and automation
exhibition and ISA the
International society for
measurement and conrroi will
jointly organise the
INTERKAMA-ISA TECH
Conference lierween 18-"20ih
Octolier 1999 in Dusseldorf
Germany. Tlie conference wiii
emphasise practical solutions to
manufacturing and automation
problems, and die transfer of
ideas and technology. For
further snformaiion contact:
ISA. 67, Aiesander Drive,
Research Triangle Pad:, NC
27709 USA. lilMiririT
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Entrance Halt
It may have taken :i long, long lime in
arriving, but the new British Library at St
Pancras. London, is well vvonh the wait.
The British library is die national library of
the Lj nited Kingdom and one of the workl's
greatest Minnies. Certainly, the related facts
atsd figures are impressive by any stancimfs.
There arc more than half a million reading
room visits each year: Over 4 million
documents are supplied to remote users
each,year: Some 3 million separate items arc
added to the collection each year (on each
working day some SOOO items are added to
die collection): the library which at present
operates over several sites in London and
Yorkshire, has over 2.400 staff but bv 1999

most of the Library activities will be based at
St Partcras.
The Library's collection lias developed
over 250 years and exceeds 150,000,000
separate items. It includes; books, journals,
manuscripts, maps, stamps, music, patents,
newspapers and sound recordings in ail
written ami spoken languages. But what
makes the Library of special interest to
Electronics readers is lite commitment to
using whenever possible new technologies.
Certainly there is plenty of scope for the
introdtictipnof hi-rcch. Reading Rooms
apart, there .are three exhibition galleries,
conference faciiities. restaurant and cofiee
shop plus the British library bookshop.

The Building A Brief History
When it comes to statistics, there are a whole
clutch that the British library authorities
would prefer to shelve. The building which
took 20 years of planning, opened several
years late at a cast of £511-000.000 against an
original budget (in the 1970s) of
XT16.000.000. It also had The Prince of Wales
commenting that "it is :i costly ey esore—an
assembly hall for an academy of secret
police.' Perhaps a more favourable comment
would be titai it is a most impressive building
of angles within a graceful City space
alongside the grandeur of St Pan eras station.
April 1999 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

Cosiiy eyesore or hot, the building is
cenainiy impressive, Tliere are eleven
reading areas proving seats for 1206 readers
with 23 linear biiometres of open access
shelving. At the heart of the building is the
King's Library, the 65,000 voiume collection
of George III given to the nation by George
I\i This is housed in a six storey, 17 metre,
glass-walled tower fully accessible to staBf
and visible to all visitors. The four basement
levels descend nearly 23 metres and contain
300 linear km of various cypes.of shelving.
Carefully controlled environmental
conditions in the basements, promise a
fourfold increase in life expectancy for the
volumes stored there.
Reading Rooms are at, the centre of all the
British library's activiries. In its rime, these
have hosted such literary luminaries as
Wilde, Carlyle, Ruskin, Orwell and perhaps
the most famous 'reader' Kari Marx. Reading
Rooms can be used by those holding a
reader's pass, but there is much more to do
and see in the building. For the. dectronic
enthusiast, there is much in the way of
buttons to press and screens to touch. Not
to mention priceless books and documents
to marvel over.
There are three main galleries (open to
everyone, free of charge seven days a week)
where hundreds of items from the world's
greatest cdDection of books and
manuscripts arc on display, some for the
first lime. The galleries are just off the
magnificent lobby and reveal how the Latest
advances in museum design and technology
have been employed to provide what can
best be described as interactive space.
Without doubt the.gallery to see - ami be
seen in - is the John Ritbliu Gallery. Here
the library's world famous treasures: Aiagim
Cana (1215), Undisfame Gospels, the
Beatles Manuscripts, Shakespeare's First
Folio of 1623, The Gutenberg Bible (c 1055)
— the first western book printed using
movable type, and many, many more
liistoric t reasures.
Turning The PC Pages
Without doubt, the highlight of the Kitblat
Gallery is "Turning the Pages'. Developed by
the library and recent winner of the British
Interactive Multimedia Award for the best
display of die year, the system uses
animation and high quality digitisauon to
simulate the actual turning of pages. Images
included are from Hie Sforza Hours, die
JLindistime Gospels, the Diamond Stirn —
the world's earliest dated printed book and
a Leonardo da Vinci notebook. Certainly,
Turning the Pages technology Is a project
which revolutionises the way in which
people can look at fragile and static items
without any risk of damage.
Turning the Pages uses computer
animation, high quality digitised images and
touch screen technology to simulate die
action of tuniing the pages of a book, it
meets the challenge of displaying books and
manuscripts and explaining the significance
or beauty of each when only a single
opening can tx; displayed. The system
develops the very simple concept of
allowing die visitor to turn u surrogate but
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

facsimile page. Digital technology comhined
with animation and televisual techniques
provide die perfect medium since neither
the original nor the facsimile is damaged or
degraded by die process. Each of the six
screens is driven by an Apple Mcintosh
specially adapted 9600 computer. The
pioneering system allows the user to touch
die .Miisubldii saeen, drag a Iiand across it
and the pages havers or turns. Quality is
excellent, certainly lieuer than examining
the origin.Tl page under a glass fhune. The
system is accomptmied by an audio
commentary; musical and zoom effects. The
system lias even resolved the mystery of Da
Vinci's famous mirror-writing. Other
galleries and museums are apparently liningup to develop similar systems.
Meanwhile, the Pearson Gallery of UvTng
Words reflects the amazing range and
diversity of the 1 jbrary's collecrion through
five themes, each brought alive by a
stimulating mix of books, manuscripts,
maps, imeracilvcs and other media. Here,
you tan enjoy the Story of Writing, looking
at the technology used and directions taken,
particularly in Western culture. Tlien within
the Pearson GaJIery of Living Words, there is
a Ciiiidren's Books section with origitia!

material on such well enjoyed stories as
Winnie the Pooh and Peter Rabbit plus the
fxipular creadon Bal >e. The Scientific Record
section is illustrated by first editions of the
works of Charles Darwin and Sir Isaac N'ovton.
Next comes die Workshop of Words, Sound
and Images. This is a dynamic, hands-on
ysillcry which traces the story of book
produaioa Lkrm the cariiest wrinen documents
through medieval manuscripts and printing to
modem industrial processing and the present
digiml reroUition. in reality it is a hands-on
display in die art of IxKik creation from an
ISdi centmy print shop to die latest in
desk-top publishing. Here you can handle
compositor tools and materials as-sistesl with a
mass range of video displays. The Digital Age
seciion shows, by means ofan ISDN link, hownew technology can combine printing and
publishing using digital itna.
The Digital Library
The term "digira! library' says a special digital
report by the British library. Hsssntialiy digital
is seen its being integral with the growth and
progress of the library; Die. digital collection
may lie treaied mid produced in a variety of
different places, hut will lie accessible as if it
were a single entity. In paninilar. the library
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point. "Che Lihrary expects that when all
systems are fully operational, die majority of
material held on site will lie deliverer! to
readers within 30 to -15 minutes.
The power behind the library's data
telecommunications is an ATM network
supplied by Siemeii Network Systems Ltd.
The network's rote is to support new and
existirig services and to deliver access to
jieople oilsite and remotely in as little as
two seconds. The network is the highway
over which die library services are aimed.
Perhaps tire most innovative service, is that
of the delivery of digital images into reading
rooms around the-building, and ultimately
to anyone's PC wherever they are in the
world. In-house, this means 800 PC-using
siaiTand another 400 to 500 terminals for
the public. The network Is based around
Cisco's Catalyst and Ughtstreimi switches,
•ATM with Ethernet switching to the
desktop, giving the library full scale
multimedia performance. A fully resilient
backbone was included to ensure maximum
availability at all times. The network also
connects to die Internet via the Supcrjanet
academic service.
Sorry. No Mobiles Use The Payphones
No Mobile phones may Ire the rule for the
British Library, but users and visitors will be
able to keep in touch dianks to a battery of
some 40 Interphone payphone kiosks
located around tire building. The payphones
itave I>een designed to itiend in with the
stvilsh interior of die new library. Stephen
Moran, IT Services Manager at die library,
states that we chose IPM Communications
to supply their payphones for several
reasons. Principally they provided us with a
very saiisfitctory tevenue stream for the
jjeriod of the contract. They also offer a

is produdng a variety of electronic
piiblicitiuns in a numl>er of media,
parriailarK- published o\ernenvorks and on
Cfi-ROM, which will exploit the potential of
imaging.and oilier technologies to liester
access items in die collection.
Already integral to the Library 's work Is its
Warki XX'lile Web site, which has been
expanded from an experimental online
information server to a comprehensive
guide to collection and services. The system
allows web users to search the l-ibrary's
online catalogues free of diarge and how to
order from the liocument Supply Ccntie.
Containing well over a thousand NXbb pages,
it currently attraas tiiree million
transaciicms a year. Extensive inpertext links
connect die system to related Intemer sites
around the world- (Main public W-feb site-.
hiip;//poruco.hl.tikhu)d hitp.V/V.wvvbliik).
Tliree separate but linked automated
sixteii! are at the bean of the reader service.
The Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC)
holds over 12,000,000 records; The
Automated Book Request System verifies
avajlabilm; prints the request in the storage
area, tracks and communicates its progress:
The Mechanical Boofchandling System
mutes the container to die correct collection

i
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managed semce which means that they
take lull responsibility For running the
pavphoncs —collecting the money, cleaning
and repairing should any problems occur.
Another advantage for users is that
Interphone payphones take 5p pieces,
allowing users to make cheaper calls. Users
also enjoy the "best coin return' system
which returns the largest deiiomination
coin where a credit Is due.
Quote - Unquote
The success or otherwise of any public
exhibition can be (test judges by visitors
comments. "More than anyone could have
expected or hoped for" "A very unusual
exhibition — amazing to have -so many
treasures together"';"! have never been so
awed by any other exhibition": A joy to be
at'■'worthy of the greatest national library in
the world".
So what next? Hie overall aim says Brian
tang, chief executive is to create an
electronic document store - one that can
keep pace wjdi digital change and
devdnpnienrs. For many of us, the
challenge will be to keep pace with
documenting the changes at die British
library, its. perhaps Imoks will become
obsolescent in the future, but die advent of
the niiccochip and multimedia technologies,
will keep books in one form or another
around for the foreseeable ftinire.
Further I of omi atlon
Britisli Ubiaiy 96 Euslon Rd London NWi
208 Tel: 0171-412 7000
Opening Bme for the galleries, restaurant,
catb rioffee shop and bodhshop,
Monday, Wednesday -Tribay: 0930 180O Tuesday: 0930-2000 Saturday:
09304700. Sundays libo ;i766j

THE CONTEST - REAO ALL ABOUT !TS
We have no less than SIX-BRITISH LIBRARY
SOUVENIR GUIDES to be won.
These lavishly illustrated guides nbicb cost £14.95 each at the British
Lfbraiy Bookshop can he iron by the first six all correct contest entries ....
1. When was the first UK public library
3. What Is the 'English Patient"?
|"
iir
2. Spot the odd one out:
'
p.Foolscap
Tadpole

~' a 'ing-term hospital Inmate
Q a best selling hook
Li the first person In the bus queue
4. Which booh wins most plaudits
world-wide?
O The Lord of the Rings
Q JustVfflnam
jj the Tales of Peter Rabbit

Send your entries to : The Editor, Sectonlcs & Beyond, PO Box 777, Haylefgh, Essex, SSG BUJ.
N8me„.„.,
Address.,

Postcode:
Closing Date: 2nd April 1999,
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Gavin Cheesemau looks at a slightly more unusual remotely operated switch
and suggests some applications.
Electronically operated
switches of different types
are relatively comnitm.
paniculariy In control, sensing ami
seotmy applies tions. Examples aro

flitTo
frsquency
Input

liglii o[)eniied switches sometimes
used to control street lamps, and
PIR sensors used in intruder alarm
systems. There are many diiferEiit
•ways to iri^era switdi each with

Ffi3se Locked
ftP Loop
Tcne Decoder

Ifpu!
Ampfef

fe.

advantages and disadvantages
depending on the application. In
titis anide we look at a circuit that
provides a switched output
triggered by sound. j\!though not

Siwtched Output
P Tbmbycolof
equipment Depg
swfethed.

Output
Transistor

Tmer

P1

new, use ofth'is method ot
triggeririg is perlw|>s Jess common
than light and ilifrured hut as will
be seen, the dram lias a "wide
range of applications.

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Sound Operated Switch.
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Figure 2. Circuit Diagram of Sound Operated Switch.
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Overview
In oaier for (he diruit to operatie
ssuisfanorih' it Is necessan' to lie
able to discriminate between
different types of sound There
arc sever.tl tiiiTerer.iAejys 10
achieve this. For example, it cm
be arranged for the switch to
Ojientce when a tone of specific
frequency is present or when the
sound exceeds a predetermined
level. Some devices even use
software 10 Imk at specific wave
shapes; for example die
waveform produced by breaking
glass may be used to trigger an
intruder alarmTile circuit dcscriiicd here is
relatively simple in operaiinn
and is intended to provide a
startiag (xiirit for tliase who
may wish to take the idea
further. The basic unit Is
designed to be triggered when
sounds within a specific
frequency range are detected.
The circuit makes use of a
Phase Locked loop (PLL) tone
decoder, the popular LM567IC.
This device provides an output
diat swindles ro 3 logic low
condition when signals within a
predetermined range of
frequeiicies are present ar the
1C input. Hgure 1 shows the
block diagram of the Sound
Operated Switch.
It is also possible to-modify
the dreajii so dial it is triggered
by clianges in sound level. More
of ihis later.
Circuit Description
Figure 2 shows the circuit
diagram for die Sound
Operated Switch. The power
supply is connected tetween
terminals PJ (-fV) and P2 (OS').
Capacitor C1 functions-as bulk
de-cnupling for die power
supply rails with C4. C6 and CIO
providing high frequency
filtering close to die individual
ICs.Jnput signals arc applied
between temiinals P3 (t'p) antl
P-! (OV). Resistor R4 is included
to power an ekctret
microphone. Operauonal
amplifier IC1 togetlierwith.
associated comjionencs
provides amplincation of the
incoming audio signal. The
signal is coupled to the.noriinvening input of the op-amp
via C2 with R1 - R3 profiling a
half supply reference voltage.

1]VCC
Tlpsgwor
¥]T>aE&+5XC

G'afT
tocgc^ (T
oumrrfT
RESET [T
555

prevent damage to die transistor
when driving inductive loads
sudi as relay coils. The outpui
of the circuit Is made available
on terminal P9. PS and PI 0 are
an additional set of power
supply temiinals to facilitate
easy connection of loads.

- Rat edge •
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Figure 4. LED Polarity.
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The gain of the amplifier stage
is determined by R5 and R6. C3
nills off the gain ar low'
ffequendes. Two diodes, D1
and D2 have been included to
limit die amplitude of the
amplifier output at high signal
levels. At lower levels the effect
of the diodes on the circuit
should lie negligible. The
output signal from the amplifier
is coupled via €3 and R7 to die
Phase locked Loop stage
comprising IC2 and associated
components. The clock
frequency of iG2 is determined
by RS. VR1 and C7. - variable
resistor VR1 allows the
operating (rcqoehcy to be
adjusted over a limited range.
The output from die Phase
locked Loop is in the form of a
switched output on IC2 pin 8,
which is normally in a logic
high state. However, when die
input signal, falls within the
capture range of the device the
output switches to a low state.
This output can be used

Figure S. Wiring Diagram,

directly hut the logic low
condition only persists as long
as a valid input signal is present.
In many applications a longer
duration output is required.
With diis In mind a simple timer
stage based around the TS555
IC has been added. The timer is
triggered by negative going
pulses at the inpuc In response,
the output at IC3 pin 5 switches
high for a period determined by
Ri 1. VR2 and C12. Once again
the timer IC is capable of
driving a low current load
directly. I lowever, to allow
switching of relays etc a
separate transistor output stage
has been added in the form of
TR1. A BRYSO has been chosen
for tins application bur there Ls
no reason why other NPN
transistors cannot be used as
long as die bias parameters are
met and maximum ratings for
die device are not exceeded. An
LED (LDI) gives :m optical
indication, illuminating when
the output Ls active. D3 helps to

Building the circuit
The circuit maybe huiit using
almost any type of construction.
Matrix board is fine. Start by
fitting the lower profile
components such as resistors
and diodes moving up to the
larger components such as
capacitors. As always, take care
when fitting the polarised
components its incorrectly
connected components can be
hazardous. IC and transistor
pinouts are shown in Figure 3.
The polarity of the electrolytic
capacitors is usually indicated
by markings on die capacitor
body and die length of die
leads. Hie negative lead is
normally marked with a minus
(-) symbol on the component
body and is also the shortest of
the two leads. Hie polarity of
the diodes Ls marked by a band
at one end of the component
designating the cadiode. The
LEDs also have leads ofdilferent
length, the cathode is usually
the shortest lead and is also
often marked by a Hit edge on
die side of the component body
(see Figure 4). It Ls recommended
that IC sockets are usedas this
helps to prevent the ICs from
being damaged by soldering and
simplifies component
replacemciiL Do not fit iheiCs
until all other components tire
soldered, in place.
"Dy to layout the circuit in
approximately the same order
as shown on die circuit diagramFit de-coupling capacitors C4,
C6 and CIO close to IC1. IC2
and jC3 respectively. Some times
problems can be encountered
due to clock breakthrough from
the 1C2 into the input of ICl.
This can resnlriri noLse and
insiahility. Ttie. problem can be
reduced considerably by keeping
interconnections between
components as short as
possible, ir is-also iienefidal to
run a separate set of supply rails
to each IC joining only at die
power supply input temiinals.
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If you intend to useihedraik
TCtih an elearet micraphone
- this may be connected between
P3 (dp) and P4 (ON1). Ensure dial
the microphone used is suitable
for operation at 5V with a Ik
series resistor. Where other
types of input are being used R4
should lie omitted from tite
circuit otherwise damage to the
input device may result.
When you have, completed
construction, double check your
work to ensure that evenTiiitig
Is correctly connected. Check
the quality of the solder joints
and double check component
polarities.

Figure 6.
Connecting
an electret
mtcrophone
to the Sound
Operated
Switch.
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Figure 7. Example of how to use a voltage regulator.
Testing the circuit
Figure 5 shows the wiring
diagram for the Sound Operated
Switch. The circuit can be tested
using a signal generator or the
output irom a microphone.
Hgure 6 shows how- to connect
an electret microphone. A
suitable regulated JV power
supply will be required for the
drcuit. Hie circuit will actually
operate up to 9V but this is
dose to the absolute maximum
rating for 1C2 and so is not
recommended. If only a 9V or
12V supply is available, it is
suggested dial a :5V regulator is
used to reduce (lie voltage as
shown in Figure 7.
Connect the power supply to
the drcuit; +V is connected to
PI and 0V is connected to P2, If
yriu liave a muliimeten it is a
good idea to connect this in
series with the tV rail set .to
monitor current. After a very
short swiidt on pulse during
wliich die caparitors are charging
die current consumption should
not exceed a few mA. If the
drcuit appears to be drawing
excess current switch o(F and
recheck component conriectlons.
If an1 oscilloscope is available
it should be possible to monitor
the dock waveform at !C2 pin
5. The drcuit output may
trigger once immediately after
switch-on. This is normal.
Connect a microphone or audio
frequency signal generator
between terminals P3 (i/p) and
P4. A signal level of a few mV is
generally adequate. Avoid
overloading die input by using
excessive signal levels. Set VR1
to central position. If you are
usigg a signal generator sweep
across a frequency range
lietween approximately IfcHz
and 3kHz. When the frequency
of the signal generator
approaches that of the PLL
clock (iC2), the circuit should
lie triggered illuminating LDl.
Disconnect the input signal and
allow the drcuit to time out
Exactly how long this takes will
depend on die setting of VR2
and on component tolerances

Sound
PSO
Operated
Switch
drcuSbceid P90

To equipment
being sviitchsd
Relay must be capable
of 5V operation.
Relay col rasisiaiKe
>aX)ohms.

Figure 8. Connecting a relay.
in the timer stage.
If you do not have access to a
signal .generator and you have
fitted a microphone to the
input of the circuit, it should be
possible to trigger the unit by
whistling loudly. It is necessary
to whistle at a frequency within
the capture range of the PLL to
trigger the drcuit but this is not
always easy to guess first time.
One approach is to start whistling
at a low pitch rapidly increasing
to a high pitch. When the pitch
of the whistle falls within the
capture range of die PLL die
drrtilt is triggered. After some
practice it is relatively easy to
trigger the circuit in tliis way.
If everything appears to lie
working correctly, adjust VR1
and VR2 to check the operating
range. For simplicity, a suitable
frequency counter with a high
impedance input (>1MQ) can
be connected to IC2 pin 5 if
a vailableal though this is by ho
means essential.

Sound Operated Switch between
terminals F8 (-f V) and i*? (o/p).
This is illustrated in Figure S. As
the circuit stands it is necessary
to use a relay that will operate
at 5V (e.g. stock codeJH12N).
However, if R14. LDl and D3
are omitted from the circuit it
should be possible to switch a
t2V" relay operating from a
separate 12V supply line as
illustrated in Figure 9. The relay
may in turn be used to switch
power to liiglter,current loads
such as lighting.
Under no circumsranccs
should the unit be used to
directly switch the triains supply
or other voltages in excess of
50V as this may be extremely
hazatdous.

Methods of
triggering
Simple methods of triggering the
drcuit have-already lieen
discussed but any derice emitdiig
a sound of the correci frequency
can l>e used As mentioned the
Using the Sound
operating frequency can be
Operated Switch
adjusted using variable resistor
RV'l. Tlte frequency range can
As mentioned, the Sound
also be modified by changing the
Operated Switdt is really intended
value of C7. katying the value of
as a general purpose building
CS and C9 will alter die effective
block. As a result it has not been
bandwidth of the PLL drcuiL In
optimised ibrspedfic applicitions.
thus way the drcuit can he
Some experimentatioh may be
modified to respond to sounds
required to obtain die best
over si smaller or greater
performance from die ctreuft.
ffequency range, if very low
values are used the drcuit will
Switching a Relay
even respond to a dap.
'Hie sensitivity of the dram
A suitable relay may be
connected to the output of the '= depends on several factors-
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Better performance will usually
be obtained, in a quiet location
where the trigger frequency is
predominant than in a noisy
situation where loud sounds
covering a wide spectrum of
frequendes are present.
Level Triggering
If you would prefer die circuit
to he toegered by sound level as
opposed to frequency, von may
wish to experiment with thc
arrangement shown in Figure
10. The concept is very simple.
The cireuit shown eSeoively
connects to the Sound Operated
Switch unit in place of the
Phase Locked Loop. The LM311
Ls a comparator which compares
die voltage set up by a jxitentiaf
divider with a voltage related to
the incoming AF signal let-el.
Hie voltage level on pin 3 of the
device is compared with that on
pin 2. If pin 3 is at a higher level
than pin 2 the output on pin 7
switches to a low stale. IC2, C5,
C7, CS, C9. R7. RS and Vld
should be omitted from die
Sound Operated Switch drcuit as
the)' are not required for this
configuration.
Wnen ased.in tliis omfiguratkin,
the circuit may be triggered b)'
loud sounds such as dapping or
fay movement of objects close to
the microphone.
Applications
The unit lends itself to a wide
range of applications, A simple
use for the drcuit is to switch on
a light by whisding. Hie circuit
could also be set up to respond
to set frequency sounds from
other appliances. An example
would lie to switdt on a light or
sound a loud buzzer if the
telephone rings. This maybe
useful if you are working in an
area some distance from the
telephone and normally cannot
hear it ringing.
Hie circuit could also be used
to detect loud sounds such as
breaking glass and If necessary
to trigger a siren or alarm
system. However, it should be
pointed out that the drcuit will
respond to any sound vvidtin its
capture range so would
generally only be suitable in
relatively quiet locations. It is
also possible, thai the unit
would fail to detect a sound, so
use in securiri' applications can
require a considerable amount
of thoughr.
In addition to the main
output at terminal P9 diere are
also outputs at P5. Pf) and P7.
These are ftindamerstally
intended to be used as test
points in the drcuit but may
also lie useful for interfacing to
odier equipment. Terminal P5 is
connected directly to the output

tenipeRiture coefficients,
variations in lemperature wiU
rend to result in cltangcs in the
operating frequency of the
Chase Locked Loop. The
duration of die timeout will also
vary Whether this becomes a
prohlem vert' much depends on
the appiicadon. For most nohcritical applications, for example
when the imir is triggered by
whistling, frequency variation is
not a problem. There Kill
normally be much more
frequency variation in your
whistle than from the PLLdock
oscillator. However, if the
device Is being used co detect
an elecuonically generated
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Operated
Swtehcircuit
board.
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of 12V operation.
Relay coil resistance
>400 ohms.
Module 5V and relay
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+V ov
I
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Supply (5V DC)
Figure 9. Driving a 12V relay.
of IC1. There is no DC blocking
Capacitor so there is a DC oBset
of appmsimatelyof the
supply voltage at this jioint.
Tenninal P6 is connected to
tfte out put of the Piiase locked
loop (1C2). "IMs output normally
sits in a logic iiigh condition but
switches to logc low when the
PLL locks to an incoming signal.
As P6 is before die tuner it can
be a useful point from which to
derive trigger pulses forodier
equipment. When set up correctly
IC2 is capable of responding
rapidly to input signals within its
ctpture range. For example,
witli minor modification die
circuit could lie used to
demodulate low speed data.
Radio amateurs or short wave
listeners, who are interested in
receiving Morse code may be
interested in using the output
from P6 to drive a small piezo
buzzer, if the audio output From
a radio receiver tuned to a
Morse transmission is applied
to the Sound Operated Switch,
Theautput at P6 will closely
track the received Morse code.
Tills provides a novel method
of frltdnng out interfering
signals as the circuit will only
respond to frequencies within
its capture range. By increasing
the values of C8 and C9, it is
possible to achieve a verynarrow bandwidtii. The unit can
be driven by a microphone
positioned dose to the receiver
loudspeaker hut it is probably
preferable to use a headphone

or record output where this is
available. Before connecting the
unit, please check that the
receiver output is capable of
driving the Sound Operated
Switch input. Also do not forget
to omit R4 if you are driving die
circuit directly It may also be
possible to use die unit as an
interface between the receiver
and a decoder.
The input of the Sound
Operated Switch is very
sensitive as it is designed to
accept signal levels of a few mV
from microphones etc As a
result it. is necessary to ensure
dial the input signal level does
not overload fCl. The gain of
the amplifier stage can be
reduced by decreasing.the value
of R6 (recommended
minimum 1.2k). An external
attenuator network could also
be fitted if necessary.
P7 provides direct access to
the timer ompuL Tliis output
operates in opposite phase to
the main output at 1*9. So when
the circuit has been triggered
and the timer is active, P9 is in a
logic low slate and P7 is logic
high. The source current of this
output is only a few mA.
Therefore, h is recommended
that only high impedance loads
(>10k) are connected to P7.
Other Uses
When configured for level
triggering as described earlier,
the circuit mttv be used to

PROJECT PARTS UST
RESISTORS
Rl, 2. 8
R3, 6,11, 13
R4. 5, 7, 10,14
R9; 12
VRi
VR2
CAPACITORS
CT
C2, 4-6,10
C3
C7

4k7
100k
IK
10k.
Her. End Preset 10k
'Hot End Preset-1M

3
•4
5
2
1
1

M4K7
M100K
M1K
M10K
UH03D
UIH09K

GenEIect 220oF i6V
Miniclisc O.lpF 16 V'
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Poly Layer IQOnF

1
5
1
1
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cruA <IwjxsIPI
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11s

| ICk

1,7UiQII

■Bmaii
SioteJPS

lb man
c*ci^
t=nrj-aJ F5
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OciA A-

"X~
ov

automatically start a recording
device such ;is a cassette or
digital recorder. Similarly the
unit could he used to switch
on a door phone or video
camera when a visitor .speaks
into the microphone. If a
continuouLs ourptit Is required
the output from P7 can be
used to drive a simple latch.
Tliis can be arranged so that
the output remains active until
the latch is reset.
Environmental
Considerations
The sound operated switch is
intended for use in a normal
indoor environment. Because of
component tolerances and
C8
:c9
en
C12
SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
102
1C3
Dl-3
LD1TRl
MISCELLANEOUS
Pi-iO

Figure 10.
Experimental
modification to
allow sound
level triggering.

tone, frequency drift could
mean that the PLL clock and die
incoming tone end up on
different frequencies. This
could mean that the drcuirwill
fail to respond and in this case
it is probably wdl worth
considering'the use of higher
tolerance components, in
particular use of a close
tolerance capacitor In place of
C7 may reduce osdllator drift.
Finally...
The Sound Operated Switch is a
simple drcuit with many varied
applications. As long as its
limicatioas are kept in mind, it
can provide a very useful
building block w hich can be
modified to suit individual needs.

GenQect 2.2pF 63V
GenHect IpF 63V
Disc' O.OlpF 50V
GenBect 100pF.l6V

1
1
1
1

ATTSS
AT74R
BX00A
AT40T

TL071CN'
I-M567CN
TS^SCN
1M4148
LED.Red
BFY50

1
1
1
3
I
1

RA87X
QH69A
RA76H
QLS0B
V/127E
QF27E-

DIL Sockets pin
Pin 2145

3
BL17T
10 pins. FL24B
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Wbat's
Apple Returns
at Macworld
The buzz is back at Apple
Computer, of that there can
lie no doubt. Even the most
sceptical indiistry
commentaiois are admitting
tiiat co-founder and current
boss Steve Jobs has turned
around the ailing computer
manufacturer.
In his keynote speech ac
Macworld US at tlie
beginning of January Jobs
said it itad been an incredible
year fur Apple. "Tlie Power
Wadntosh G3 lias Ixstn an
unusually successflil new produa. Apple has sold
1.6 tniHion G3s - we're set to announce our fifth
consecutive profitable quarter, and we're going to
kick off IS^ with a bang," said Jolts.
Jobs said his strategy of focussing on core
activities was paying off Products such as the G3
certainly testily- to this daim, althougii there cant be
too many Apple Newton users that would agree.
Use NewtOn was one of Tipple s products that goc
tiirown out of die door wiicn Jobs returned to
Apple almost IS months ago.
Hut Jobs was adamant that die cut-throat
strategy was paying d hid ends. The new
Power MacG3 htmched at MacWorld, will
run at .speeds of up to -iOOMHz. "Many
months ago we bet on a new technology
tliat was faster than anything in the PC
marketplace, and that we would lie die:
first to use. Tiiat bet paid off" Jobs said.
Uesides sjieeds of tip to 400Ml!z, tlie
new' G3 has up to IM13 of backside cache
running at 20ffMHz. lobs noted. And it's
the most expandable Power Mac that
Apple lias: ever built: It holds up to iGB of
RAM, stores up to HXIGB of data, lias four
slots (including tiiree dl-bii PCI slots), lias
a 1GB Ethernet build- to-ordcr option.
CD-ROM, DXT), Zip Drive, and USB
and Fire Wire ports 10 liooi.
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"RreWTre is not just a p<Jint-to-poini
connection," Jobs said, "it's a bus. And it's a really
intelligent bus. Unlike SCSI, you can have a,
numlier of computers attached lo ynnrFireW'ire
bus." RreWire gives you 400 Mbps digital video,
connections to multiple CPUs, plug-and-piay. and
Ls hot-pluggable.
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Apple is rolling Oui FireWLre on the mpthertwani of C-cry new
Power Mac G3, said Jobs, adding, "Tliere arc four niHlion digital
camcorders out there, and they all have HreWIre jacks. Take that
FircWTre jack and plug it into the back of touc G3. and you get
pristine digital video with no added boards," said Jobs.
Oilier announcements at Macworld included muhi-cnlour
versions of tiie next generation iMac (see News Repon) and a
series of new games for the Apple piarform. For further details,'
check; <wM.apple.cotn>.
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Millennium Issues Reaches Fever Pitch
Contrary to received wisdom, big business in the IIK Is lagging in its
efforts to fix die die Mlllenniuni Bug problem according to Robin
Guenter executive director of Taskforce 3000. Speaking at the Regent
Conference entided IT Business Trends, in Londou on 29 January,
Guenicr claimed that there Is increasing eiidence of this.
In his speech Guenier said that most targe businesses said in 1996
dm die job would be complete before the end of 1998. There were, he
!
said, good reasons for this - not least, the need to run their new
systems in die real world throughouc 1999 so as to go into 2000 with
complete confidence diat they were fully robust.
"1 know of no large business dm achieved diis. Indeed, mast of
those diat are making good progress tell me that the job is
considerably more difficult and is taking much longer than they
expecied. Where does than leave any businesses thai are not hiafcing
good progress?" said Guenier.
lb determine what was really hapjiening. togedier with the lawyers,
Dibb I.upton Alsop, Taskforce 2000 and an independent research (imi.
Business Sirategics, studied the progress being made by die top 1000
companies listed by Dunn and Bradstreet.
The results were appalling. For example, 16% of respondents had
not completed their central iT inventuiy. And 69K had yet to complete
the initial remediation of their central CT systems - a job many expects
agree should have lieen done in 1998 to meet the dcadline.
"So, wliat's going on? Why would a Government body deliberarely
mislead us? if hundreds of big businesses are lagging, that fact surely
needs maximum publidty? To misrepresent what is happening is contrary
to common sense - to be straight with the public about the state of
progress," said Guenier.
Guenier said that there seem to be two possibilities. Either they
don't understand die issues - in which case, they urgently need better
advice. Or they believe that openness could lead to public panic.
"The reality is that, if we were in the last Quarter of 1999, fear of
panic might he justified. But now the priority has to be to get people
to recognise that not enough is being done - and to get them to work
on fixing the problem," said Guenier.
iiini.>v»i

NEW PRODUCTS - NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS « NEW PRODUCTS
We take a quick look at some interesting new products
that are featured in the new Maplin Catalogue
You. can now have-all the advantages
of switched mode power-supply
technotogyma handy" mains plug top
case. These high power AC/DC
adaptors are reallsticaliy priced and
are avaflable In a wido range of
output voltages. Each can be used
with a wfde' range of input voltages
and Include a short circuit protection
system.with automatic recovery.
These power supplies are partlculariy
suited to. (he Velteman universal battery
chaig^ featured on page 58 of thfe issofe
SPECIFICATIONS
Output voltage tolerance:
5%
input voltage:
90 - 255V AC
Operating temperature:
0'C to 40°C
Rlpple/nolse (V pk-pk);
l%'(i20MKz bandwidth)
Order
Code
PLBIR
P1B2S
PtB3T
P134U
PtBSV
PtE6W

Output
Voltage
5V
7.5V
xw
1SV
1SV
24V

Output
Current
2»\
2A
ll&A
1.3A
1.1A
O.SA

Max. Output
Voltage
6.5V
sv
15-17V
17-1SV
20-22V
26-291'

Note- These are. not available until 1st Match iS99.

Price
inc. VAT
£14.99
'£14.99
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99
£14.99

Antex have introduced a new gas soldering Iron, the GasCat (order code
RD51F, price £25.49 Inc. VAT); a compact pocket seed butane gas (lighter
fuel) Iron for all those applications where a mains powered one is unsurtsble.
The strong nylon casing will hold sufficient liquid butane for up to one hours
continuous use, and is equivalent to a 70W mains Iron. The Iron is supplied
with a 1mm soldering tip fitted
as standard and a protective
-cap which has an Integral flint
(v>)
iighter (good for 900 cycles
per flint) and a pocket clIp. A
range of spare tips are
available separately. The
maximum torch temperature Is
13Q0'C and thc maximum tip
temperature is 450'C.
For thoso meatier jobs
the latest self-Ignitfng
soldering Iron from Antex
(order code UD16S,
price £34.99 inc. VAT) is
ideal, being equivalent to
a 12QVJ mains Iron. TheIron features a plezo
ignrtor and a maximum torch temperature of 1300°C, and a maximum tip
temperature of 500SC. On fill of butane gas (lighter fuel) will last up to one
hour, A range of spare tips' afe Svaltabte separately,

NEW PRODUCTS ® NEW PRODUCTS ® NEW PRODUCTS • NEW PRODUCTS
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1 r may be hard tn t'relreve if
you've only been using a PC
II for a fevv vears but in the ctr.-S"
of DOS and dot matrix printers
you were lucky if you liad half a
ware
dozen fixed width fonts. Today,
of course, most people have
access to dozens of fonts which
can be scaled to virtually any
size so, from a creativity
£■ TIPS
viewpoint, the sky's the limit.
But despite thus proliferation of
»••••««
fonts, in fact because of this
proliferation of fonts, using
Can't find the font you're looking for?
them Isn't always as quick and
Too many fonts cluttering up your
easy as we might hope. This
disk?
Tins month Mike Bedford looks
month we'll take a look as some
of the potential stumbling
at font management.
biocks and give some tips
on how to avoid diem.
\ displayed as shown below. Tbu
E
i are given the option of printing
*^*2 j rSv, -r
'■n
-/*! v-.fe
S*
! a foot sample from this window,
Keep it Simple
i De pending on how many fone;
Unlike most things we
i1 f
i ynu have, you may like to create
cover in this column, die
j a reference file containing printd'
first point Isn't really
i outs of each of your fonts.
rei
~3 m
~g__
concerned with how 10 do
Efffcrii
something. Instead it's
r J. 'jtrfWi
r
r rz
F-yc*i
i Font Management
concerned vviih what you
Fai/rarw
r
F tfajto
r
should do. This is a hobby
:• How- many fonts do vt>u have
frr-w- 'VTl ■ .M
horse of mine, adminedly.
j on your system ? If your system
but I trust you*!! excuse
i is anvthing like mine you'll find
Plncord lontibiissd
this minor detour. After all
I diat jou've got hundreds of
there's no point in
? fonts. But how many do you
knowing how to handle
; actually use on a regular basis?
iiol
fonts if the end result
j How often, for example, do
looks apalling. And this is ■
this gives an easy way to find a : you use die following font?
exactly how your documents
font. Simply open up such an
My guess is diat the answer
will look if you're not
application at the same time as : is 'not very often" or, bearing in
disciplined in your use of fonts,
the appiication you're using
: mind my opening comments,
looking at some doajirients I
and use its font dialogue bos as : it's a font which only ought to
can only assume that the
a previcwer. Word 9Ts font
i be usetl on a very occasional
author fiad worked on die
dialogue bo.xis shown below.
; basis unless, of course, your
principle 'if I've got 200 fonts
Another method which is
company logo happens to use
then fm going to use them ad".
probably slighdy more long
tins particular font. Wldi most
But this is an area where less
winded but gives you a better
hard
disks now being a fewcan often give more. Rarely wilt
font preview is to use die
Gigabytes
in size, having fonts
you need to use more than two
Windows 95 Fonts window
which
you
rarely use wouldn't
or three fonts in a doajment
which is described, in the
seem to be a problem. Or is it?
and those bizarre fonts should
following section.
From the point of view of
lie used very sparingly for
wasting disk space then,
special effects.
admittedly, a couple of
Fonts Window
hundred fonts isn't going to
From
.the
Sin
rt
button
select
Finding Fonts
make a big difference.. But
Settings > Control Panel. Nowremember t he difficulty if
One of the biggest problems 1
double dick on die Fonts icon
finding a given font? Clearly the
encounter- in using fonts is
and the Fonts window will be
•less rubbish there is on die
finding the one I have in mind.
displayed. The window lists all
Unless you're using fonts on a
system die easier it will lie to
the fonts ins railed on your
very regular basis it's rare dint
find the font you need. And
system. As with the Windows
you'll remember names so.
most of diose fonts which are
Explorer, you cm choose
depending on the application,
various ways to display
you might end up trying out
this information. Try out
literally dozens of fonts. In some
'Jatge icons', -list', and
!Lcg_l
.,
|
applications the Bint dialogue
'details' by selecting the
box doesn't show you a sample
Aidine 721 BoIdBT (TmeTvpe')?
appropriate option on the
of die selected font. In this
tepm- uar A1J=721 ET
View menu and decide •
ririis5:53KS
instance, therefore, the only
which you prefer.Tbu
-'cfKi tt&iC-viaFndj., tscjry a. 1«3 IZtSlf J
way to find a font is to ope die
might also like to
text, select it, and then change
a b Ciicfalu|lilnjoopq «coT*xyz
experiment with the list
it to one font aftcranoihcr
ArCDEFGHUKL-M.KOPQRSIUVWXVZ
fonts by similarity' option,
until you find die one you're
die use of which is
^ TlicqaicilTOeaifo*itim2«osefibcIeySog.l^
looking for. Clearly this could
reasonably selfs The quick brown fox jumps ove'1'
take some considerable timeexplanatory: Going back to
However, the fan that many
die question
of finding a
^ Tiie quick brown fox ju;
applications, Word 97 for
font, try1 double clicking
example, do show a preview in
on any font and you'll find
4 The quick brow^
their font dialogue lios means
that a sample window is

A«3€
j duttering up your PC won't be
: ones you've deliberately put
[ there, they'll be fonts which
j appeared along with some
j application you installed. .My
i suggestion, therefore; is to get
j rid of die rubbish to make it
I easier to find die fonts you
r actually use.
I
This is achieved using the
j Windows 95 Fonts Window
; which we've already seen.
: Simply select the foritfs) you
i want to ridete and press the
; delete key. A dialogue bos
= appears asking you to conSrm
; your intention to delete the
i fontfs) and, so long as you
: click on OK, the font is deleted.
:
In dieory; if you delete a font
: you can always restore it from
I die appropriate distribution
? media. In practice this may be
; tricky since you won't
-• necessarily remember wliich
= application a particular font
j was distributed with. You may
j have an application like
j CorelDraw which comes with
; hundreds of fonts, most of
[ which aren't installed by
; default but which could be
i .selectively installed from the
j CD-ROM as and when they're
| required. And if you don't
| happen to have an application
; with a CD-ROM full of fonts,
! font libraries can lie pbinined at
? a very reasonable price,
; Admittedly these disks may not
i have exactly the same fonts as
I ones which came with some
1 pbscure application but I'd find
it hard to believe tliat you'd
really need a font which
couldn't be found on one of
these large font libraries.
So, how do you install a font?
This is done from die Windows
93 Rims window. From the File
menu, select Install New
Rant... Now select the.
appropriate folder, diskette or
CD-ROM and you'll find that
the names of all the fonts at
diat location will be listed.
Select die font you require and
dick on die OK button.
I'll cpndude By saying what i
often savin thesecoiumns. I've
not told you everything there is
to tie known about font
management but Jiopetully I
have set you on the path to
further discovery. Play around
with some of die other features
of the Windows 95 Font
window and, with a bit of luck,
you could become even more
productive in your use and
management of fonts.
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Photo la. The author's heliograph on
Its ttlpod.
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In this first part. George Pickivorth looks
at the Heliograph.
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Photo id. Close-up
showing unsltvered circle
■ In centre of mirror.
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Prior to Hertzian wares and later
infrared light-, \isib!e light was die
obvious medium for signaling systems.
The famous Aldis lamp is a good example of
a system dial used amfidal Dgltt but as widi
any artificial fight source there were
limitations to power and therefore signaling
range. On the other hand, the sun provides a
light source of almost infinite power.
The heliograph employs a mirror to
reflect a beam of sunlight to a distant
station. Signaling is by chopping the
reflected ijeam into short or long periods to
represent die .Morse code. However, as the
eye can only follow die reflected ray for a
hundred metres or so, 2 sighting
arrangement device is vital to tell the sender
chat the beam is directed towards the
distant station. -Moreover, corrections have
to be continually made to die vertical and
horizontal angle of the mirror as tiie sun
traverses die sky. See Photos la and lb.
In dils study we look particularly at die
heliograph's sighting system which enabled
suniight signaling to be raised from
primitive flashing pre-arranged signals with
shields or hand-held mirrors to a true
wireless telegraphy system.
h® ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

W Oicwny & Co Tad. No 291 and figures in
the Study Unfortunately, T have no reference
to this maker and would.be gratefiil for any
information.
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Range
The mirrors used with the heliograph are of
the highest quality and near optirally [jerfect
so the reflected beam is virtually parallel.
Obviously there has to be a clear line of
sight between die two stations, but, as to lie
expected, the range increases widi mirror
size. The following distances are examples
of general working raiiges for mirrors of
various diameters:Range
S3 mifes
83 mites
52.5 miles
37 mites

Mirror Diameter
ISin
Sm
Sin
Sin

Under good conditions, reliable two way
signaling was possible with stations 100
miles apart - the record attained with 2 pin
mirror stands at 126 miles between
Kompaslierg and the Cockscombe
mountains in South Africa. For reception of
long range signals, the distant station was
viewed titrough a telescope. Sec Photo 2.
Remarkably, about 40 years ago, I
acquired a simitar instrument from :i trading
store in South Africa. It was made in 1916 bv

Operation
The heliograph was portable and signaling
stations could be set up in a minute or two.
Moreover, the operators became highly
proficieni and speeds of up to 16 words jier
minute were frequently auained.
During operation die hefiograph was
generally mounted on a low and very sturdy
Eiijiod; this ensured dial the instrument
remained 'rock-stcady' during keying. See
Photo i. Obviciusly the slightest movement
would put die reflected beam out of
alignment with the distant station.
Sun & Hills
OTtilsr the heliograph could lie used
anywhere on sunny days, it was obviously
best.adapted for use in countries having long
periods of sunshine and a mountainous or
hilly terrain so that signalling stations could
be scr up on high ground. Obviously, the
greater the altitude of die mo stations, the
less is the (imitation in range imposed by the
curvature of the earth.
In countries where conditions were
favorable, the heliograph was ideally suited
to military communications. S(>ace only
allows a mention of a few of the numerous
theatres of war where the heliograph played
a distinguished role and those wishing to
know more should read Man Hanieid's
excelienr lirtie book entitled The Heliograph
published in 1981 by the Royal Signals
Museum. Biandford Camp, Dorset.
North West Frontier
For many years the heliograph provided the
only telegraphic link with the North West
Frontier. Messages sent via the heliograph
system were known as 'hellograms'.
The heliograph also served in South
Africa during the Zulu arid Boer Wars, the.
Middle. East, China and indeed Europe
during the Firsr Wbrid Vliir. Die heliograph

Photo 2. Hie heliograph In Mesopotamia circa 1917
Nota unsitvered circle In centre of the mirror.
Photo courtesy of the Hoya! Signals Museum.
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nui also used for ship lo shore signaling
and tiuring the First World War it played an
important role in the landing at Galipoli.
However, it must itavebeeri extremely
diFRcult for the operator on board the ship to
maintain the light beam on Use shore station
Ixxause et«n in the calinesr waters, there is
alwatTi some rolling of a ship. InieresiingK;
W'D S: H Wills 'Signaling. Series' dgarcne
cards, area 1934, showed a picture of a sailor
operating a heliograph. See Photo 3The lidiograph complcmemed Herman
■ware systemsuntil 1942 when last used at
the stege of Sulluni I iarat during the desen
campaign ivy the gtli Anny.
Night Time
Although designed primarily as a sunlight
signaling device, signaling could continue
during die hours of darkness by employing
aiv artificial light source. The most powerful
source of artificial light, other than the
elearic arc lamp, was lime-lighi. Ibr-short
range work. parafHn lamps could be used.
However, I am puzzled as to wiiy limelights should I lave been used in conjunciion
witli die hdiograph. when, like die Beghy
lamp, the signaling iinie-liglu was in Itself a
complete signaling tievicc. Lime-ligfits will be
discussed in pan 2 of diis article: Remarkably
signaling by moonlight was also possible and
it is recotded that during WAVI, a station set
up on one of the pyramids attained a range
of 15 miles during foil moon.

Kmirations which climate inifxiscd on the
heliograph. Nonetheless, as we will see in
part 2. the concept of using sunlight as a
signaling medium Is far from death
Evolution
The heliograph evolved from die heliostat,
as both employed a similar sighting arm and
sighting rod which formed an Lntegni! pan
of die instrument. However, the heliostat
differed if» the heliograph in that signaling
was means of a shutter inserted in front of
the mirror, whilst with the heliograph, die
mirror was tilted. See Photos 4a and 4h.

Geometry
f fed that die easiest way to introduce
readers to the geometry of a Heliograph
sighting system is to describe a system 1
used during die 19304; to communicate
with my school friend on Dost HiE aixiut
three mites nwav from Lower Rirm where i

K
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Limitations
Unfonunatelg dust storms could blank out
visibility; die same applied to mist or douds
which obscured the sun. Haze, was probably
the greatest limiting factor: the dust particles
In die air scattered the tight Iveam arid often
prcduded signaling during midaJav,
So, notwithstanding die virtues of the
heliograph, it was ineviialvle rhai it would
ultimately he superseded by VHF Hertzian
wave systems which overcame many of the

The heliograph system proved to be the
most successful and the heliostat was
abandoned But there was an instrument
that preceded badi die above insminienis
known as the hcliou-njw. This remarkible
instrument is discussed in pan 2.

-4
he'tad Go*

HELIOGRAPH.
3.—To align tba hello.,
tuliig the dgbtlag ro«).—
The •iguiller either looki
through Hie hole lii the
beck of the mlmviy or pleeee
himself ' in the podtlou.
shown in the (UustrstloD.
He now caores hie heed io
»s to get the reflection of
the distsnt lUHon cowered
by the spot op the mirror;
he next gels' the slghttng
msrk to cover there a so tlon
of the dliUnt sUtlou,

>°p?iaroL A LOND®!!
jlSSUlO ev THE INffHIAL TOSiC' c»
• IPTOWAT gaiTriH StHtmiOlb

.j3-.c
.13
—jPhoto 3. W. D. & H. 0. Wills cigarette card showing sailor setting up a heliograph.
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Photo 4a. Photo showing keying
mechanism and sighting rod.

* -f.v

Photo 4b. Photo showing cranked sighting rod. This Is easier to
adjust Tor elevation than the straight sighting rod Figure 4a. ■
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SUN

Ball joint
Threaded section
screws into bali joint

Parallel beam to disranc siatioa

Unsilvered circle
in centre4 of

Vcnicai steel rod

* See
Fieure 6b

t

Snioolb part slides into tube
Clamping screw
DO
Tube - free to rotate in.
lower bearing
Knurled collar serves
as Morse key knob
Leaver bearing assembly
TEnse
Flat spring"
Rgure i. The Heliograph
together with sighting arm
and rod. Keying Is hy
Sighting arm
pressing down on the
Clamping screw
knurled collar. This tilts tha
mirror on its horizontal axis.
Rotating the colfar shifts the
mirror on Its horizontal axis.
Rotating the worm drive
knob, shifts the mirror on (ts
vertical axis.

Sighting

Horizomal
Sighting rod —¥
Hmee
Sighting arm
1
▼1

Clam

Vertical axis pivot
Tfipod

Photo 5b. Photo of author cm;
demonstrating the duplex
mirror - unfortunately the sun
refused to shine for this photo.

■a

fV
*

CCS

-tt
'y.

Photo 5a. Photo showing
duplex mirror. Note sighting
vane in centre of mirror.
Jived. The iiie.t for my system came from die
already meinicmed Wills cigarette cards
which also briefly described the heliograph's
sighiing system. So, being a bom
experimenter. I decided to construct my
own sunlight telegraph system. See Rgure 2.
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My System
My 'sender' was based on a shaving mirror.
The concave magnifying riiirror was
removed and the plain mirror modified by
removing the silver from p.Omm diameter

drdein Uie centre of the mirror. The mirror
assembly was attadied to a substantial
wooden box by a single screw which
allowed the mirror assembly to be rotated
on its venial! axis.
The mirror, on its Irox, was set up in a

Vcrtial axis
VfCM" ofDoftHiii
ihfOueh urisili'eryiJ
cack
A

Sh^Tng Tni/inr flat

TD Dwt Hill

Haizrartal axis
.6Sc»v.v which allows
mjjTOT ta ic^ie a» its
\?ttical axis
/
Siibibntlll
7^

White disc

BriTrtTi spot ahen
actually signaling
Can
Figure 2b
Figure 2. Aligning the author's 1937 system with Dost Hill through the unsllvered circle.
When setting up, the white disc is placed to obscure the view of Dost HUl through the
unsllvered circle - Figure 2a. During signalling, the minor is adjusted so that a beam of
sunlight Illuminates the white disc and the brown spot, caused by the unsllvered circle In
the centre of the mirror, Is maintained in the centre of the disc ■ Figure 2b.
Fignrc Za

field from where there was a dear view of
Doss HID. The mirror was adjusted so as to
face Dost. Hill and then I viewed my friends
position through the unsllvered cirde.
N'ext, Mowing my instructions, rrn-young
sister placed a cane in line with my {fiends
position and moved die white disc up or down
the cine until it obscured my friend's position.
The mirror was then manually adjusted on
its vertical and horizontal axis so that
reflected beam illumiaatetl the disc with die
dark spot (caused by die non reflective aide
in die centre of die mirror) in the centre of
the disc. The reflected beam was then
directed to my friends position. See Figure 2,

East/West
Signaling between Lower Farm and Dost
Hill was facilitated because the line of sight
was approximately nonh/sbuth so during
mid moming and afternoon, the sun was
more or less at right angles to both stations.
Mad Dost Hill been to the east of Lowec
Farm, signaling with a single mirror would
have been impossible during aftemoons
widi the sun when the reflected beam
would have the same alignment. Bui, as we
will see. the heliograph overcame this
problem by employing a 'duplex' mirror.
See Figure 7 &- Photos 5a and 5b.

incerestingiy, the 1944 German
Modulated-Liglit-Beam Apparatus
(Photophone) which ordinarily employed
an incandescent electric lamp as the light
source, also had an attadmient so that die
sun could he used as the light source. More
about modulating the light beam in part 2.
Setting Up A Station
There were two types of hdiograph. Let.us
.first consider die ripe where during setting
up, die distant: station is viewed directly
dirough an unsllvered circle in the centre of
the mirror, 'JTtis generally applied to
instruments with 9in and !2in mirrors. Setting
up was by using the integrated sighting arm
and rod but was essendaBy the same.as with
my schoolboy si-stem. See Figure 2,
With the otiier ripe of heliograph, the
keying mechanism obscures the unsilvered
cirde so alignment was by viewing the distant
station viii the reflection from the mirror.
This applied to the more common 5in and
carer 3in instruments, and incidentally to my
heliograph. Sec Photo 4 & Figure 3,
Army manuals treat setting up a hdiograph
station as a precision drill which enabled a
station to set up and be operational very
quickly, indeed, a highly proficient team
could set up a station in fiOsccs.
My Method
When setting, up, account has to be taken of
the traverse of the sun and whether die
duplex mirror would be required
immediately or later. For now, let us assume
that the duplex mirror will not be required.
With my own heliograph, the keying
mechanism precludes viewing die distant
station through die unsilvered drcle. So,
after the various damps securing the
sighting arm and vertical rod are loosened, I
stand in front of the instrument and
position mv head betvyeen the mirror and

Voice Modulation
Table Tennis Bat
Now that I was able to maintain the reflected
beam on a distant fixed point as the sun
Signaling was by chopping'the reflected
trnversed die sky, I was able to experiment with
beam into Morse code characters by means
my reproduction Bdls circa lSSO Radiophone
of a table' tennis bat placed in Front of the
where the reflected beam was modulated with
mirror whilst my sister sirived to keep the
voice sigrals and demoduhted bj- a photo
dark spot in the centre of the disc as the
electric cell at die distant station.
sun traversed the ski: indeed,
my system had all die essential
features of the heiiostat.
rbrtunately, thepoorquality
of the mirror cruised appreciable
Cross wires in
divergence of die beam ami
sighiina ririH
alignment was therefore not
criticaL So, provided die ray
Unslivercii
circie
illuminated the disc, signaling
was satisfactory.
View of
— distanr
Aiy friend never got around
to using the shaving mirror
Cl ampin c
Vane ibidetf
screw is
system; instead, he used a
Sea Figure 6a
□
down
Iiwencd ia
hand-held mirror with a
allow
sreel
sighting cane ami disc simDar
rod ro slfdc
to mine. During signaling he
into tube.
Sightmg red
manually directed thereOected
This alloivs
slides up or
mirmr to Till
down in
beam on the disc for shorter or
sinbtinB arm
longer jieriods so as to
n
Ui
repnSent Morse code
cliaracters. Signaling was slow
but readabte.
n
The intensity of die flashes
Verticsd axis pivot
Clamping serew
observed at both staiioris
indicated that range, even with
Figure 3, Setting up the Heliograph. The distant station
a poor quality shaving mirror
is viewed hy reflection from mirror. The clamping screw
or hand mirror could have
on the vertical rod is loosened and the mirror manually
been consideriibly greater than
adjusted until the distant station coincides with the
unsllvered circle and the cross wires In the sighting
the diree miles separating
ring. The clamping screw Is then tightened.
Lower Farm from Dost Hill.
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the sun; I then adjust the mirror so as to
axis is by rotaufig die knurled collar which
Keying
observe the distant station through
also serves as the key whilst adjusmiem of
Durihg keying, the brown spot is
reflection from the mirror. See Figure 3.
its vertical axis is by the worm drive knob.
maintained on. the sighting mark by
The sigh ling arm is then swung around so
Signalling Is therefore 3 two-hand job and
ronstanity adjusting the vertical and
as to be in line with the distant station and
adjusting the mirrorwhilst keying requires
horizontal angle of the signaling mirror as
the damp lightened. See Figure- 5- 'Hie
considerable concentraiion by the ojierator.
the sun traverses the sky.
sighting rod is then insened in die end of
Adjustment of the minor's horizontal
MORE NEXT MONIH
the sighting arm with the vane folded
down so as to esjuose the aperture
and cross wires. See Figure 6a
Minor at res:
NX'hilsr still viewing the distant
SUN
Bnron spot
station through refection from the
falls on siehiiag
mirror, the height of the sighting rod
mark when key
is adjusted so that the cross wires
is pressed
cover the distant station.Hie damp
Uositvered
is then tightened and the sighting
circle
vane raised - Figure 6b, Standing
See Fiotmr 6b
behind the ihstniment, I now
manipulate the mirror by hand so
See Fiaue 6c
Key pressed
c
tliat die brown spot (caused by the
downwards
unsitvered spot) Falls on die vane at
Brown spot falls
the 'at resi' mark, i.e. the point at
below sighting
which tiie brown spot {alls when the
raarkwheii kev
key is not pressed..See Figure 6c.
There are two ai rest" marks, the
upper one is for long range
Mirror is tntcd
signalling and the lower one for
back-wards when
shoner ranges. Obviously, a greater
rc^ S
toe key is pressed
depression angle is required at
Beat adjusanciH
shorter range to prevent light being
screw which
determines the
seen at the distant station.
stroke of the key end
The beat adjustment screw (see
the degree at which
Figure 4) Is then adjusted so that
the mirror lifts
Figure 4. Keying the Heliograph - the key is
when the 'key' is pressed and die
pressed showing the mirror tilled backwards.
minor tilts backwards, the brown spot
During keying the brown spot, caused by the
falls On die signalling mark. See Figure
unsffvered circle, is maintained on the sighting
6b. The beam is then directed to die
mark by constantly adjusting the mirror on its
vertical and horizontal axis. See also Figure S.
distant station. With, short range
signalling, die beat is obviously greater
than with long range signalling.
Wnrm drive
mtires mirror
Duplex Mirror
oa vgrtjcut axis
Hie duplex minor, (Photos 5a and
KllUliCu
5b) lias the sighting vane insened in
Lighi roflcctcd ta dimnf stmcn
knob
its centre which replaces the
Sighl aim
sighting vane on the sighting rod.
S
rah
tine
ann'
■ Sichline vsne
Duriag alignment, the distant station
c lamping semv
is viewed through bo ill mirrors
Ursilv^red circle causes biow-n^pot oa vaac /
which are adjusted so that sighting
Mmar
mark coincides with die distant
station. The duplex mirror is then
damped in position and all further
adjustments are made with die
signaling minor. Figure 7 shows die
SUN Figure 5, Showing adjustment of mirror on vertical axls»
prindpie of its operation.
Sighting
vane up
I

Siglhing Cross
wires

T

su N
Brown spot;
key pressed
Duplex mirror

a
0
.Sighting vane
folded down

@
Brown spot:/*
- Short range
key up
mark
Long ranee

\

Figure 6. The sighting vane.
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,

\
Signaling mirror

Sigiuing
rods

\

To distant station
Figure 7. The duplex mirror. After setting up the
duplex mirror is clamped and all adjustments to
compensate for the transverse of the sun are made
with the signalling mirror. A sighting vane Is Inserted
in the centre of the duplex mirror - see Photo 5.

This mouth Gregg Grant looks at how Perfect, Prime, Imaginary,
Irrational and Binary numbers came about.
added up to S, a figure less titan rhe number
itself Tills number the Greeks termed a
t/efidt'iit number, from die I atin diificere,
meaning to 'desen , or Tail'
Tlie number 6 however was dilferent
again. It had factors of 1,2 and 5, which
added up to the number itself "lb the
Greeks therefore, 6 was a Perfect Number,
from the Latin /«?»; meaning 'through' and
facere. fne-.ming 'to dt i.1
Anodier example of a Perfect Number is
23. This iitimbers fenors -1,2.4,7 and 14
- add up of course to 28. By AD 105 or
thereabouts. .Michomachus of Gerasa had
listcti die four known Perfect Numbers,
namely 6.28,496 and 8128. In 1460 the .
fifth such number - 33350336 -was found,
■although who made die discotcry is unknown.
Anotliersevenri'six yaus would pass before
Hudatrichus Regius, in his Ixxik Ulriascjite
Aiilhiiwtice.% would publish the number,
A further seventy six years on the Italian
mathematician Pietro Cataldi discovered the
p sixth mid seventh Perfect Numbers, w hich
/are 8,859,869,056 and 137,433,691.528
Jj respectively. By the time the computer had
• come along, madiematicians had developed
formulae for searching for Perfect Numbers.
As a result, twenty-one Bsrfeci Numbers are
now known. The twenty-first, finally worked
out in 1971, lias no less than twelve thousand
and three digits!
There's tio practical use for such numbers
of course: they are simply a mathematical
curiositv.

Introduction
Ihe words assodnteti with numbers - from
Jic latin numems. meaning exactly thatbaffle many peo|)!e, even those whose
work involves manipulating them, sudi as
electronics ami decurical engineers. How - 'for
example - did we come by ftrfea. Numbers,
Prime Numbers. Imaginary Numliers,
Imttional Numbers and Binary Numbcre?
In the cisc of all but the Itisr example,
largely fivim the ancient Greeks, If there
was one mental activity that tite Greeks of
classical times enjoyetl, it was plating
games with numliers. rather in the way we ioday- enjoy crossword puzzles. One sucti
game involved the addition of die ihexors of
a panictilar number.

I

Perfect Numbers
let's look at the numlier 12, Its factots are 1,
2, j, 4 ttnd 6. Iji other words J2 is divisible
exactly by these numbers. Tire sum of these
factors however is 16, which is greater than
12 itself, and so the Greeks termed it an
abimdont numljer. from the iatin nbmulm-e,
meaning'aixiund.'Tire numlrer 10 on the
other hami had if.errors -1,2 and 5 - witidi
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Prime Numbers
Let's take another look at 12 again.
It can be divided by 2,3.4 and 6 and cadi
of these numbers are a factor - from die
hiiin facere, meaning 'to make' or "to do' because out of such small numbers a larger
one can be made. Equally i here ate numbers
which have no factors apart from themselves
and the number 1..Moreover, numbers of
any size can be in this staie. Such numbers
are known as Prime .Numbers orsimplr
Primes, from tiielatinpniwts, meaning 'first.'
'they're cillcd tills so tliat numbers that
aren't Primes can be split up into Prime
Factors. 12 for example cm be written as
3 x 2 x 2. the number 2 being the only,even
Prime. Ail the other even numbers can, of
course; be divided by 2 and tlierefore have
that as a fiictor. Consequently sudi
numbers are not Prime Numisers.
A Prime Number therefore is a mnnber
that can't be expressed as the product of
two numbcts other than itself or 1.
Tlie number 15 for example can lie found
from multipking 5 by 3: the numlter 143 by
multiplying 1} by 13 and the number 370
by multiplying 37 by 5 by 2. Ttiesc numliers,
with dciois, are tenncd Composite
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Numbers, from the latin com, meaning
'together.' and ponerc, meaning "to place."
They are, in short, assembled by placing
together small numbers.
There is another way of identifying Prime
Numbers. Any numlier, whatever its length,
that ends in 2,4, 5.6,8 or 0. whose digits
add up to a resultant divisible by 3, is NOT a
Prune Number. As long ago as 300 BC, die
Greek mnthematldan Euclid demonscraced
that no matter how high you go, there must
be Prime Numbers higher still- Therefore
the number of Prime Numbers is infinite, a
word we'll look at more fully later.
Another oddity cancefning Prime
Numbers is that, every so often, there are .
pairs of consecutive odd numbers, both of
which are Prime. Examples are 5 & 7; 11 &
13:17 & 19; 29 & 31, 41 & 43. And such
pairs exist the- itigher up the scale you go.
So: are there an infinite number of those
also? Frankly, no-one knows, which is one
reason why mathematicians are fascinated
by Prime Numbers, despite their being
even'bit as useless as Perfect Numbers!

s
Imaginary
s
Numbers
If there's one factor associated with numbers
it's solidity, realm: A number, dammit, stands
for something/rnig/We, something that's
there. Given tills, how can you have an
Imaginary Number?
The best way to answer this question Is to
point out that many matheinaiical concepts
long thought of as ancient, are surprisingly
recent. In foct, imaginary numbers have
been around since AD 62 or thereabouts,
when they were first identified by the
meclianical engineer Hero of AlecanciriaHowevcr, until the middle of the fourteendi
century they were either ignored,, or
considered an aberration. Of the two kinds
of numbers long familiar to us - positive and
negative - the latter too were, iritroduced
only in die Middle Ages, so that problems
such as 3 - 5 could lie sorted out.
Before medieval times it appeared impossible
- for example - to subtract 5 oranges from "3
oranges. At this time banking, in the liands
of the Lombards - London's Lombard Street
is but one of their legacies - was becoming
established praaicc and there was one
aspect of their business these money men
were very dear about; debt.
Die bankers looked at the orange
problem as one of debt. If, let's say, you
were given 5 apples but only had sutficieni
money to pay for 3, then you'd owe money
on the oilier two. IXTiirh is die same as
sating (4-3) -1+5] = |-2lBoth these numbers ran, of course, lie
multiplied although die rules for doing so
are tight. A positive number, multiplied by
another positive number, gives a positive
result. Equally, a negative number,
muitiplied by another negative digit, gives a
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

positive result. However, a negative number
multiplied by a positive numbergives a
negative result. We cm say therefore that:

(+11X}+.1J = {+11

Eql.

[+T]x[-3J .= [-!|

Etj 2.

|.ljx[-l] = |+l]

Eq 3.

So tar, so good! Let's now hypothesise from die Greek ijiipoibcsis. meaning
Tnundadon,' which is really little more than
saying 'let's suppose' - for a moment. Which
number, multiplied by itself, would result in
+1? Put another way, what's the square root
of+1?
From our own little bit of maths above,
there are obviously two answers: equations
1 and 3- In short, 4+3 = ±1. Now this is
fine where +l-is concerned, but what
number could possibly be the square root
of -I? Oneihing's ccnain; it can't be +1, nor
can it be itself. The solution matliemaiidans
came up with was an Itragiriary Numlier,
from the latin imago, rating to 'imitate.'
The syrnbol 1 was designated to
represent the square root of-l by the Swiss
madieoiatidan Leonhard Euler, in 1777. 'lliis
was but one of Euler s many contributions to
mathemaucal symbolism, the tnajoricy of
wliiclt-are sunimarised in Figure I, below.

Jn: for"8k sum of the Divisots of n.
et.for the.Kks of natural logsnthms
a, b and c for the skfes of a tnangje
A, 8 arai.C for the opposite'an^es of a francs
f: tns tetter snd paenthasis for a functfim
I as the syntxif for V-l.
Stforthesum.
Figure 1. The matheinaiical symbols
Introduced by Leonhard Euler.

Anotlier tamiliar representation for the
square root of-l - certainly to those of us in
electrical and electronic engineering - is the
designation Operator], from the latin
opeiari, meaning 'to work."
Actually 1 and Operator j arc no more
imaginary than so-called Teal' numbers sudt
as - in electronics -0,707 and 1.414, since
they can lie nwnipulated widi die same
facility as the numbers long familiar to us.
One thing's certain: many concepts in our
respective fields would be a great deal, more
difficult to grasp without Imaginary Numbers.
Vectors
Another form of Imaginary Number is Vector-;,
fronvthe latin reheiv. meaning to convey'
or 'to cany.' Vectors are also referred to as
Complex Numheis, from die Laun com.
meaning 'together.' and plectere. meaning
'to braid,' thus giving compiecti. mtaning To
entwine.' Die earliest laws for manipulating
these entwined tligits date from the time of
Galileo, who first formulated the simple

Parallelogram law for combining forces,
based on the Parallelogram of Forces, worked
out by the Dutch physidst Simon Stevm, in
the early years of the seventeenth century.
The nexr step forward was taken by John
Wullis, prohalily the most able and influentuti
British matltetnatidan before Isaac Newton.
In his Treatise on Algebra bfl6S5, be
antidpitetf die concept of Complex: Numbers,
although sudi equations wouldn't be termed
tiiat until 1832.when Karl Friederich Gauss
suggested dtis description Ibr rhem.
The modem development of Complex
Numbers only reached a satisfactory state
with the work cfihc Norwegian surveyor
Caspar Wessel. In 1798, he published - in
the Transactions of the Danish Academydie technique of representing Complex
Numbers in rhe,co-ordinate plane.
Unfortunately. Weasel's work received no
recognition, and the world had to wait
another eight years for the inteqiretation to
be re-discovered by anodter Swiss
mathematician, Jean-Robert Argand.
in his Essay on a Mellxni of Representing
Imaginary Quantities in Geomelnc
Construction, Argand used Complex
Numbers to show that all algebraic
equations have moLS. as well .as introduce
the Argand Diagram- This last - now long
familiar to those involved in electronics
generally - was a representation of Complex
Numbers as poiiits in the coordinate plane.
Current vector analysis was develoited hy
the American mathematid.-m and phvsidsij.
Willnnl Gibbs, in his Elements o/Vecior
Analysis, pulilished in 1881.
Irrational Numbers
The Shorter Oxford Dictionary views such
numiiers as 'not commeiLsunible with the
natural numbers, not expressible hy an
ordinary (finite) fraction but only by an
inlinite continued IraaTon or an infinite
series." Fair enough; hut what sort of
numbere arc we talking about here?
Sometime 1 serween 400 and 390 BC the
Greek mathematician Theodoros of Cyrene who taught Plato mathematics - demoastrated
dial die square roots of 3,5.6,7,8.10,11,12,
13,14. 15 and 17 were irrationaL
lb somebody not involved with
mathematics, lids siifiply means that the
numbers are the opposite of rational, or
reasonable, since this is what rational means
in everyday vocabulary, in itself this is - if not
irRiuonni - certainly incorrect. The v.xinJ is, in
feet, derived from ratio, itself derived from
rationalis and ultimately from the verb reri.
meaning'to think.' Hence ihe confusiost.
A square number is the; result of
multiplying a number by itself, one example
of wltich is: 5 x 5 = 25- Dial's to say that 25
is die square of 5. Conversely. 5 it the square
root of 25. In this example I've chosen a
whole number to simplify matters, but a
square root may not be a whole numlier.
Generally speaking it isn't it quite
frequehdy being an endless decimal, a good
example of which is the square root of 2.
'\/2' - pronounced Toot two' - Ls usually
taken to lie 1.414 and its reciprocal, i/\/2, @
0.707. Why are.those numbere so important

in eletirica] and electronic engineering? It's
all to du witii Uie effective value of an
electric curreriL If, for example, a director
dc current of 1A flowing through a resistance
of RH. tlie resulting energy- manifesting
itself as heat - would amount to PR watts.
'Direct1 of courseineaas exactly than An
aiiemating. or ac. current of 1A wouldn't
produce as much heat as its dc equivalent,
since it doesn't maintain a constant value.
Now the cffedire value of a ".sine wave of
current can be caiciilatcd widt reasonalile
accuracy by sampling. That is by taking
equally spaced instantaneous values of
current arid then calculating die square.mm
of their mean, squared, values. It's for this *
reason that die effective value Ls generally
termed the Root Meat! Sjiuire or RMS value.
Hie figures associated with this exeaise
are not so much well known, more branded
in the mind, of all who sire involved in
electrical and electronic engineering. Th.e
exact effective value of an ac current or
voltage Ls l/\/2 or 0.707 times the
maximum value. Conversely, die maximum
value of an ac current or voltage is \/2 or
1.4 M times the effective value.
One of the most used inrationai numbers
has also to do with a ratio, this time one
concerning one of the essential shapes in
the universe-, the circle.
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have long lieen known :is the 'perimeter'
and 'diameter' respectively
The Chinese too knew- of this irrationality
and about AD 200, the mirhematidan tin
Hui calculated die ratio to 3.14159, He used
polygons of up to 3.072 sides in his
calculations. Some two and a half centuries
later the mathematician Tsu Ch'ung-Chih
and his son 'liu Keng-Chih cJculaied die
ratio to 3.1415929203, using a circle three
metres across.
TitereTnatters rested until 1596, when the
Dutch mathematician Ludolf vatvCeulen
worked out the ratio to 20 decimal places,
Later, he'd push his achievement to 35
decimal places. Four yeats bier the Engiisii
matheinaudan Xillliam Oughtred - who
would subscqucndy give the world the Slide
Rule- used the Greek letter n to designate
the ratio of a circle's draitnference - from
die Ibcin circum, meaning 'around' - to its
diameter. It was - naturally - the first letter in
perimeirou and, ever since, has become the
one letter of the Greek alphabet fiimilbr to
virtually evetyone'
In 1717 the English mathematician
Abraham Sliarp extended van Ceulen's
achievement to 72 dedhial places, fly 1955
computers had taken over and one model
worked out re to over -10,000 places in 33
hours of numlret-cnmchingl The son of task
that hints at the ultimate irrationality; infinity.

| Infinity
■Wf
| The vast niajority of things - even our world
[ itself - have, or at some time will have, an
j ending. Occasionally in the cinema, the last
.
; foor or so of the film you've been watching
k
| will show theword /m/s. the Latin word for
i 'end.' Therefore tilings that come to an end
On the face of it Pi - far more familiar to
| are said to be finite, from the latinJinitus,
electrical and electronics scientists arid
'■ meaning limited.'
engineers by its lower case Greek letter Jt However, by no means all things finish.
is simply the sixteenth letter in an alphaliet | or terminate. A good example, which we
used rarely enough these days, in fact one
[ looked at earlier, is it- If you were to go on
familiar only to scholars in die more esoteric ; cifculating this ratio, you'd find there was
fields of andent languages and odters whose | no end to your calculating. Put another way
disciplines use madiematics on a regular lias is. i it - as a number - Lsrir finite: it's infinite, lite
However, diere'.s far more to dtis ierter
: latin prefix in means 'not' which, when
than its image implies. For starters a whole
i added to Jinitus, gives 'not limited' or. in
book lias just been written about it and its
; plain English, infinite.
influence on mathematics. Secondly of
"So what sort of reading are we looking at
course, it has - for almost four centuries
; here; infinity?'' a colleague asks, implying
now - been, die symbol for the most
: that symbol cc - first intrrxluccd by Johii
enduring irrationality in mathematics; die
: Wallls in 16S5 - is a number, when it isn't,
ratio between the circumference and the
i Nevertheless we all - .scientists,
diameter of a circle.
; niathcmaticbns, engineers and technidaas By 26011C die Greek genius Archimedes use cc to mean exactly that, which is
die greatest engineer of antiquity - had
Incorrect. However, if cc represents
arrived at a figure of 3-142 fur this ratio, a
anytliing it's die condition of endlessness.
result mast of us are more than happy with
There is of course another, certainly
in our own calculations. The Greeks knew
madiemuiical, way of looking at infinity; and
that the curve of a drde - any circle - is
that is as the redprocal - from the Latin
slightly more dian three times as long to the
rcciprocus. meaning 'alternating' - of zero.
circle's width. They attempted to work out
die precise ratio of ihcperimetron - die
measurement around die circle - to the
eiia/ueiiou. the measurement through it.
It w as Archimedes who reasoned that this
ratio was greater than 310/71 but less than
310-70 which, of course, works out at
£roughly the figure so long familiar to us.
Ibdayof course, penmetmu and dkimelroit
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Binary Numbers
Before tve get into binary -which comes
from the Latin hinan'us, meaning "two at a
time' - let's get a dear understanding of
w'liat 'ordinary numljers' are. Those
numbers so long familiar to most of us are
based on die figure 10; they're MO-based' in
sbon. This means that - using the
imjiendtng millennium as an example when we talk of 2,000 we're talking of 2x10'
plus 0x10-': plus 0x10'1 plus 0x10" where 10" =
1,000; I0 = 100; iO = 10 and KT = I.
Which means dial 2,000 is 2x1.000 + Ox 100
+ OxiO + 0.
lb its, thanks no doubt to our 10 fingers,
10-based number? are pan of the very fabric
of our being. So much so in fact that we
Simply write the numbeis being multiplied
within die system - in tilts example 2,000 and think no more about it.
Base 10 of course is by no means the only
base in mathematics. The duodecimal
system - base 12 - has a number of historical
and language precedents arid roots, not
least die words 'dozen' and 'gross' - in otlter
wortis J12j-"- as well as denoting the hours
on a dock face.
The vigesimal system on die other hand
has a base of 20, whilst die sexagesimal
system has one of 60. This last - die basis.of
time-keeping and angular measurement was one of a number of breathtaking
mathematical developments ofthe Suraerians,
as long ago as 2,400 BC Indeed electronic
navigational aids would be impossible
wtdiout this system, wliich gives us:
60 seconds = I minute
60 minutes = 1 degreeBinary notation however really began in
1670. when die Saxon genius Gottfried
Leibniz, Jn a letter tt> the Jesuit Joachim
Bouvet, Introduced the concept of
representing every number by the symhols
1 and 0. leibniz in fact was the first - and
greatest - advocate of die basc-2 system. To
htm 1 was quite literally Cod and 0 the Abyss!
In any system, die value of the base equals
the. number of diflerent digits, induding
zero. The smaller the base, the fewer
dillereni digits there are, but the greater die
total digits. There are - as we noted earlier 10 digils in the base-10 system and a mere
two in the base-l.system.
Let's kaok at die numlier 1101. In the
base-2 system, this would lie (Ix25] + [1x2')
k [0x2'] -!• 11x2"'] or 13, in thebase-lO
system. Writing the numbers in order in die
base-2 system gives us 1, 10,11. 100. 101,
HI, 1000,1001 and 1010. Therefore despite
muldpliration and addition being much
simpler in the liase-2 system, the number of
digits is such that the human mind becomes
conftised. Not so a computer, which is whv
binary numbers are the staple diet of the
world's number-cnmchers.
Next time, we'll look into how some of
science and technology's biggest machines
got the names, acronyms and initials iheyVe
been lumbered with.
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by Keith Brihdley
An imerestias reixin lias surfaced
conducted by the H' anah'st coniituiy
CAum, wliich |X)iors the ■win' !ltrv.:irt!
in telephone communications anti tl te
intemet. Accoating to the report, by 2005 the
mnjpiity of the world's telephone systems will
lie data networks - mther dun die existing
analogue-led communications networks of
today wliich were dcvisetl and are run for
mainly telephone conimunil-.i(ions. In other
words, the Intemci and its associated
protocols will lie the tockbonc for the
telephone systems of the RimreWhat the report highliglits Ls the fact that
new telephone services arc being developed
that work over the Intcmcu Hiese services
are therefore known as Internet Protocol
(IF) services - the idea being that an Internet
user can uilk vtiili anotlier Intemci user,
using die Internet rather than the
conventional telephone- Currently IP
services are computer-driven, in that each
user has to lie logged on using the
computer before the voice communications
can work. Curreraly also, sudi services are
pretty limited in thdr ability, because the
link from the computer to the Internet is
quite a slow one (usually a 56k modem or
slower). However, Ovum reckons that over
the nest sis years things will change.
Rrsi,-ihe need for a computer to make
the IP link will lie sidestepped, as purposebuilt telephones will do the fob. Dialing
another user will then, be the IP equivalent
of dialing existing telephone numbers.
Second, higher-speed links to the
internet will liecome the norm. Aciualiy IP
telephony as a concept is pretty obvious,
tuul dils reixirt merely goes overground
thai loag-term Intemet users tire already
aware of, ami many liave been campaigning
alxtul for a vvMe. Hie essence is that it's
cReaper to communicate over die. Internet
than it is over the.esisting telcphonc
network-at least for long-distance links.
The problem at the moment is that while
for email and Web browsing the Internet is
an acceptable and highly usable medium,
for IP telephony it's simply not quite there
yet. IP telephony Is a fairly technical
process, and at the moment you liave to
know what you're doing to be able to use it
effectively. Even if the technical aspects of IP
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 1999

telephone programs can l)e mastered, the
quality of service Is .still pretty crummy. In
die future, IP telephony will just liecome
easier to carry out, diat's all. And with f.tster
links die quality of service will improve, so
dial It will become feasible to transmit video
and well as sound -a complete and reliable
videophone iinkwith other users is well
within the bounds of IP telephony. Several
existing implementations demonstrate the
power of it, but they're all lei down by the
network capabilities at the mometiL
Creating a network capable of allowing Rill
and decent IP telephony is quite a cludlenge
- though nor by any means iasunmountable.
Now, how telephone companies shape up
to this diallciigc is another matter. Whether
or not companies like British Telecom
acknowledge the trend, the use of IP
telephony is going to increase. While it's the
computer geeks and nerds who use it at die
mbmenr, it's merely a mailer of time before
it becomes mainstream. The tools and
progrnms that let individual users conduct
IP telephone conversations are improving
steadily, in both performance and abiliry.
And of course it's this that's got BT and
odier operators running scared. If people
can communicate around the world in such
ways, all for die price of local telephone
calls, then people axeivt going to phone
long-distance. Which riieans. of course,
lower revenues from long-distance calis.
Effectively, the nerworks of today use
digital comrnunieations merely as a way to
move it telephone cohyeisation from one
end of the network to the other. The
speech signals at one end arc digitised then
sent through die network to die other end
where they ate reverted to an analogue,
signal again. At ail times the digital signal
travels in a foil anti continuous stream.
Internet protocols are different, in that they
comprise packets of digitised data, created
from the analogue voice signal. Packers are
split up as they are routed over the
network, and rejoined at the other end
prior to conversion back to die analogue
signal. Each method has advantages. The
existing method is comparatively simple,
whereas the IP method has an inherent
prnfaiem with ensuring that packets reach
their desiinadon quickly enough to allow

real-rime conversations.
I iowever, as networks improve generally which, of course, they do with time and
month' - IP telephony makes more and
more sense- Telephone comniunications
have a huge amount o! redundancy (gaps
between words, .sentences, and so on arc
still transmitted), wasting system resources.
IP Telephony makes better use of these
resources as significant compression can
take place so that redundant interludes
simply aren't transmitted.
What's called for Is a radical change of
thought by die telephone companies as
much as radical improvements in the
communications networks involvevl After
ail, it makes more and more sense to utiliss
networks better, which is what IP telephony
can do - and do well. It's just that telephone
companies don't always sec the wood for
die trees when it comes to radical diinklng.
Hie idea that a loss of revenuemight occur
will be a prime concern, naturally. But longteem Increased revenues brought about by
a massive shift in the ability of us all to
communicate on a wodd-wide basis simply
and cheaply will actually lie the result.
BT's no slouch of course. Research into
IP is already underway within BT, and the
necessary srntctural arrangements of the
network could actually lie Implemented
fairly quickly. It's just a pity diat the push to
do so will probably come because of other
pressures, not because BT Is forwardthinking. Cable operators are already
looking into cable modems as a means
whefeby users can have fast internet access
for services such as IP teiephony - table
modems allow data rates tar in excess of
BTs newest ISDN services. New IP
telephone services arc also beginning to
sprout up in the current void. In an ideal
world, telephone companies like BT would
see die need for new sendees before diey
actually existed, and IP telephony would be
already with us. Still if Ovum's report turns
out to be true, the time's not far off anyway.
Checkout the Ovum Web site at
<http://wwri.ovuin.coro> to get the Ovum
white paper on the report, and to find
further details about die repon itself: IP: the
Impact on Telco Services and Kevenues.

Figure i.
Standard
form and
notations of
a 7-segment
display.
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7-Segment
Displays
A very common requirement in
modem electronics is that of
displaying alphanumeric
characters. Digital \r.itches,
pocket calculators, and digital
multimeters and frequency
meters arc all examples of
devices thsit use such displays.
The best known type of
alphanumeric indicator Ls the
7-segmera display, which
comprises seven indepcndenilyaccessible photoelectric
segments (such sis LEDs or
LCDs, or gas-discharge or
fluorescent elements, etc)
arranged In the form shown in
Figure I. The segments are
conveniionsdly notated from a
to g in die manner shown in
the diagram, and it is possible

access to the:intllvid.u;tl
photoelectric segments, and
die eighth provides a common
connection to all segments. If
die display Ls a I.HD type, the
seven individual IJEDs maybe
arranged in die form shown in
Figure 3, in which all LTD
anodes are conneaed to die
common terminal, or they may
lie arranged as in Rgute 4, in '
which all LED cad itxics are
conncaed to the common
terminal In the former case
the device is known as a
cdnimon-anode 7-segment
display; in die latter case the
device is known sis a commoncadiode 7-segment dispby.

7-Segment
Display/Drivers
Raj' Marston shows how to use
i In most practical applications,
7-segment alphanumeric displays in : 7-segment displays are used to
; give a visual iitdicadon of the
this special 2-pan feature. Tins
■ output states of digital ICs.sucli
opening episode describes basic
; as decatie counters and fntches,
j etc. Tlicse outputs are asually
operating principles.
; in 4-bit BCD (Binary Coded
to make them display any
combinaiions, as shown in the = Decimal) form and are hot
number (numeral) from 0 to 9
truth table of Figure 2.
I suitable for directly driving 7or alphabetic character from A
Practical 7-segmeni display
! segment displays. Consequently.
to F (in a mixture of upper and
detites must lie prorided witii i Sjietiai BCD-ro 7-,segment
lowercase letters) by activating
at lease eight external connection I decoder/driver ICs are available
these segments in various
terminals; seven of these give
j to convert the BCD signal into
i a form suitable far dit.ing
; these displays, and are
j
connected between the BCD
Segmenls (Y= ON)
Segments {Y= ON)
unopiay
j signals and the display In the
Display
a
b c
d
e
f
g
a
b c
; manner shovvti in Figure 5- The
d e
f
g
:
table of Figure 6 shows the
n
Y Y Y Y Y Y
relationship between the BCD
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
u
8
i signals and the displayed 7- segment numerals.
i
Y Y
Y Y Y
In practice, UCD-to-7-segnienf
Y Y
i
8
decoder/driver ICs are usually
avaitable in a dediatcd form
Y Y
Y Y
Y
Y Y Y
Y Y Y
<?
that is sutablc for driving onlva
R
single class ofdispiay unit, e.g..
either common-anode 1KD type,
Y Y Y Y
Y
Y Y Y Y Y
3
b
or common-cathode LED type.
Or liquid crystal displays (LCDs).
Y Y
r
Figures 7 to 9 show the mediods
Y Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
4
L
of intercoruieaing each of these
IC antl dispby types.
Y
Y Y
Y Y
Y Y Y Y
Note chat in the case of the
Y
5
d
LED circuits (Figures 7 and 8) if
the IC outputs are unprotected
Y
Y Y Y Y Y
Y
Y Y Y Y
5
(as in the case of most TTL
E
ECs), a currenr-Iimiting resistor
1
must fae wired In series with
Y Y Y
Y
Y Y Y
i
each display segment (alxiut
f
150R with a 51' supply, of 6S0R
at 15V); most CMOS ICs have
FlSore 2. Truth table for a 7-segment display.
intcrnallv ctirrem-limiteri
Cammon

o

b

^ ^
O

C

c

d

e

f

S 7-fr ^ ^

C

e
f
0
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a common-anode 7-sBgmenf
LEO display.

Common
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of a common-cathode 7-segment
LED display.
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BCO-ia—
7-Segment
Decoder/Driver

BCD
Input
Signal

The full espinnation for this is a
tittle coinjdica£ed,:aiid is as follatts.
To drive an LCD segment, the
driving voltage rfnist be applied
between the segment and BP
terminals. When the voltage is
zero, the segment-Is effectively
invisible. When tire drive voltage
has a significant positive qr
negative value, however, the

c
Common
d, u
e.
f LI
[3~ Otsptoy

Figure 5. Basic connections of a
BC0-to-7-segrnant decoder/driver JC.

BCD Signal

BCD Signal
Display
D

c

B

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

,0

0

Display
D

c

B

A

n
u

0

1

0

1

i
i

0

1

1

0

c'

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

'i'

5

6
i
i

8

8

1 = logic high

0 = logic low

Figure 6. Truth table of a BCD-to-7-segraent decoder/driver.
outputs, and do not require the
use of these external resistors.
To drive a common-anode
display (Figure 7). the driver
must have an active-low output,
in which each segment-driving
outputis normally high, hut
goes low to mm a segment on.
To drive n common-crsthode
display (Figure 8). the driver

in List have an active-high outpuL
Jn the Figure 9 LCD-driving
circuit the display's common BP
(back-plane) terminal and the
ICs phase input terminaLs must
be driven by a symmetrical
squarewave (typically 3.0Hz to
200Hz) that switches fully
between die.two supply rail
voltages (0V and -i-V), as shown.

segment becomes effectively
visible, but if the drive voltage is
sustained for more than a fewhundred milliseconds the
segment may become
permanently visible and be of
no further value. Ihe way
around this problem is. In
principle, to drive the segment

Supply H-vs
, Common
7-Segment
Cammnn—Anade
Display
al i>l c dl «| (
Current—Limiting
Resistors
(See Text)
01 t>| al d] e| l[ g
BCD
Input ■
Sigool

Common-Anode
Oeeoder/Drivcr
IC
"Xov

Figure 7. Method of driving a common-anode LED display.
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BCD
Input
Signo!

on viii a perfectly symmetrical
squarewavc that switches
alternately between identical
positive and negative voltages,
and thus has zero dc components
and will not damage the LCD
segment even if sustained
permanently. In practice, this
type of waveform is actually
generated with die aid of an
EX-OS Thie/Complemem
generator, connected as shown
in Figure 10(a).
In Figure 10(a), the basic
segment 'a' input drive (which is
active-high) is connected to one
input of the EX-OR element, and
the other EX-OR Input terminal
(which is Rotated PHASE) is
driven by a symmetrical
squarewave ihat switches nilly
between the circuit's supply mi!
voltages (shown as OV and
T-10V) and is also applied to the
LCD display's BP pin. When the
segment 'a' input drive is low,
the EX-OR element gives a noninverted (in-phase) 'a' output
when die squarewave is at logic0, and an inverted (anti-phase)
'a' output when the squarewave
is at logic-1, and thus produces
zero voltage difference between
the 'a' segment and BP points
under both these conditions the segment is thus turned off
under these conditions. When
the segment 'a' input drive is
high, the EX-OR dement gives
the same phase action as just
described, but in this case the
!
a' OUT pin is high and BP is
low when the squarewave is at
iogic-O, and 'a OUT is low and
BP is liigh when the squarewave
is at logic-i- the segment is thus
turned on under these conditions.
Figure 10(b) shows lite circuit
waveforms that occur when the
'a' segment is turned on, with
the "a" segment and BP driven
by amirphase squarevvaves.
Thus, in part A of the waveform
the segment is 10V positive to

Supply -i-Ve
JZ
Common-Cathode
Decoder/Driver
IC
nnnnnnnSromumii;n3
'(See Text)
ol b c[ dl el i| ol
7-Segmsnt
Common-Cathode
Display
Common
1OV

Figure 8. Method of driving a common-cafhodo LED display.

Supply -t-ve (V--)
0
b
c
BCD—to—
d.
7—Segment
Decoder/Driver s.

BCD
Input
Signal

O

Cornmnn

u
Display
Phose
BP
Input
(Common)
Symmetrical
Square Wove Input

rrnov
Figure 9, Malhod of driving a
liquid-crystal display (LCD).

OUT

~X-CR
T r ue/Cam p?emsnt'
^sneroldf

v+
_nj
L-1 OV

A | B

I A
y—>1 '"of
< 7
t Seg.-ifnenis

4-10/

PHASE
—OV

u
BP
rrri
Segment 'a'
inpul drive
PHASE
(active h»gn)
Figure 10. Basic LCD
segmBrrt-drlve circuit (a),
and voltage-doubling
'bridge-driven' segment
waveforms {b).

— 4-IQV

o
OUT

OV
— 3P-r 1CV
Segmpni
rerctive—
volue

Sgucrewavs
input
+ tQV
n_r.OV

3P-I0V

(°>

Bit and in pan B it is IOV
negative to Bi? so the LCD is
effecUvely driven b>-a
squarewavc widi a peak-to-peak
value of 20V but with zero dc
value. This form of drive is
generally known as a voltagedoubling 'bridge drive' system.
In practice, many LCD-driving
ICs (such as the'4543B_)
incorjtorate tills type of drive
system in the form of a 7-section

(b)
HX-OR gate array interposed in
series with the segment output
pins, with access to its common
line via a single PHASE tctminaj.
Note that any active-high
7-Sqgment LEO-driving decoder
IC can be used to drive a
7-.segment LCD display by
interposing a bridge-driven
7-seciion EX-OR array between
its segmenr output pins and the
segment pins of die LCD

display, as shown in Figure 11,
in which a 74L54S TTl, IC is
used in this specific watt
Cascaded Displays
In most practical 7-segrneni
display applications, scverai sets
of displays and matching
decoder/driver ICs are cascaded
and used to make multi-digit
display systems. Figuir; 12, for

BCD
input
signal

7

A

O

BO-

B

b

CO-

C

e

DO

("A
U
4

d

Bl/RBO

e

RBI

■f

13

9
i,8
OV

BP
(Common)

=)D
2

10

)D
5
D
i4

LT

+ 5V
JU DV

TV

iCl
74LS48

Display Latching
The simple cascaded system
described above suffers from a
major defect, in thai the display

Symmetrlcol
squarewove input

+ 5V
AO-

example, shows a very simple
way of using three sees of
decoder/driver ICs and displays
in conjunction with three decide
counter ICs to make a simple
digital-readotir frequency meter.
Here, the amplified external
frequeucy signal is fed to the
input of die series-connected
councers via one input pfa 2input AND gate, which has its
oilier (GATE) input waveform
derived ftom a built-in umebase
generator. The drniit's operating
sequence is as follows;
When the timebase GATE
input signal is Jqvv the AND gate
is dosed and no input signals
reach the counters. Ax the
niomertr diat the timebase
GATE signal switches high a
brief RESET pulse is fed to all
three counters, setting them all
to zero count; simultaneously,
the input gate opens, and
remains ojien for a period of
precisely One second, during
which rime the input-frequency
pulses are summed by the
counters, .At die end of the one
second period the gate doses
and die timebase GATE signal
goes low again, thus ending the
count and enabling the displays
to give a steady reading of thar
second's total pulse count (and
thus the mean signal frequency).
Die whole process then repeats
again one second later, when
the. timebase GATE signal again
goes high.

/-segment
LCD
2 x 74LSS6
ICs

Figure U. Basic way of
using an active-high LEDdrivlng decoder IC (such
as the 7412348 TTL type)
to drive a 7-segment
LCD via a bridge-driven
V-sectlon EX-OR array.
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becomes a blur during the actual
counting jjeriod, becoming
stable and readable only when '
each count 5s completed and the
input gate is dosed. Tliis *lurcand-read' tyiie of display is very
annoying to watch. Figure; 13
shows an improved frequency
meter circuit tliat uses display
latching to overcome the above
defect- Here, a 4-bit data latch is
wired between the output of
each counter and die input of its
dccoder/driverlC. This circuit
operates as follows:
M die moment thai the
timebase GATE signal goes high
a RF5ET pulse is fed to all
counters, setting them to zero.
Simultaneously, die input gate is
Ojieiied and the counters start
to sum the input signal pulses.
This count continues for precisely
one second, and during rhis
period the 4-bir latches prevent
the counter output signals from
reaching the display drivers; die
display thus remains stable
during tliis period.
(it the end of the one second
count period the AND gate
doses and terminates the
count, and simultaneously a
brief LATCH ENABLE pulse is
fed lo all latdies, causing the
prevailing BCD outputs of each
counter to be Latchccl into,
memorv' and thence fed to the
display via die decoder/driver
ICs. thus causing the display to
give a steady reading of die
total puhe count (and thus the
input frequency). A few
moments later the sequence
repeats again, with the counters
resetting anti then couniing the
input frequency pulses for one
second, during which time the
display gives a steady reading of
the results of die previous
cbuiit, and so on.
The Figure 13 circuit thus
genenites.a stable display that Is
updated once every second; in
practice, the actual count
period of dus and the figure 12
circuit can be made any decade
multiple or subiiiuUiple of one
second, provided that the
output display is suitably scaled.
Note diat a 3-digii frequency
meter can indicate maximum
frequencies of999H2 when
using a one second timebase,
9.99kH2 when using a 100ms •
tipicbasc, 99-9kHz when using a
10ms timebase, and 999kHz
when using a I ins timebase. In
reality, many decoder/driver ICs
liave buUr-in 4-bit data latches.
Multiplexing
Note from the figure 12 and 13
circuits that a total of at least
twericyrone connections friust
be made between the IC circuitrvand the 7-segment displays of a
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Figure 12. Simple digital frequency meter circuit.
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Figure 13. Improved dfgttal frequency meter circuit.
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Figure IS. Bealistfc Implementation of the muttlptexlng technique In a S-dlgH frequency meter.
IJ^digit readout unit; a total of at
least sevent)' connections are
needed if a 10-digit display is
used, in realir,-, tire number of
IC-to-dispby connections can
be greatiy reduced by using the
technique known as multiplexing.
This technique cm be
■understood with the aid of
Figures 14 and 15Figure 14 shows how each
digit of a 3-digit commoncathode LED display can he
individually activated using a
total of only ten external
coimectioos: the circuitry to the
. J left of the dotted line should be
) regarded as 'electronic', and to
the right of the line as 'display5
circuitry In the display all a
segments are connected
together, as also are all other (b
to g) sets of segments, so thai a
total of only seven external a to
g ccnnectioas are made to the
display irrespective of the
number of digits used. Note,
however, that none, of die 7-segmeht displays are influenced
by signals on these segment
wires unless a display is enabled
by connecting its common
terminal to ground, and in
Figure 14 this is achieved by
activating switching transistors
Q1 to Q3 ila suitable external
signals, which require die use of
only one additional connection
per display digit.
Note in Figure 34 that three
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Figure 16. 4-digtt counter circuit, using a LSI chip.
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Figure 17. SVa-dlgit DVM using a LSI chip.
different sets of segment data
can be selected via switch Sla,
wlsich in reality would take the
form of a ganged 7-pole 3-way
dectronic switch (with one pole
dedicatee! to each of the seven
segment lines), and thai any
one of die three display digits
am be selected via Sib and Q1

to Q3. These switches arc
ganged together and provide
the actual multiplexer action,
and should be regarded as fttstaaing electronic switches that
repeatedly switch through
positions 1,2 and 3. The
ojieraiing sequence of the
circuit is as follaws:

j
Assume initially that thei switch Is in position 1. Under
; this condition Sla. selects segment
I data Aa-g, and Sib activates
; display 1 via Ql. so that display
; 1 shows the number 3- A few
i moments later the switch jumps
: to position 2, selecting segment
: data Ba-g and activating display
= 2 via Q2. so that display 2
; shows the number 2. A few
; moments fcuer the switch jumps
i to position 3. causing display 3
j to show the number 7. A few
I moments later lite whole cycle
i stans to repeat again, and so on
e add infinimm. In practice, about
| fifty of these cycles occur each
= second, so the eye docs not see
I the display;; being turned on
j and off individitaily but sees
| diem as an apparently steady
j display dtat shows the number
! 327, or whatever other number
j is dictated by the segment tiara.
E
Note from die above
" description that, since each
e tlispiay is turned on for only
I one third of etch cycle, the
; mean current consumption of
I each display is one third of the
e [leak display current, and die
; LED brightness levels are
j correspondingly reduced, in
; practical multiplexers the peak
: display current is made fairly
; high, to give adequate display
j brightness.
Figure 15 shows an example
j of an improved multiplexing
| (MUX) technkjne, as applied to
i a 3-tligif frequency meter. In
; this case die. MUX is interposed
I between the outputs of die,
; three BCD data latches and the
; input Ql the BCD-io-7-segmenr
i decoder/driver IC. This technique
| lias two major advantages. Hist.
; it calls for die use of only a
e single decoder/driver IC,
; Irrespective of the number of
j readout digits used. Second, it
1 calls for the use of a MUX
j incorporating only five ganged
i S-way sequencing switches (one
tor the control .data and four for
j die BCD data), radier than the
i eight ganged 3-way switches
i (one for the control data and
i seven for the segment data)
| called for in the Figure 14 system.
In practice, all of the
! counting, latching, multiplexing,
; decoding, timing and displayi driving circuitry of Figure 15
I (and a great deal more) am
i easily be incorporated in a
! single LS! (large scale integration)
i chip that needs only twenty or
e so pins to make all necessary
I connections to the power
; supply; displays, and inputs, etc.
i Thus, a complete 4-digii
i counter can be Implemented
e using a dedicated IC in a circuit
j such as that shown in Figure 16,
:
or a 3'fKiJgit DWl (digital vail
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BCD
input

-O RBO
(to' blanking
input terminol of
decoder/driver)

RBI OFigure 20. D1Y rlpple-blattklng logic (active-high type).
meier) can be impieniemed
using a circuit sudi as dial
shoRTi
in Figure 17.
9
Ripple Blanking
If the basic 4-diDit Figure 16
circuit is used to measure a.
count of 27 it will actually give
a reading of 0027, unless
steps ate taken to provide
autotnaric suppression of the
two (unwanted) leading zeros.
Similarly, if lite 5V>digit circuit
of Figure 17 is used to measure

0.1V it will actually give a display
of 0.100V unless steps arc taken
to provide auiomatic suppression
of die two (unwanted) trailing
zeros.
In practice, automanc. blaitkittg
of leading and'or uaillng zeros
can be obtained by using a
ripple blanking tedmiquc, as
illascrated in Figures 18 and 19.
In these diagrams, each
decoder.' driver IC has a BCD
input and a 7-5cgmenc output,
and is prodded with ripple
blanking input (RBI) and
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output (RBO) terminals. If
these terminals arc active high
they will have the following
draracteristies.
If die RBi terminal Is held
low (at logic 0), lire 7-segment
outputs of tire IC are enabled
but die RBO terminal is disabled
(held low). If the RBI semiinal
is biased high (at logic-1), die
7-segoient outputs become
disabled in the presence of a
BCD '0000' input (= decimal
zero), and die RBO output
goes high under the same

condition. Thus, the RBO
terminal is normally low and
goes high only if a BCD'0000'
input is present at the same
time as die RBi terminal is
high. With these dianicterisiics
in mind, refer now to Figures
IS and 19Figure 18 shows die rippie
I blanking technique used to
i provide leading-zero suppression
; in a 4-digic display that is
i reading a cou nt of 207. Here,
i the RBI input of die diousands
; or most signifiomi digit f.MSD)
decoder/driver is tied high, so
1 diis display is automatically
! blanked in die presence of a
i zero, under whicii condition
i the RBO terminal is high.
: Consequendy, the RBI temiinal
; of die hundreds IC is high, so
i its display reads 2, and the RBO
r tennina! is low. The RBI input
j of the tens unit is thus also low,
I so its display reads 0 and its
| RBO output is low The least:
i significant digit (LSD) is that of
; the units readour. and this
I does not require zero
I suppression; consequently, its
i RBI input is grounded and it
i reads 7. The display thus gives
I a total reading of207.
=
Note in the Figure IS leading
= zero suppression circuit that
; rippie blankingTeedback is
; applied backwards, from the
I MSD to the ISD. Figure 19 shows
\ how trailing zero suppression
; can be obtained by reversing
| die direction of feedback, from
I the LSD to the MSD. Thus,
i when an input of 1.1 Vis fed to
i this drcuit the ISD is blanked.
! since its BCD input is 'OOOQ' and
: its RBI input is high. Its RBO
; terminal is high under this
: condition, so die lOOths digit is
; also blanked in the presence of
1 a '0000' BCD input.
|
Practical decoder/driver ICs
\ are often (but not always)
; provided with ripple blanking
; input and output terminals;
i often, these are acdve low: If a
i decodcr/dnverTC does not
i incorporate integral ripple
i blanking logic, it can usually be
i obtained by adding external
: logic similar to (list shown in
[ Figure 20. with the RBO
I termioal connected to the
[ BLiVNKt.N'C input pin of the
j decoder/driver IC. In Figure 20
; (an acdve high drcuit), die
| output of die 4-input NOR gate
: goes high only in the presence
! of a '0000' BCD input, and the
i RBO output goes high only if
i the decimal zero input is
j present wiiile RBI is high.
N'cxr month's concluding
i episode of this 2-pan feature
; will describe practical 7-segment
= decoder/driver ICs and circuiLS.

Note Biking by nonnai
Dictaphone on be a
pain at limes esjietxilly
when the tape gets mangled up
in ihe machine. Well all that
nonsense is now becoming a
thing of the past with the new
solid state digital recorders
appearing on the scene. Decent
length recording machines
started to emerge last rear. By
tltai I mean up to 60 minutes of
recording time. Maplin
Electronics has been selling a
unit of this capability recently
but arguably one might
consider the price justification
when set against iradiiiona]
pocket recorder prices.
However technology marches
on -as ever and so
Enter the
Panasonic RR-DR60
Now dsis minuscule silver iwx
of tricks that fits inside die
jacket pocket Is much nearer
die mark - and that's particularly
on price and functionaJiiy. You
Iiave 99 file slots to record
messages all in a total time of .
60 minutes. Each recorded
message is logged for time,
date, duration and position in
memory and is very quickly
and easily displayed. There's a
very simple operation for
record and once in die record
position, the voice activated
switch takes over so you do not.
have to worry about pausing
for thought. Yes (his whizzo
gadget pauses with you so you
don't waste time pressing
pause buttons and wasting
valuable space. TItere arc
several speeds when using
pfatback and it intrigumgiy
works by cutting out the Wank
bits all without changing die
pitch. Now dial's eleven The
nice thing about this box is dial
yoti cm sdcciively erase any or
all of TO«r 99 recorded
messages antl there's no
whizzing of tape backwards or
forwards guessing rout^ily
where your message is. Just
dial up the file numlier and
erase - simple. No gaps are left
in the recording sequence as all
fifes move up together ,
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Paul Freeman-Sear tries out this palm
sized digital recorder.

automatically There is also a
review scan function where it
plays the first few seconds of
each file in order to get to your
required memo as quickly as
possible.
How does It work?
You may well ask. On a linear
predictive technique sal's die
blurb, It divides,the input
sound up into 5ms chunks. It
then, compares the sound
profile of tills chunk to known
sound source patterns stored
in the code book. The most
similar jxitiem is then selected
and an associated code number
is then stored in its memory,
Tim's neat! So the actual
sound is nor recorded at all.
Playback Is generated by
running die codes in sequence
which then erases the cede book
patrems to run out the sounds.
Sound quality is nor good
but it is intelligible and as a
dictaphone, it certainly achieves
its aim. Perhaps sound qualify
will improve as memory
capacity increases.
Battery life is good.achieving
8 hours on playback antl 10
hours for recording al! oh two
AAA' alkaline cells:
Conclusion
Excellent filing system and
battery life. Sound quality
mediocre but a must for out
and about note takers like
estate agents, architects,
surveyors, managers and
managing directors.
Suggested selling price £89
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Terramac ■ Parallel processing
supercomputer.

DuringiC rrianu&cmrc. a large
number of circuits - possiiily
hundreds, depending on their
complesity - are febricatcd o» a single wafer.
The cimiits are tested by complex
autoriiated hardware, :iftcrwhich the wafer
is cut up to yield the individual dies. Test
failures are rejected as scrap, bur the
working ones pass on to die nest stage.
Etch working die is wired to a chip frame,
which also provides us with connection pins
to tiie outside world; the cnmplete
assembly is then encapsulated. With today's
complex chips - wlsieh may contain millions
of transistors - the reject rate is qtiitc high.
Indeed, with the latest microprocessors
production yields mtiy work out at a few
percent - only perfect samples will function
property; This Is quite wasteful, and does
nothing for the price of the final product.
In die late I9S0s, Sir Clive Sinclair set up a
new company with a maverick IC expert by
die name of Ivor CalL This company
. Anamarric, was intended to explore new
methods of making complex semiconductor
products. Its first invention. Spiral, displayed
die ingenuity normally associated with
Sinclair projects. With a Spiral device, you
don't get a single chip die containing a
single circuit. Instead, you get a complete
wafer with many circuits. Basically. Spiral
tests etch circuit in iuitl noting eadi Mure
in an error map. If it finds a dm! circuit, it
then moves to one of the adjacent ones
until it finds one that works. This process is
repeated until the complete wafer is tested,
often giving rise to a spiral, pattern - hence
the name. In use, signals are only routed to
working arcuiis. Tiie end result is diat
production yields are much higher, panfeubriy
itjfcw of those circuits are needed for a
functional device. Spiral was originally
intended for high-capacity memory devices,
hut Sindairalso recognised its potential for
cheafjer parallel-processing computer
architectures. Unfortunately, all appears to
have gone quiet on the Anamanic from. An
internet search, via Alta Vista, returned
precisely zero hits.
However, similar principles fomi the basis
of Terantac a i MrjEelytrotessing supercomputer
consimaedat Hewlett-Padasd's Palo Alto
research fitdlitv in California. The name is
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND April 199B
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derived from 'Tern' (the target speed of
trillions of operations per second), and
'mac' (not Apples finest, but an acronym for
'multiple ardiitecture computer"). As the
latter parr of its name may suggest, Teramac
Is not a general-purpose computer, but
rather a configurable custom machine
whidi enatiles snedal-puqxtse arciiitccrurcs
to be developed, debugged, and reGned.
The basis of custom computer hardware
harks back to the pro-transistor days of
Colossus and Tunny, These machines, whidi
were installed at Bletchley Park, were
designed with one task in mind - tracking
the encryjited German radio traffic of the
last war. At one pdint, there were 10 Colossi
in operation at Bletdiley Park. Colossus
found, vvidiin a couple of hours, the 12
wheel settings used by theGennan Lorenz
S/-42 encryption machine operator for a
particular message. These wheel settings
were then fed to the Tunny madiine. which
deciphered rhe actual message.
Despite their vintage tedmology; these
1940s machines were application-opiimised,
and could do their job much fitster than a
modem high-end PC - i.e. a general-purpose
machine - running a stifiw-aie eniutiiiou.
Such is die power of custom computing.
Colossus, whidi employed 2500 valves, was
unlikely to have been particularly reliable and
probably required constant niaimcnancei
The machine coasumed 4.5kVof power in
operation, as well as a lot of floor space. It
was programtned using a five-hole paper

i

j

tape, arid its results pdnted out via an
electric tyjievvriter. If you're interested in
finding out more about Colossus - and how
a replica was buiit from scratch - check out
the fascinating web site at
http://5vwv>coranfteId.ac.iik'ccobparkATioreb
park.him, vviiich provided some of the
images you see here. Bletchley Park's
activities were also the focus of an excellent
Channel Four series, 'Station X', that was
broadcast recently. Since 1944, much has
changed in the world of electronics arid
computing. The vastly more jxiwerful - and
reconfigurable ■ Teramac custom machine is
built into a fridge-sized cabiner. Tests
implemented on a singleTxtard Teramac
system, which represents a sixteenth of the
bigggst-possible configuration, outperformed
a high-end single-processor workstation by a
foctorof four. Teramac provides large
numbers of pragramriisble gates, wires, and
memories that can l>c configured to
iniplement user designs- The system's most
interesting design aspect, however, is tltat of
derect-colenuice-something that would
have seemed iriconceivahle to the Bletchley
Park scientists and engineers.
It's some de.feci tolerance too. The
machine at the Mo Alto site had more than
220,000 identified hardware defects - a
conventional computer might stop working
if one component inside the CPU tailed. To
achieve this,, the Teramac airhitccrure is
rather different to that of a regular
computer. The basis of this scalable system
is a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
chip known as Plasma. A total of 27 of these
are built onto a multi-chip module (MCM),
which is not that dissimilar to Sinclair's
Spiral. Some arc used to provide Teramac's
logic circuitry, while others act as signal
routere. To interconnect die 27 Plasma chips
with the outside world, the MCM substrate
has 39 layers and over 3,000 output pins.
Four MQvls are then fined to a PCB, which
includes an additional controller with 32Mb
of RAM. The test S64-FPGA Teramac
configuration contained 8 of these PCBs.
which are iriterconncctcd v.ith ribbon

Lorenz SZ42 encryption machine.
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software that hunted for defective ,
interconnects and logic gates. Tills worked
by, determining a random, number using two
different resources - different results over,
different nins allowed the defective
components to be,isolated. Optimal
.communication routes between the
functibnal resources were then determined.
die computer subsequendv' using only those
components and routes. This is basically
what Anamanic's Spiral set out to achieve
nearly a decade earlier. Despite the faults which took Teramac a week to map - die HP
scientists were very inipressetl with the
results. Note, however, that iliey wouldn't
have,got tluit far if a crucial 7% of die
Teramac's circuiuy was built from those
defective FPGAs. As you may have guessed,
the 7% in cptestion makes up die hardware
diac diagnoses and corrects errors!

*
cables. In roial, there is about 40km of
wiring inside the prototyjie Teramac. A fulhloaded Terarmc, which itasn't been built to
my knowledge, would liave 16 such PCBs this adds up to 1728 Plasma FPGAs and
512Mb of RA\L lb communicate with a
workstation, a SCSI interface is provided.
All that silicon, wiring and coisneciivity
could mean a lot of potential reliability and
manufacturing problems. A iauli may be
annoying if it occurs on your PC fust before
you save drat spreadsheet, but the
consequences could be much worse if die
computer In question is a more complex
one responsible for policing a vital parr of a
missile guidance or air traffic control system.
Hence die need for fault tolerance, which
has been built into niission-critlcal systems
for some. time.in the form of backup
processors and multiple disk amtys; Even, if
computer failure isn't life-direatcning. fetilt,-..
tolerance is still obviously desirable.
Matnifacturing costs could be reduced,
because fewer chips would have to be
discarded. Out of interest, domestic PCs
already have ,a Kind of fault tolerance. Very
few hard disk drives arc completely free of
errors, and during pre-sales resdng the
errors are located and mapped in Simware.
so that they're ignored in normal use. The
errors in question do, however, represent a
tiny fraction of the overall drive capacity. In
the future, fault-tolerance levels could
ineretise to the point that reliability is
higher, despite an increased relative number
ol possible faults. Decades down the line,
the nest step - self-repairing systems - could
be a distinct possibility
Teramac's designers decided to test their
fauk-tplerance theories to the max by
intentionally including thase 220.0od-piu3
Itardware faults - more titan one would
realistically cxpea. HP sdemists deliberately
consmicted their Teramac using
components that had failed quallty-comrol
tests. Titcse reject comixtnent? were
supplied free of charge by the IC
manufacturers. HP only had to pay for lite
Plasma FPGAs thar worked - around 20% of
die total. The-S-board Terarhac prototype billed as the largest fouU-roleranr computer
ever - ran special system charaaerisation

m

Inside the Teramac and the multi-chip
arrangement (below).
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reckons tliat microprocessors as we know
tliem will reach their practical limits by
around 2010, Ten yctics.irciin now;
experimental computer circuitry may be
matie using nanotechiibldgy • a combination
of cuttihg-edge physics, bioiogy and
chemistry: These.'nancHdilps' will ellectively
tae 'grown', using a combination of submicroscopic robots and the controlled
grouping together of molecules, and will
offermuch higher cotnponem densities
than conventional silicon components.
Indeed, we're probably talking about
tolerances of a few atoms here. Nano-chips
will hence lie faster and le>s power-hungry.
Indeed, a high-jxirformance wttrkstationciass CPU the size of a sand grain wouldn't
be out of die question. Connecting it to the
real world must presumably involve another
set of practical problems!
Due to their increased complexity, nanodtip production viclds could be mucli lower
tiian silicon if they were manufactured on
die one-circuit-per-dic basis mrrently
associated with today's microprocessors.
Two of the scientists belilnd the Teramac,
HP's Philip Kuekes and "UCLA chemistry
professor James Heath, argue that if
computers assembled using nanotcclinnlogv
were designed 10 be reconfigunible in the
same way as the Teramac, they could also
funaion perfealy regardless of their defects.
If a certain number of defects could be
tolerated, then there would be implicatioas
for the production plane Tou wouldn't need
to spend hundreds of millions of dollars on
the super-clean fobs required for modem
mJcroprtxessorii. Out of imeresr. it is estimated
that silicon devices of foe cranptesity predicted
by Moore's Law for 2010 would liave to lie
tmnufocaired in a fob costing some SJOhn.
Even then, production yields would lie poor.
What's more, only TO electrons would he
required to switch a FET-implemeated gate
between the two logic, states - something
that could cause severe problems.
Nano-diips look ineilrable...
tiini- -t
n#

That original Teramac. which was
constructed in 1995, was donttted to Bdgham
Young Univcreity, There, it a.mtinues to be
used for high-end applications like real-time
3D modelling. Programming the Teramac
involves caking existing software algorithms,
and converting dtem to a logic circuit thar can'
be implemented % the hardwire. Given the
program design and a defect database, a
compiler creates a Teramac conflgurailon that
implements the design only on the working
hardware. One of the academic" applications,
a three-dimeasional filter that extracts the
artery structure from three-dimensional
medical-data such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). outperfarmed a funaionallysimilar software algorithm running on a highend HP735 workstation by a fitctor of four.
The researchers at the university believe that
designs for a 'half Teramac configuration are
expected to run at more than 100 times the
speed of such workstatiDtis.
•The Teramac lias another research
purpose. HR like many other organisations,
predicts that liigh-end computers of the
near future won't employ conventional
lithpgniphed-siiiCQn technologv-. Indeed, HP

•=4

Teramac plasma chip die.
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Thumbs up
for the Mac
He of Hitchhiker's Guide
fame, Douglas Adams once
said of being a loyal Mac
user "We may not have got
everything right, but at least
we knew the century was
going to end." Apple's taken
this quote to heart and
setup a Web site to put the
Year 2000 computer
problem in perspective.
Apparently the worldwide
tab for fixing the millennium
bug will be around $600
billion (£376,000,000,000,
give or take a dollar}. That
frightening sum of money is
actually enough to buy
every man, woman, and
child in the US, Australia,
Belgium, Cambodia, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, France, Greece
and Guatemala a new iMac
each (still having 3,000,000
of the little beauties left
over). Having said that, if
everyone had had a Mac in
the first place, of course,
the millennium bug wouldn't
have even existed. Checkout
<http://www.app)e.com/
about/year2000/> for this
and other details.
•
Pop for the Mac
The new Apple [Mac's
Infamous ease at getting
connected to the Internet
still relies on the traditional
point to point protocol (PPP)
procedures most personal
computers (Macs or PCs} have
to follow when dialling up
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an Internet service provider
telephone connection. On
the Mac (any Mac, hot just
the iMac), the traditional inbuilt method is with a PPP
Control Panel. There are
several tools available which
mean you don't have to
actually open the Control
Panel to log on and log off
to the Internet — various
drop-down menus are
availabfe, and there's an inbuilt Control Strip module,
to name some examples,
Now, white it's no big deal
opening the Control Panel,
tools like these centralise
the function and make logging
on or logging off literally a
single action, and are quite
coot to use, making the Mac
(and JMac} quite simply the
easiest personal computer
to get onto the Internet.
In the latest version of
the Mac's operating system
(MacOS 8.5) the PPP
Control Panel has been
given extra functionality and
has been renamed Remote
Access in the process and
this has meant that some
of the tools have needed a
minor update to cater for it.
One.of the best tools for the
job is PPPop, and it's now
at version 2 which includes
full MacOS 8.5 compatibility.
While operating in the
same way it always has - a
single-click button to control
the logging on'and fogging
off processes, as well as
showing you whether you're
online or offline - PPPcp
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PPPop button displayed and
version 2
controlling the.whole process.
adds quite
PPPop is shareware,
a few hew
priced at $20 ($10 for
features
upgrades) and is money well
too. From
spent. Get it from the usual
the PPPop Server menu you
Mac archives, or direct from
can now change alt
the author's Website at
necessary internet settings
<http://homel.gte.net/fri e/>.
(PPP^ TCP/IP, and modem)
directly. This is a real boon
for those users who have
Outlook
more than one Internet
for the Mac
service provider. For
Microsoft has released
example, you can change
version 4.5 of Outfook
connection from a
Express for the Macintosh
CompuServe account, to an
(along with version 4.5 of
AOL account, to a standard
Internet Explorer). This'ffee
Internet service provider
email client softWare has
account all from within
been upgraded in several
PPPop. EVen better than
ways, not the least of which
this, PPPop now Includes
are: multiple signature
user profiles, so different
support, coloured quotes,
people, with different
drag-and-drop self-repairing
Internet settings, can
installation, better attachment
access individual accounts
handling (AppleDoubie is now
simply by changing PPPop
supported which means you
profile. Dad can have his
can send attachments to both
Internet account, Mum her i Mac and PC users without
thinking about format), along
CompuServe account, little
with increased rule support.
Jimmy his AOL account, and
Outlook Express is the
little Janie her bulletin
default email client for
board service — all with a
current Macs, hut Is still a
simple change of profile.
largely underused program.
You can, as always,
Most Mac users use either
configure PPPop to display
Eudora or Claris Emailer a timer showing details of
both of which are puckaconnection and total times
paid-for applications. Outlook
on the Internet. You can
Express, on the other hand,
specify applications (Web
Is available as a free download
browser, email, and so on)
from Microsoft's new Macto launch and quit as you
centric Web site, at <http:
log on and off, and there's a
//www.microsoft.com/mac/>,
new window displaying IP
where
you'll find information
addresses of your Mac and
about all Microsoft Mac
the Internet service provider's
products. Outlook Express
server as well as bytes being
is definitely worth a look if
throughputted. However, the
you're considering getting a
real beauty is that ail of this
new email client, or if you're
peripheral stuff can be In the
running an earlier version.
background, with just the tiny
^-1
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Surf the Web Free of Ballast
After successful in-ftouse use,
Siemens is making its
WebWasher kjo! axmlable to
all Internet users as a freewttre
program. WelAVashc-r Ls a
ixjaerful filter program,
which is installed on PCs and
supplements die internet browser. 'Ihe software utility
ran be downloaded from the
Web at
<www,si emens.de/servers/w
wash/wwash us.htra>.

Barcodes :Come Home to Shop

Its functions enable users,
to filter our material that is of
no interest - advertising
rnateriaJ for example -'rather
than having to load it across
th'e network. The volume of
data transmitted can lie
reduced by up to 45% using
this program. Users can freely
configure and change the
filter functidns so that
additional data, such as targe
charts, are not loaded.
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Predictable Passwords Provide
Pathetic Protection

Supermarket giant 'lesco lias
introduced a liand held
barcorie in a bid to entice
more customers to shop from
home over the W eb. The Palm
Pilot Scanner allows online
'Jesco customets to scan the
barcodes of products in their
home to add on to their
Internet shopping lists.
'Ihe new system works with
the online service alreadv
offered by lesco to make
home shopping simpler and
more efficient. When
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connected to the Tesco Home
Shopping software, on-line
customers ran reorder
products they have at liome
as well as add to these with
over 20,000 products available
thmujh lesco Home Shopping.
Palm Pilot Scarincrs are
available to customers via the
lesco Web site at
<vriyw.tesco.co,uk>.Tesco
introduced home shopping
ova- the Web in 1996 and is now
lieliex ed in be one of die world's
leatlirig users of c-tamniace..

Help a Charity
with Stress Free Shopping
HimiE
Shuttle USB*'
USB Solutions
S^rrt iZ Tryn
«
rurc-KC/
« OKi-yit-; a w e £5,' ta
ta* ?r«3
cc^i: yie tni
i>y,
t-^5
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ctnttorg
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bed
W.row e-cjVi:
Sctasrs ra^t
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A survey by connect iviry
cnmpanyShuuleTcchnDiogvat cwww.shuttletech.conv*
has revealed die ma(brity of
people select passwords that
make Uiem easy prq- for
hapkers In application^ like
itankiiig, restricted Web sites
and network access.
Shuttle surveyed 100
coqxirate users,- and discoveicd
15% of peoplephpose their
tktte of blnh and 49% select
their,partner',s name, or the
name of their children or
peps. Of the men surveyed,
20% choose their favourite
football team as passwords.
80% of periplc justified
choosing simple passwords

I fnpbrtant1 Novys
Shuttle Technology Ljd
iCiriirrd by
SCM Hkroiyitemi

Shuttle Card Readen
-iSilic:
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because they were afraid of
forgetting more complex
word ami number
combinations. Some even
admitted having a 'one-for-alf
password, like their birthday
whidi they useJor PC, credit
card and bank accOuni
iicccss. making them even
more vulnerable to traucL
Shuttle believes that the
traditional user password will
never provide adequaie seniritv:
Its requirement Jof huthah
recollection makes is insiamly
fitilible. instead Shuttle
recommends the use ofjanie.s
Bond type technologies such
as retinal scamiing and
fingerprint recognition.
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If you find the sales like a trip
to hell Mid back, or if the
words - 'department store* fill
you with dratd, help is ar
hand with a new Web site,
which for the first time
combines Internet shopping
with charity, fund raising-Called the Benefits \\Teb,
the new service allows the
shopper to buy goods and
services ranging from books
to holidays and ftom
insurance to cars at discount
prices and ihen.nominate a
good cause to receive a

i percentage of die price paidl
|
Norwich-based Saint
■ Christopher Benefits has set
: up the Benefits Web at
<wvwt.beiiefits.co.uk>. The
: company is curren i iy adding
j national charities and similar
j bodies to-their esLsting
1 database of26,000 UK schools
i and 1,800 envirorimenial
i groups who look set to get
| si ibs fan rial income each year
I from the donations
j automatically credited to
i Them every time a purchase is
! made using the system-
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Star Unlocks Internet Potential

Unwired Planet Opens WAP
1.0 lab for Mobile Web

Inicrnei sblutiOii
prowler Siar at
<www.star.co.uk>
Qstar
Is hosting a series of
nationwide seminars
outlining the
business advantages
to be gained from
tlie Internet, 'flic
briefing sessions
liegan in J anuary in
london. and end in
August in Edinburgh.
"ITic seminars art*
aimed at users
looking to develojj
ami exploit their Internet
cannedivfty to grow dieir
business. Stars esjierLs will
cover the latest technology
'available, including ISPs
.scanning emails for vinises.
saving time by backing up
remotely via die internet,
email/fax intcwarion, and
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network jierfoniiance
monitoring and optimisation.
The most recaii cJeiek.^imaiis
in business applications and
how to use die Inicmet :ls a
marketing tool will also lie
discussed in detail, iegoland
am! Old fiTtiibRi are among
the venues for the briefings see Ditnr Dtue.i-

Unwired Planet at <www. planet. co. uk> has started pcer-to-iieer
testing and created an open testing lab which is firely available
on ihe \Vcb for performing interpperabiliiy testing between
Unwired Planet products and providers of the Wireless
Application Protocol (WAP) 111 gateways and browsers.
Access to the tali is open to any WAP Forum member
company and testing can begin immediately Nokia is
collaixiraiing directly with Unwired Planet to build WAP
capability into hiture versions of its mobile phones.
WAP is the standard for Internet content and advanced
telephony services in digital mobile phones and other wireless
terniinals. The WAP Fbrtini has published a global wireless
protocol specification for all wireless networks that will be
contributed to the appropriatostancLtnl txxlies.
WAP enables rnanufaaurers, network openudts, enfttent
prtivideis and stpplication cicv^pjiers to offer compatible protlucts
;md secure services on all digital devices and networks resulting in
gresuef
economies of scale and universal access to information.
W'jAI1 Riaini meJulx-fship is ojxn to all industry participants.
mm
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Sun Lets Jlni Out of Bottle
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Jlnl sonneclton lecfuioiogv. biaed on Java™
lpchnology,enJblpx dfgftal de'Ttces lo tJmpJy "roiscl
Icasthar,
History of the Internet
Kdea<e 4.0 of 1 iobbes' Intcnict Timeline, an authoritaiive history of
the internet is now av-aikibleby e-mail from
nmelinef'i hoblies.mitre.org or on, the Web at the Internet Society
site at <wvm.isoc.org/zakon/lnternet/History/HIT.html>.
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Su'nhns unveiled itsjihi 1.0
source axle at
<java.sun.cora/products/j i ni>,
which enables any digital
device to lie networked, to-,
other devices, regartliess of
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die .underiring software or
hardware, file technologvsets upbitsic rules forhow to
connect to the network,
share iiifoniiation and
interaa with other devices.

Filtering Software IGets Smarter
, :4 -f 3 O jo O
:>•

Enibedded Web
Computer Solutions has set up a Wdi site tor engineers
developing microprocessor and micnx-onLrallcr based products
at <www.computer-solutiDns.co.uk> ComputerSpluiioris has
Helpeii to design and dev eloped evcrytliing from 32-bii multitenninal svsieins
im
with tliousatids
i.v j- '- i m
of inputs to true
single chip
rnmsoL
applications..
Tlie;siie contaias
tfCCi .- X-ICl-i
a database of
mlcftJpfpcessors
W. r.4 fry- cry i-i-itvIrw^n *♦>! »
and details of
-32
nXiaCtl
. ».
tools that are
a.vaihilile for
supjHirt.
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Tjifcring sofivvare usai in
schools and jmlilic libraries has
lieeri ditidsevi for fieihg tocv
broad in its efforts to screen out
matertii Such sofiwore cannot
idl'tfic difference between
phiasts such as 'laige breast;
and -breast canter researdi",
refusing to action other search.
Now a company called

RuleSpace at
<»v»rt'j.rulespace.com> says it
may have a solution: its
WebCha|>emne software is
ixised on an ardfidakintdligence
engine called the Intelligent
Qxiiem Recognition Technology
and is designed to different Lire
lietwccn legitimate content
and pornography.
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month's

destinations

Thereare a couple of
ponaljle rnp3 pkn-ers mailabJe.
the.best isprohab!>*,ihe
DLimorid -Rlo- See it, and
eveti buy ?i from Mapiin
(Oilier Code VATS) or ar
<http://www.diafflQndnin.com/
product s/current/rio. cfnf*.
Teadfers (and indeed
anyone) can find significant
resources on thel)epanmcnt
for Edufatiqnand
Employnlcnt's Web site, at
<http://www.iff ee. gov. uk>.
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education' is highlighted at the
moment. The whole Green
Paper can be downloaded as
-Adobe Acrobat forma: pdi" files,
and there's even a response
lomi on die site to send in your
responses. The department
even wants us to ijelicve thai
someone will read ihcm all.
Finally, the best glossary of
letms weir? yet round on the
Internet and related topics has
been created by cj net, at
<http://www.cnet.com/Resau
rc'es/Info/Glossary/>. Now
you can find out what
Gauraiid and Phong shading
reallv mean!
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there's a buzz on die Imemei
ulKJiit.ihe.digifa! recording of
audio in the forma! known as
M-PEG Layer 3 (or mp3 for,
sliort). It's a highly compressed
method of sioring audio inn
reasonably high-quality
manner, which makes it idea!
for Aoringon cqmputera or—
iyctter — hand-held players.
Hie compression ratio of mp3
files to ecjuiralent CD tracks Is
artiuncl 1:11, so;ln theoq; you
could get over 10 CDs worth
of sound on one CD (if that
makes-sense). The technology'
is new, but several Web sites
oner information and software
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which allows you to create
mp3 files oil. your cdrapiiter
Checkout mi)3:com. on
<
http://www,'nip3.cora> where
you'H .find lots of specific
informal ion, and links to other
sites. Also, for a mdre-generai
look-jt tile subject of .M-PEG
coinpressioh. take a look at
'•http;//www,inpeg.org>
where again, there are seremi.
related links. As .you mighr
expect, the record indust ry is a
little wan- of mp5, thinking of
it as a means ofpiracy'of
music CDs, However, ids really
no more sb dian audio
cassettes, and even CDs.
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Don't miss another great assortment
of entertaining and easy-to-make projects
and essential electronics information
aimed at the novice constructor.

Issue 137 will be on sale
Friday 2nd April

PROJECTS
Metal Detector
Solar Flare Electronic Game
Notebook Power Supply

FEATURES
Digtial Video and Digital VHS
Analysing Mars
Towards a Theory of Everything
Signalling Using Light
Using 7-Segment Displays
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